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This is Green Cargo
Green Cargo is part of the future. We offer safe and reliable transports with the lowest possible environmental
impact and third-party logistics of high quality. We have noticed that our customers in industry and the retail
trade are becoming more and more interested in these services. Transports are an important prerequisite for
the development of business and industry. Decision makers in the political arena are showing the same
interest in sustainable transports locally, on a national basis and also on the EU level.
When industry and the retail trade request safe, competitive and environmentally friendly transport solutions,
we want to be part of the solution. This applies not only to Sweden, but also interactions between Scandinavia
and the rest of Europe.
Our third-party logistics complement our transport solutions and are growing year after year. Green Cargo
Logistics serves companies in different industries by handling their imports, processing their products, and
warehousing and distributing their goods. This allows our customers to focus on their core business at the
same time as they receive efficient logisticsservices. Welcome to Green Cargo's Annual Report and
Sustainability Report for 2010. In these reports, we have summarized our accomplishments, as well as our
views on the future.

Vision and business concept

• VisionWe will be the leading logistics company, basing our services on and contributing to sustainable
national and international development.
• Business conceptWe offer sustainable logistics solutions that take into consideration social
responsibility, the environment and profitability.
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Highlights of 2010
New President and CEO
On 19 April, Mikael Stöhr became the new President and CEO of Green Cargo.
Biggest contract in Green Cargo's history
Green Cargo is now ScandFibre Logistics' main supplier of national transports in a large freight train system
for 10 major Swedish paper mills. The contract is for a period of six years and it is the largest new contract in
Green Cargo's history. The value of the contract is more than SEK 350 million per year.
New business deals
Green Cargo signed 728 new business deals in 2010. Intermodal transports increased and this business areas
has nearly doubled over a period of just four years. During 2010, Green Cargo began offering intermodal traffic
services six nights per week between Malmö and the German cities of Hannover and Krefeld. Transports of
biofuel are increasing and new customers in this area are: EON, Sveaskog and Vattenfall.
Intermodal commuting service in Germany
Green Cargo's intermodal commuting service has been launched in Europe. The new trains, with trailers and
containers, commute six nights per week between Malmö – Hannover and Malmö – Krefeld. The capacity
corresponds to nearly 40,000 truck rigs per year.
Green Cargo sells its share in Cargonet
Green Cargo is selling its 45 percent equity interest in CargoNet AS to the Norwegian State Railways, NSB.
The sale enables Green Cargo to strengthen its own offering of transporting truck freight by train for long
hauls.
More efficient freight traffic in Jämtland
Green Cargo and Inlandståget AB have laid the groundwork for developing rail freight traffic, which has been
under threat of closure, in northern and western Jämtland. Inlandståget will provide rail operation services on
behalf of Green Cargo, as well as becoming the local retailer of Green Cargo's services.
Green Cargo reorganizes
Reorganization will make Green Cargo more efficient and able to adapt to our customers' needs. The
organization now has two branches: freight transports and third-party logistics, which is provided by the
subsidiary, Green Cargo Logistics. Green Cargo transports freight by rail in combination with road transports.
Road transports are provided by external partners.
Thrust for the future
Green Cargo is adding a total of 16 new electronic locomotives that will be used for SSAB transports. The new
locomotives are class Re and this is the first time that Green Cargo has purchased this type of locomotive for
its own use.
In addition, 62 diesel locomotives and 42 electronic locomotives will be fully renovated and modernized.
More modern locomotives
Green Cargo has taken delivery of the first batch of modernized electronic locomotives. In total, 42 electric
locomotives will be rolled out onto the tracks as part of Green Cargo's effort to modernize its locomotive fleet.
The locomotives that are being disassembled and completely renovated are our reliable, but older class Rc
locomotives.
A record number of Green Cargo Climate Certificates have been awarded to environmentally
conscious companies
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Green Cargo's seminar on sustainable logistics was attended by COOP and the wine importer, Prime Wine,
among others. Minister for the Environment, Andreas Carlgren, awarded 28 Green Cargo Climate Certificates
to companies with maximum emissions of 10 grams of carbon dioxide per NTK.
"In order to successfully meet the challenges ahead of us, everyone in society must cooperate to reduce our
greenhouse gas emissions. These 28 companies have proven that is indeed possible to decrease the
environmental impact of transports," said Minister for the Environment, Andreas Carlgren, who awarded Green
Cargo's Climate Certificate to the heads of these companies.
The Austrian transport company, LKW Walter, was named Climate Comet of the Year for 2010. It provides an
excellent example of how an individual company, based on its own situation, can significantly decrease the
environmental impact of its transports.
Xrail
Green Cargo is one of the leading transport companies belonging to the newly formed collaborative effort, Xrail. X-rail aims to increase the quality and competition of European wagon transports and make this a better
alternative to truck transports.

Green Cargo's new, modernized locomotives

A record number of companies were awarded the Green Cargo Climate Certificate in 2010.
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Delivery to the customer - 92 percent punctuality

Green Cargo's ability to deliver within the
appointed hour is measured for national freight
wagon arrival to customer
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CEO's report
An annual report provides information and thoughts on the most recent year. However, I would also like to look
forward and say something about the future as well. But first, I will say a few words about 2010.
We made great strides in our recovery from the recession, which took a significant toll on us and our
customers, particularly those in the steel, paper and automotive sectors. The Group's operating profit (less one
-off costs) was positive in 2010 and net sales increased by nearly SEK 300 million to SEK 6,181 (5,889)
million. We have now had two severe winters in a row, which revealed deficiencies in the infrastructure.
Inadequate snow removal operations and closed shunting yards severely impacted industrial transports and
operations. Nevertheless, 9 out of 10 of our freight wagons arrived on time to customers in 2010 and we are
putting a great deal of effort into further quality improvements. Our ambition is to once again return to the level
of punctuality that we were able to provide for several years, when 95 percent of freight wagons arrived within
the appointed hour to customers.
Rail traffic problems have received a great deal of attention and oversimplified analyses like to blame this on
regulation. In light of this, it is worthwhile to keep in mind the rail industry's strong performance since
deregulation first got underway. When Green Cargo started turning losses into profits, we also began
encountering financially strong competitors on the tracks. In other words, we obtained competition, while
industry and trade acquired a greater selection of suppliers. As a result, freight traffic has increased by more
than 20 percent since Green Cargo was founded in 2001. In addition, passenger traffic has increased by
nearly 70 percent since the Swedish National Rail Administration and SJ split in 1988.
The increase in traffic and severe winter weather has revealed an accumulation of maintenance deficiencies,
which our customers have noticed in the form of interruptions and delays. This caused problems in our
customers' own production and delivery systems. We know that our customers demand reliable transports and
there now seems to be consensus on the need for maintenance, reinvestments and new investments in our
existing rail network. Deregulation has been a success. But, success also requires investments in
infrastructure in order to cope with the increased demand for rail transports. The Swedish Transport
Administration has now been given overall responsibility for the infrastructure, which is important to the future.
The Administration has also demonstrated that it is capable of making realistic assessments and that it has a
high level of ambition regarding the necessary investments. We have also noticed more of a political
consensus regarding the maintenance deficiencies and budget allocations that will be required in order to
address this problem.
In 2010, we signed the biggest single transport agreement in Green Cargo's history, which has made us the
main supplier for ScandFibre Logistics' transports to ten paper mills in Sweden. The agreement is worth more
than SEK 350 million per year, for a six-year period. This is a contract that leads us into the future, as is the
intermodal rail traffic between Sweden and economic centers in Germany, which got underway in 2010. Trains
are now running in both directions six days per week, carrying trailers across these long distances both
efficiently, and in an environmentally friendly way. Green Cargo is also looking towards the future as it invests
in new vehicles and facilities for our growing business area, third party logistics. The major investments of
more than SEK 1.5 billion that we are making in new, modernized locomotives will provide us with thrust for
the future.
New locomotives and facilities, new rails and tracks – and international efforts in all their glory. For us, 2010
was also a year of striving to create a simple organization. Green Cargo transports freight by rail and
cooperates with its partners who provide road transports to ensure that the freight arrives at its final
destination. Green Cargo Logistics has become the second largest third-party logistics provider in Sweden. It
helps companies in various sectors with their imports, warehousing and distribution. In order to derive
maximum benefits from our new organization, both for our customers and ourselves, we are working hands-on
and diligently to develop our company culture. We encourage employees to take responsibility. We also strive
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for simplicity and performance accountability throughout the organization. These are the values that make it
possible for us to continue serving as a secure partner for industry and thus contributing to sustainable
development.
Mikael Stöhr
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A presentation by the CEO

Watch the film using Windows Media Player
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The transport industry as a recession barometer
The recession took a heavy toll on rail freight customers and rail freight volumes plummeted during the fourth
quarter of 2008. For Green Cargo, this resulted in a decline in transports of approximately 30 percent.
Recovery wasn't noticeable until autumn 2009 and it continued during 2010. However, rail transport volumes
in 2010 failed to reach the levels that were achieved in 2008. For Green Cargo, which is the largest rail freight
operator, total transports for 2010 were slightly more than 10 percent lower than they were in 2008. Total rail
transports, including ore and oil, declined from 23.3 billion tkm during the boom to 19.4 billion tkm in 2009.
Total rail transports in 2010 were 22.1 billion tkm and the Swedish Transport Administration's forecast in
November 2010 was for full recovery during 2011 (23.3 billion tkm) and an even higher level of rail transports
in 2012: 24.5 billion tkm. This is a quicker recovery than what has been indicated in the forecasts that were
made the year before.
The lower volumes in 2010, compared to the economic boom, are largely the result of infrastructure
deficiencies that were evident during winter 2010. During the recession, rail freight lost one percent of its
market share for long-haul transports. However, this was regained in 2010, when market share for freight
traffic once again reached 25 percent, not including ore and oil. Market share for national and international sea
transports was 30 percent in 2010 and for trucks, it was 45 percent (not including ore and oil).
Each quarter, the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise's transport group conducts a survey of Swedish
transport companies regarding their assessment of the economy and future prospects. This "transport
indicator" has revealed a positive future outlook since the fourth quarter of 2009. Furthermore, for 2011, 40
percent of transport companies believe that sales will increase in 2011 and one-third of transport companies
expect that the sector will be hiring new employees.
At the time when this annual report was adopted, the economic assessments for Swedish industry and our
main export countries were good. Sweden's growth and sound state finances provide stability and further
reason for optimism.
Sweden's international rail freight in 2010
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Source: Swedish Transport Administration

Transport Indicator

Please read the most recent Transport Indicator and learn more about transport companies' assessments on
the economy and future
• Read the Transport Indicator
GNP and transports, 2001-2010 (Index)
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Growth for rail freight transport
The Swedish Transport Administration produces forecasts based on its assessment of the economy. Its
assessment is that rail, and especially road transports, will increase their market share at the expense of
shipping. The Administration also expects rail's imbalance between the north-south routes to improve during
the next few years, due to more rapid increase in imports compared to exports.
According to the Administration's forecasts, rail transports should increase by an average of 4.1 percent
between 2010 and 2014. Total rail transports in 2009 were 19.4 billion tkm and they are expected to reach 26
billion tkm in 2014.
Rail freight's position has historically been strong for transports of steel and forestry products. However, the
steel and forestry industries account for just 15 percent of the transport market. The retail, construction,
automotive and manufacturing industries account for almost 75 percent of the transport market and rail
freight's market share for these types of transports is low. Accordingly, rail freight has potential for growth in
these areas. Within retail, there is also a growing interest in green logistics and many large companies have
established goals for decreasing their environmental impact.
However, improvements in railway reliability are required in order for these sectors to send more freight by rail.
Disruptions to the infrastructure must be minimized and quality must increase for international rail operations in
particular. The Swedish Transport Administration is working to improve track maintenance and ensure that
there is better snow removal in order to avoid disruptions to freight transports. These efforts must be
successful in order for rail to increase its share of freight and decrease the transport sector's dependence on
fossil fuels. This is as much about the export industry's competitiveness as it is about achieving Sweden's
established transport and environmental policy goals.
There is fierce price competition within the transport sector, where margins have also historically been quite
low. During the recession, there was additional downward pressure on prices and many haulage companies
with freight destined for Sweden are drastically reducing their prices in order to fill their vehicles on the return
trip. Higher track fees started having an impact in 2010 and, based on what has been decided, they will be
doubled by 2013. This will decrease freight train competitiveness against road transports.

Green Cargo's transports

Green Cargo's share as percentage of total rail transports and as a
percentage of total transports in Sweden.
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Source: Swedish Transport Administration

Share for each mode of transport

Percentage share for each mode of transport,
international and national, for distances exceeding
100 km in 2010. Not including ore transports.
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The effect of deregulation on freight transports
Sweden was one of the first countries to deregulate rail freight traffic and this has had a positive effect on both
quality and volumes. Swedish State Railways began adapting to a deregulated market in 1988 when
responsibility for the infrastructure was turned over to the newly established Swedish National Rail
Administration. In 1995, rail freight traffic was deregulated. During the period between 1995 and the start of the
financial crisis, freight transports by rail increased by approximately 25 percent in Sweden.
In 2001, the remaining parts of the Swedish State Railways were spun off into companies and this is when
Green Cargo was established. In 2004, Green Cargo demonstrated that profitability was indeed possible,
which encouraged more rail operators to enter the market. As a result, customers now have a number of rail
companies to choose from, which in turn has benefited the overall development of the railway's market share.
In Sweden, 25 percent of freight that is transported more than 100 km is by rail. This is a relatively high share
compared to the EU average, which has decreased over a long period of time and is currently around 16
percent.
Other factors that have contributed to rail's strong position in Sweden include improved cooperation with sea
and road transports as well as the undeniable fact that freight trains are energy-efficient and environmentally
friendly.
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An infrastructure that meets both today's and
tomorrow's needs
The National Plan for the Transportation System 2010 – 2021 will have a direct impact on many companies'
choice of transports in the future. The Association of Swedish Train Operators and the Swedish Shippers'
Council, which is recognized as the voice of Swedish transport users, have criticized the plan for having set
ambition levels that are too low, i.e. "too little, too late." Investments that are critical to rail freight have been
scheduled too late and should be moved forward. Examples include the freight line from Bergslagen all the
way out to the Port of Gothenburg and double tracks on the important line Hallsberg-Mjölby down toward
Skåne and the Continent.
There is widespread agreement that the rail system is in great need of maintenance at a time when both
freight and passenger traffic in particular have increased. Sweden is a country that is dependent on transport.
However, compared to the rest of Europe, the amount spent by Sweden on reinvestments and maintenance of
the rail network is very low. Furthermore, severe winter weather during the last few years has revealed
deficiencies in the Swedish Transport Administration's snow removal operations for commercial transports.
According to the Swedish Transport Administration's General Director, the merger of the National Road
Administration and the National Rail Administration has made it possible to achieve a higher level of efficiency
in many areas. These efficiencies should make resources available for increased spending on maintenance.
The Association of Swedish Train Operators approves of and supports these efforts.

Ideas for improved train services

Please read more about current issues and the Association of Swedish Train Operator's ideas for improved
train services:
• To Train operators
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Track fees and ERTMS
The Association of Swedish Train Operators identifies important issues associated with rail freight's ability to
achieve higher volumes and competitively strong train operators of all sizes. One such issue is the increases
in track fees, which do not currently correspond to increased quality in the infrastructure or rising fees for
trucks. Track fee differentiation would make it easier for freight trains to compete and offer more alternatives to
industry. For example, the following types of trains should pay a lower track fee: less prioritized trains with
longer transport times and trains on routes with low traffic volumes or night trains (i.e. trains that run when
there is less congestion on the tracks). Likewise, high priority trains on high-traffic routes and during busy
times should pay a higher fee. This is one way of using market mechanisms to bring about more favorable
conditions for freight transports by rail.
The increase in track fees that has thus far been implemented has also been criticized by the Swedish
Shippers' Council, which represents companies that purchase transport services.
Ever since the issue arose in 2005, the Association of Swedish Train Operators has called for careful
consideration of a one-sided implementation of the new, untested signal system, ERTMS. The City Tunnel in
Malmö was constructed with a signaling technology that enables modern vehicles to run on the tracks.
However, despite the Train Operators' protests, the Bothnia line was only equipped with the ERTMS system.
The Association of Swedish Train Operators is of the opinion that ERTMS technology is not fully developed
and it does not increase railway capacity. Furthermore, there is no supplier market for vehicle equipment,
which makes implementation expensive for operators and does not provide them with additional benefits.
According to the Association of Swedish Train Operators, it is unreasonable to basically move the signal poles
into the locomotives and charge these costs to the operators at the same time as the Swedish Traffic
Administration decreases its own costs for the infrastructure's signal system.
This, along with the initial operational problems on the Bothia Line, has motivated the Association of Swedish
Train Operators to approach the Swedish Minister for Communications and demand that both the Bothia line
and the Ådal line are considered as test tracks for gathering experience. It also feels that other planned
ERTMS investments should be put on hold. These investment funds should immediately be redirected to
maintenance activities and efforts to increase capacity.
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International development
Through the Xrail Alliance, the dominant freight train operators in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, the
Czech Republic, Luxembourg and Sweden have worked to bring about a higher level of quality for
international transports between important industrial centers. During autumn 2010, this cooperation was
formalized by establishing the service company, Xrail SA. The pilot phase and testing were concluded during
the year. In total, 183 relationships with Xrail started up in 2010, which, among other things, has led to
improved punctuality and proactive transport information. Green Cargo participates in the Xrail cooperation
and in 2010, traffic between Sweden and 45 destinations on the Continent got underway. In 2011, operations
using the Xrail service will be offered to an additional 40 export destinations.
The goal for 2011 for the Xrail service is to shorten the waiting period for quotes to customers to a maximum of
three days. In 2012, plans are to further develop transport information by potentially offering EDI information to
customers.
Several rail operators and freight forwarders are expanding into international intermodal commuter
arrangements. These trains start from various locations in Sweden and Norway and are headed for different
parts of Germany and connections to the intermodal network on the Continent. The success factors for this
type of solution are both price and customized lead times. Rising ferry prices, traffic congestion on roads and
truck fees on the Continent are also driving this development forward.
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Stumbling economy driving factor behind thirdparty logistics
During difficult times, many companies review their logistics solutions and outsource their warehousing
operations to a third-party specialist in order to concentrate on their core business and decrease capital tie-up.
This creates opportunities for third-party logistics companies, but competition in this industry has also
hardened. Both large and small actors are entering the market, although the financial crisis is hitting third-party
logistics companies that need to invest in premises for their warehousing operations.
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Quality logistics that are also green
Transports. Green Cargo offers efficient green logistics. We transport freight by rail in combination with road
transports with a high level of safety and punctuality. This allows us to offer cost-efficient, environmentally
friendly transport solutions that meet the needs of the market, regardless of whether we are servicing a
particular industry or retail client. Sweden is our home market, but our solutions encompass the entire Nordic
region and continental Europe.
Most of our assignments are based around long haul rail transports. We use trucks to and from the tracks, for
localized distribution networks and in situations where there is no rail alternative. We can transport freight from
A to B, or provide custom solutions.

Pure performance

The right freight at the right location, at the right time and in the right condition. This means stronger
competitiveness for the customer, with the lowest possible environmental impact.
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Freight transport by rail - our main offering
We offer freight transports in a network that stretches across Sweden and through our partners we can reach
the rest of Europe. Our customer base includes almost all industries: forestry, steel, paper, chemicals,
manufacturing and the growing retail industry. For the retailing industry we transport freight such as furniture,
mail, clothing and food.
Typically, freight transport by rail is most competitive for larger volumes. Our solutions are based on each
customer's transport needs. Many customers book transports involving a certain amount of flexibility, or they
have transport agreements for a guaranteed capacity. We are also able to transport small volumes such as a
single wagon or freight that is driven to or from the railway by truck. Examples include containers, trailers and
swap bodies. Please read more about combined rail and road transports on the Intermodal freight tab.
Our Customer Service department is your daily interface as our customer and our service agents are available
24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Customer Service can assist you with bookings and provide you with
information about transports. Customers are also notified if something should happen along the way. We
consider the ability to meet our customers' demands on availability, punctuality, information and quick,
proactive feedback in the event of disruptions to be a part of sustainable logistics.
Green Cargo's combined road and rail transports meet the Good Environmental Choice standards issued by
the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation. We offer environmental calculations that show customers
exactly how they are decreasing their impact on the climate when they choose Green Cargo.
Green Cargo's freight trains

•
•
•

Green Cargo's network stretches across all of Sweden and via our partners we can reach the rest
of Europe.
Resources: With more than 400 locomotives and 6,000 wagons, we have the resources to
transport large freight volumes. We do this with a high level of safety and we are able to employ
additional resources as needed.
Capacity: Our regular freight wagons carry up to 30 tons and have capacity of more than 100
cubic meters. Green Cargo runs trains with weights up to 3,000 tons.

ScandFibre Logistics
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Biobränsle
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Intermodal - the best of two worlds
Companies from more and more industries are interested in using trains for the long haul, but their factory or
stores might not be located close to the tracks. We developed our Green Cargo Intermodal offering in order to
meet the market's demand for environmentally friendly transports when the rail alone is not enough.
We transport trailers or containers by train over the long haul and then use trucks to reach the final destination.
This is an efficient alternative to long haul road transports and is greatly beneficial to the environment.
Examples of intermodal solutions are door-to-door delivery provided by Green Cargo or when the customer
drives the freight to our terminals and we lift it onto the train and transport it the rest of the way. We have
invested in both logistics expertise and new, flexible wagons for meeting the growing demand for intermodal
solutions. We operate the intermodal train solutions to more than 40 locations in Sweden and we are now also
developing intermodal train solutions to terminals located on the Continent.
Green Cargo Intermodal
•
•
•
•
•

Transports of standard swap bodies combined with rail and road.
In many instances, our intermodal solutions have been been able to reduce CO2 emissions by 8090 percent.
Green Cargo has invested in rail wagons to transport swap bodies, trailers and containers.
Nationwide network that includes approximately 40 locations with lift terminals in Sweden.
Daily intermodal direct connections in both directions: Malmö – Krefeld and Malmö – Hannover.

Coca Cola
Increase in intermodal traffic in Sweden
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Source: Swedish Transport Administration
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Trucks make it possible to choose the train
Green Cargo offers transport solutions that meet nearly all of industry's needs. We are able to do this using
our freight trains in combination with trucks. Green Cargo has agreements in place with more than 200
haulage companies throughout the country and our demands on them are high when it comes to safety,
planning and environmental performance.
We are able to offer customized solutions for transport to and from rail terminals, long-haul transports, local
transports and distribution.
Our road solutions make it possible for more customers to choose the train, because we are able to transport
trailers or containers both to and from intermodal terminals that have train connections.
Green Cargo Road
•
•

Our road solutions makes it possible for anyone to use the train. We provide local distribution,
take the rail freight to its final destination and drive to places the train does not reach.
We have contracts with more than 200 haulage companies throughout the country. Approximately
5 percent of Green Cargo's transports are by truck.
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Transports you can trust
Safety. Green Cargo strives to be a transporter that you can trust and safety is prioritized above all. Our
employees have increased their awareness of safety through our clear requirements and regular training
opportunities. All accidents and incidents are investigated so that we can identify safer ways of working and
altogether, we have been able to reduce accident-related costs by more than 50 percent since these
measures were put into place. This was achieved within a system that already had technical support systems
designed to increase traffic safety.
Still, accidents can happen in our business, but if you choose Green Cargo, you can be certain that safety
comes first and that approach has made the railways even safer. Our road solutions are characterized by
realistic planning and evaluation of suppliers, all of which contributes to traffic safety.
Punctuality. As our customer, you should also be able to count on your freight arriving on time. We have
implemented extensive quality measures to achieve a high level of punctuality, i.e. for several years, 95
percent of freight wagons have arrived within the appointed hour to customers. However, we only achieved a
punctuality level of 92 percent in 2010 due to infrastructure problems during the winter months. We are not
satisfied with this and we intend to return to our prior higher level of punctuality. We are working hard with the
Swedish Transport Administration to ensure that the infrastructure can cope with the traffic during both sunny
weather and winter storms.
The next step in our efforts to improve quality is to increase punctuality for empty wagons that have been
ordered by the customer.
Control and information. Whenever freight traffic by rail is affected by scheduled track maintenance, we
provide our customers with information in advance along with suggested alternatives. For unscheduled
interruptions, we strive to find other solutions and provide that information to our customers. We recently
improved our processes for informing customers about disruptions and we are continuing our efforts in this
area.
We are responsible for solving sudden problems in the infrastructure, not our customers. Green Cargo and the
Swedish Transport Administration still need to make more progress in this area before we are satisfied. But,
our efforts are based on a shared ambition and shared goals to improve information to the customer.

LKW Walter
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Electrolux
Accident costs

Green Cargo's rail operations costs in 2010 for
incidents and accidents (SEK millions)
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We are a good environmental choice
Environment. Ourenvironmental performance is not an advertising slogan. It is based on the fact that 95
percent of are transports are by rail. Nearly 90 percent of our rail operations are by electric train and we are
investing in new motors for our large diesel locomotives, which reduces carbon emissions by approximately 20
percent. Furthermore, we have managed to decrease electricity consumption over the last few years via a
variety of measures and our committed employees.
By choosing Green Cargo as a service provider, our industrial customers can reduce their impact on the
environment. Green Cargo's entire transport selection has been certified as a Good Environmental Choice Freight Transports by the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation.
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Third-party logistics - a favorite among customers
Growth in the third-party market increased by approximately 6 percent in 2010 and Green Cargo Logistics was
able to achieve 22 percent growth.
Green Cargo Logistics is the second largest company in the Swedish third-party logistics market. It also
continues to be the fastest growing operator, with facilities in Jordbro, Norrköping, Gothenburg, Helsingborg
and Copenhagen. The current total warehouse space is approximately 250,000 square meters.
The services offered include global imports, customs handling, arrival checks, warehousing, order
administration, picking and packing, processing, distribution and returns. Via its internet portal, Control tower,
Green Cargo is able to offer customers reports on all of their flows and status updates. Customized reports
show the quality level for specific key figures.
Green Cargo Logistics continues to meet its owner's requirements on profitability and returns.
We also offer our customers neutral and efficient distribution solutions with all transport providers in the Nordic
market.
Furthermore, Green Cargo Logistics is able to meet the market's higher requirements on domestic and intraEuropean rail and intermodal solutions. During the year, comprehensive rail solutions have been provided to
the wine/spirits and construction/garden markets and from various locations in Europe to the Swedish market.
Green Cargo also provides clothing companies with an intermodal distribution system spanning the entire
Swedish market, as well as to Norway and Poland. The market and interest in intermodal solutions is
exhibiting steady growth.
Our success factors are quality, expertise, continuous development and consideration for the environment. For
2010, the average picking quality was 99.93 percent.
Green Cargo Logistics
•
•
•
•
•

Sweden's second largest third-party logistics provider with a picking quality of 99.93 percent
Complete logistics solutions for industrial customers in the Nordic market
13 logistics units located in Stockholm, Norrköping, Gothenburg, Helsingborg and Copenhagen
Total warehouse space of approximately 250,000 square meters
Cutting edge IT support for all parts of the logistics flow provides customers with a high level of
accessibility via an internet portal
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Nestlé
Growing third-party logistics

Green Cargo's third-party logistics
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Growth measured in net sales, SEK million.
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Governance at Green Cargo
Green Cargo's governance is based on the owner's business targets and the company's vision.

Governance and follow-up occurs through our Scorecard model.
Green Cargo uses rolling three-year plans to manage its operations. These plans are prepared by the
company's management team and adopted by the Board. Business plans establish the strategies and goals
for the entire Group and all of its parts. Concrete measures are set out in the plan to ensure that the set goals
are achieved. The targets are social, environmental and financial and are followed up on all relevant levels of
the organization – from Board members to locomotive drivers – using the Scorecard. This means that the
Board, management and employees at each local worksite regularly receive relevant information about each
of the Scorecard's target areas.
The Scorecard consists of six target areas, Safety, Employees, Society, Environment, Customers and
Finance, all of which are linked to our vision and core value, i.e. sustainable development. The Scorecard also
helps us manage our operations so we meet the demands placed on us by our stakeholders. There are a
number of guideline policies in each target area for the environment, occupational health and safety.
Procedures and guidelines help employees in their day-to-day activities. The targets are primarily followed up
on a monthly basis and, in some cases, even a weekly or daily basis. A few are followed up on an annual
basis. The Scorecard therefore serves as a critical tool for implementing continuous improvements while at the
same time providing an opportunity to counteract negative trends before they can have a major impact.
The presentation of the work carried out by Green Cargo and the results for the year is divided into the six
target areas. Target area reporting refers to the Parent Company, Green Cargo AB, with the exception of
Finance, which is reported at a Group level. The events and activities reported in each section under the
heading "Events in 2010" are not meant to serve as a comprehensive list of all events during the year, but
rather a small selection. Along the same lines, "Priorities for 2011" provide examples of future initiatives.
Green Cargo is ISO 9001 certified as follows: 2008 (quality), 14001:2004 (environment) and OHSAS
18001:2007 (work environment). Definitions of the measurements included in each target area are available at
www.greencargo.com .
Scorecard

• Supports our governance activities and helps us reach our business targets.
• Increases the transparency of important targets within the organization.
• Via follow-up, increases opportunities to implement preventive measures and mitigate the company's
risks.
• Strengthens the company by permeating the entire organization, creates a feeling of participation and
an understanding for how employees can contribute to development.
How the Scorecard is communicated to employees

• Monitors/message boards – each unit receives up-to-date information about its local outcome.
• Workplace meetings – reporting for Green Cargo as a whole, but focus is on local outcomes and
activities.
• Employee reviews – local targets are broken down to the perspective of an individual employee.
• Intranet Cargonet – main source of outcome reporting for Green Cargo.
• Employee magazine, Axel – central outcome reported in four issues every year. Each issue takes a
closer look at one of the target areas.
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Scorecard
Social sustainability
CONTENT

•
•

•

TARGET

•

•

CONTROL

•

•

•

Environmental
sustainability

Safe operations
for employees
and the public.
A bright future
and an
appealing
workplace for
employees.
An open, honest
dialogue with
our
stakeholders.

•

To always
consider
external factors
in everything we
do.
That our
operations do
not have a
negative effect
in any context.
Safety - Traffic
safety policy
and targets for
safety
initiatives.
Employee Occupational
health and
safety and
staffing policy
and employeerelated goals.
Society - Ethics
policy, ethics
guidelines and
communityrelated targets.

Financial sustainability

Minimal own
environmental
impact.
Marketing of
green logistics
solutions and
understanding for
the link between
transports and
environmental
impact.

•

•

To constantly
minimize the
environmental
impact of our
operations.

•

Strong financial
performance
allows us to
develop
sustainable
logistics
solutions.

•

Environment Environmental
policy and targets
that imbue all
aspects of Green
Cargo operations.

•

Customer Quality policy
and targets for
improving
delivery to
customers.
Finance Financial
control and
financial
targets.

•
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Few major accidents despite severe winter weather
2010 started out and ended with severe winter conditions throughout the entire country, which put a great deal
of strain on rail operations. There were more derailments and more objects were hit in conjunction with freight
wagon shunting at shunting yards, terminals and ports. This was because snow and ice made it more difficult
for operators to maintain control on the tracks and during shunting. On several occasions, it was necessary to
halt operations for safety reasons until the snow and ice could be cleared.
Compared to the year before, the number of derailments due to sun kinks decreased in 2010. This was the
result of successful cooperation with the Swedish Transport Administration to implement preventive track
maintenance measures.
There were also fewer serious railway accidents in 2010 compared to the last few years.
The following were the most serious accidents that occurred during the year:
•
•
•
•

An employee was injured during shunting at the North Gothenburg yard on 14 June
A wagon containing hazardous substances derailed in Kristianstad on 19 March due to poorly
maintained tracks. There was a major rescue operation but no leakage or personal injuries
occurred
A locomotive collided with a passenger train at Olskroken in Gothenburg on 28 October. There
were property damages, but no serious personal injuries.
A shunting set lost control when moving between two shunting yards in Borlänge on 2 December,
causing significant property damage

Important safety activities during 2010
Industry collaboration for safe round timber transports

The Association of Swedish Train Operators, the Swedish Forest Industries Federation and the Swedish
Association of Road Haulage Companies have started offering joint trainings for timber loaders at timber
terminals. This effort has drastically reduced the number of near-accidents when transporting round timber by
rail.
Adaptation to new EU requirements on maintenance responsibilities for freight wagons

Green Cargo has taken the first step towards an EU-wide system for vehicle maintenance within the
Community. Systems and routines have been created to meet the new requirements for entities in charge of
maintenance (ECM).

PRIORITIES FOR 2011
Industry cooperation to protect against cargo theft

Through its involvement in the Association of Swedish Train Operators, Green Cargo will develop systematic
cooperation efforts with the Swedish Police and the Swedish Transport Administration to prevent cargo theft.
Continued development of training methods for operational staff as part of the Skills Year.

A full year of interactive computer training modules, certification exams and teacher instruction, supplemented
by follow-up and on-the-job training where instructors accompany employees during a work shift. In order to
increase the focus on safety and risks, a series of meetings will be held throughout the country. Risk areas will
be identified and instructors/managers will obtain information that they can use to increase employee safety
awareness during performance reviews and workplace meetings.
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Improved risk analysis methods

Green Cargo is developing its risk analysis methods in order to fulfill the EU Common Safety Method (CSM)
for the Community rail system. All functions in the company that impact safety will receive training on the
principles of safety management and how to minimize risks.

Safety Target Area
Score 2009
94.5
95.0

Target 2010
94.6
94.6

Score 2010
93.4
96.1

Target 2011
Traffic safety index, Rail
94.7
Traffic safety index, Road
Discontinued
New measurement
Accident costs, Rail, SEK million
10.9
9.5
12.6
method
As of 2011, the goal for accident costs is broken down into local goals for safety improvements, which are
measured in relation to the production volume (number of wagons handled) for each area.

Traffic-safety policy

• Green Cargo will be Sweden's safest transport and logistics company.
• We will achieve this by working consistently with:
◦ Good planning
◦ Maintaining the right skills
◦ Straightforward management
◦ Professional performance
• Open, honest incident reporting from all employees is a vital foundation for our ongoing safety
improvements.
• Traffic-safety is always our top priority.
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Employees - our most important resource
There have been a variety of components to ongoing efforts to improve efficiency during the year. The
greatest impact on efficiency was from the reorganization during autumn 2010, which resulted in employee
redundancies. Certain IT activities were also outsourced during the year. TRR Trygghetsrådet was engaged to
provide support to redundant employees and assist them in finding new employment.
Approximately 90 managers were reviewed to identify future development and training needs. A program for
future managers and leaders also got underway. We have succeeded in reducing sick leave during the last
few years and it is now 3.6 percent for short and long-term sick leave, combined. This is lower than the
established target. Employees are healthier and this has resulted in cost savings.

EVENTS IN 2010
Leadership and skill development

The overall goal of leadership development is for the company to successfully achieve its business goals
through good leadership practices.
Documentation of the company's management profile should be considered when deciding on general
development activities. It should also be used to identify candidates for more demanding managerial positions.
This is why the completed assessment of potential should be supplemented by an assessment of work
performance using 360-degree feedback instruments.
During autumn a management trainee program with ten participants got underway and three of the participants
have been promoted to management positions in the new organization.
The working environment and health

During the year, comprehensive efforts were made to renew and update the company's policy and action plan
on equality and discrimination. A number of activities have been decided to communicate and implement the
policy and plans.
Another major effort that affects nearly all production employees has to do with the company's goal to
strengthen and improve the use of personal protection equipment for occupational noise exposure. An
integrated system is being implemented that involves the use of hearing protection headsets with wireless
radio communication. Full-scale tests are already underway in Oxelösund.
Other new activities in 2010 were the two comprehensive process reviews of customer solutions that we
conducted. These reviews were partially conducted within the scope of our OHSAS 18001:2007 work
environment certification.
A defibrillator was acquired for the head office in Solna as an added employee safety measure and our
evacuation leaders have received training on how to use this device.

PRIORITIES FOR 2011
New organizational structure

The number of personnel will be adapted to the company's future strategy and its organizational structure. We
will coach managers about the new organizational structure to ensure that they thoroughly understood it and
are aware of the new requirements on individual employees. A project to change both the internal company
culture and how the company interacts with customers has gotten underway.
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Employee Dialogue and health promotion

Employee surveys will be conducted during the year, along with a health month during spring 2011.

Employee target area (Parent Company)

Average no. of full-time equivalents 1
Percentage of employees who attended at least one workplace
meeting during the current quarter, %
Percentage of employees with up-to-date employment plan
Absence due to illness, %
Employee Dialogue
- Management Index
- Employee Index
*) not measured

Score
2009
2719
57

Target
2010
2 271
85

Score
2010 Target 2011
2 406
NIA
26 Discontinued

59
3.3

95
4

45 Discontinued
3.6
4

77
79

82
80

*)
*)

82
82

Environmental policy

Our vision is that Green Cargo will be the market leader in the logistics sector, basing its services on and
contributing to sustainable national and international development.
In order to achieve this goal, our working environment and health promotion efforts must be characterized by
preventive measures and continuous improvements. Based on the physical and psycho-social working
environment risks we identify in our operations, we must work to prevent injury and illness.
To do this, we need to have an engaged management with good insight into our employees' working
environment, full participation of all employees in our efforts to improve the working environment and full
compliance with the laws and government agency requirements that apply to our operations.
We will establish and follow up working environment targets every year based on this policy to ensure that we
reach our goal.
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Active in a wide range of areas
Green Cargo's goal is to strive for sustainable development. When doing this, consideration must be given to
social, environmental and financial aspects. In order to achieve this, we interact with customers, employees
and owners, among others. We have goals for each area, which are presented every month in our Scorecard.
The Society target area is divided into direct and indirect activities, i.e. with or without a direct link to the
business.
Direct activities in this target area are activities that affect transports and logisticsbut are not sales related.
These may be on-site case-study visits or lectures by Green Cargo representatives at external locations. For
example, during the year we held lectures at the universities in Gothenburg, Stockholm and Umeå. We have
hosted visits from commercial networks, industry organizations and schools. Our goal was 150 direct activities,
which we met during the year.
Indirect activities are ones that do not have a direct link to the business. The company allows all employees to
volunteer 8 hours every year in exchange for 8 hours of leave. This program is called Green Cargo Volunteer
and during the year employees volunteered for everything from leading a scout troop and coaching various
sports teams such as little league soccer to manning the BRIS child crisis telephone line and donating blood.
However, the goal for the number of hours volunteered was not reached in 2010. Therefore, in 2011, we plan
to clarify and promote the Green Cargo Volunteer program.

Events in 2010
Green Cargo is a member of several organizations and a central goal for our activities is to achieve a well
functioning infrastructure at the right price. Through are participation in the Association of Swedish Train
Operators, we have called for more reasonable increases in track fees than what is currently planned. The
current plan is to raise fees across the board within the railway sector from approximately SEK 500 million per
year to an average for the period 2010-2021 of SEK 1.3 billion per year, which will have a significant impact on
the sector. We are also in favor of a more intelligent transport system, i.e. higher fees for more attractive time
slots and lower fees on new diesel locomotives compared to the fees for locomotives with older technology.
Green Cargo supports its employees' involvement in a number of club activities throughout the country by
encouraging them to participate in the Green Cargo Volunteer program. Green Cargo also made a financial
donation to the BRIS Christmas fundraiser.

Priorities in 2011
In 2011, we will continue to be involved in issues that affect our future. We will focus on developing the indirect
activities area by clarifying and promoting the Green Cargo Volunteer program.

Society target area (Parent Company)

No. of direct activities carried out
Green Cargo Volunteer, no. of hours
*)

Score
2009
165

Target
2010
150

Score
2010
156

Target 2011
Discontinued

566

1500

770

1500

*) Activities will be held during 2011 to increase participation in the Green Cargo Volunteer
program.
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Green Cargo makes a donation to BRIS (Children's Rights in Society) instead of giving gifts to its employees
and customers.
Our ethics policy

Green Cargo should demonstrate ethical and moral behavior inside and outside the company.
We should:
• Strive to make judicious, sustainable choices in all matters.
• Maintain an open, honest dialogue with our stakeholders.
• Secure efficient utilization of the resources on which our business depends: financial, natural and
human resources.
• Deliver on our commitments inside and outside the company.
• Involve and motivate our employees through well-defined tasks and skills development.
• Maintain proper relationships with our business contacts and government agencies and refrain from
price collusion, cartel formation or misuse of market dominance.
• Refrain from accepting or offering gifts, entertainment or other personal benefits that can be reasonably
presumed to influence a business transaction.
• Exhibit social responsibility by supporting our community with no view to our business interests.
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Rail is the large-scale environmental alternative
Climate change is the biggest environmental issue for the transport sector and our competitive advantage lies
in having the transport system with lowest CO2 emissions. Trains have low energy consumption and
renewable energy sources are used throughout train operations. Because of this, we are the only nationwide
transport provider with the GEC Good Environmental Choice certificate.
Almost 90 percent of our transports are made using electric trains. Most of the electricity is provided by water
power, along with a small portion from wind power. Electric trains are thus responsible for a very small portion
of our environmental impact. Environmental activities are therefore primarily focused on transports made by
diesel locomotives and trucks. Our goal is to use electric locomotives for long distances and diesel-powered
transports as needed to reach the final destination.

Events in 2010
We are in the process of modernizing a large portion of the locomotive fleet through extensive refurbishment of
both electric and diesel locomotives. And, for the diesel locomotives, we are installing new motors rather than
renovating the old ones. This decreases noise and results in lower emissions of particles and nitrogen oxide.
At the same time, fuel consumption and thus CO2 emissions decrease by approximately 20 percent.
We awarded the Green Cargo Climate Certificate to some of our customers at a major customer event. In
order to obtain the Certificate, the customers combined transports with Green Cargo must be less than 10
grams of fossil CO2 per NTK , which requires having a large portion of freight delivered by electric train. The
Certificates were awarded to 28 customers by Andreas Carlgren, Minister for the Environment. On the same
occasion, the Austrian transport company, LKW Walter was named Climate Comet of the Year for 2010 for
their efforts to transport trailers by rail.
Green Cargo has an advanced web-based environmental calculator called EcoTransit and the global version,
EcoTransit World was launched in 2010. The tool can be used to easily calculate the environmental impact
between two locations anywhere in the world. The results are presented in both figures and graphs, along with
displaying the cargo route in Google Earth. Now that the global version has been launched, focus will be on
making the environmental calculator even more user friendly.

Priorities in 2011
During 2011 the aim is to sell Green Cargo's own haulage operations and then only work with external
haulage companies. This will impact the focus on environmental efforts, since work with the environment and
road transports will involve placing demands on suppliers.
The focus of our operations will continue to be on conserving and replacing fossil fuels. Fossil fuel
conservation is primarily achieved through eco-driving techniques. We are also looking into fuels that can
replace fossil diesel and we hope to soon identify alternatives that can be used on a large scale.
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Environment target area (Parent Company)

Environmental performance, gram CO2/NTK,
electric and diesel trains
Environmental performance, gram CO2/NTK,
trucks
Electricity consumption, kWh/m2 (storage)
No. of Green Cargo Climate Certificates issued
Environmental values from Customer Dialogue
Environmental image, index from Employee
Dialogue
*) No dialogues were conducted for these years.

Score
2009

Target
2010

Score
2010

Target
2011

3.3

2.4

3.5

2.1

54.6
35.4
24
*)

51.5
34.0
30
73.0

46.3
34.8
30
65.5

51.2
33.0
30
74.0

77.2

79.0

*)

80.0

Our environmental policy

Our operations include transport and logistics solutions by rail and road.
We strive to reduce the use of resources and prevent emissions through our significant environmental
commitments.
• Adopt and follow up environmental targets and activities in our business plan to achieve continuous
improvement.
• Comply with all laws, internal guidelines, standards and recommendations relevant to our business.
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Environmental impact of Green Cargo AB
Total emissions
CO2, transports, tons
NOX, transports, tons
Hydrocarbons, transports, tons
Particles, transports, tons
Fossil energy, transports, GWh
Renewable energy, transports, GWh
Re-filled refrigerant, rail, kg CO2 equivalents

2008
66853
413.6
42.7
7.5
245.9
635.5
39975

2009
62456
290.6
29.9
5.2
233.7
491.8
45955

2010
58155
275.9
27.5
4.8
217.3
453.8
45955

Energy consumption, warehouse
2008
Electricity consumption, MWh
7643
CO2, electricity consumption, kg
517
District heating, direct energy, MWh *)
3571
District heating, indirect energy, MWh
2771
CO2, district heating, kg
90786
*) The large change in district heating is due to inadequate reporting in prior years.

2009
7682
520
4388
3594
101113

2010
9600
650
10381
7063
481391

Emissions per NTK
CO2, gram/ntkm
NOX, gram/ntkm
Hydrocarbons, transports, gram/ntkm
Particles, transports, gram/ntkm
Fossil energy, transports, kWh/ntkm
Renewable energy, transports, kWh/ntkm

2009
6.27
0.029
0.0030
0.00052
0.023
0.049

2010
6.22
0.03
0.0029
0.00052
0.023
0.049

2008
5.38
0.033
0.0034
0.00060
0.020
0.051
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High punctuality is our strongest customer service
High quality deliveries secure Green Cargo's long-term capacity for profitability and new business. The
Customer target area should ensure that we meet and exceed our customers' expectations for transport and
logistics services.
EVENTS IN 2010
Punctuality
Persistent and structured improvement efforts over a long period of time enabled us to, for several years, meet
our punctuality goal of 95 percent for freight wagon deliveries to customers. However, due to severe winter
weather at both the start and end of 2010, we were only able to achieve 92 percent punctuality for the year.
During other parts of the year, punctuality was significantly better and at the same level as in prior years.
Customer dialogue
We conducted our customer dialogue during early summer and we will use this important information to
ensure that we have the right improvement activities in place.
International cooperation opens doors
Xrail is an international product cooperation between seven European rail companies that aims to improve the
quality of and information relating to international wagon load transports. During the year, IT systems were
tested and work routines adapted in order for Green Cargo's participation in the Xrail cooperation to begin.
During the autumn, rollout of Green Cargo's international rail volumes got underway. Our international rail
traffic benefited greatly from Xrail by being able to provide better information to customers and increasing the
focus on delivery precision.
Third-party logistics
Picking quality remained very good throughout the entire year, despite the increase in order lines. The goal is
to have a maximum of 1.5 picking errors per 1,000 lines. This goal was easily met during the most recent
period and for the entire year. Cooperation with one customer was expanded during the year such that we are
now entirely responsible for their inventory control. The customer has been able to streamline operations as a
result.
Review of the service offering for rail transports and intermodal services
We have reviewed how we can translate customer requirements into an efficient production system.
PRIORITIES FOR 2011
Easy to be our customer
Being one of Green Cargo's customers should be easy. With that as our motto, we are working to improve our
internal processes and implement organizational changes.
Punctuality empty wagons
We are working to improve punctuality for empty wagons that have been ordered by the customer.
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Customer target area (Parent Company)

Customer satisfaction, customer's overall assessment
Punctuality to customer, %, (within promised hour, domestic rail)
Picking quality, logistics, complaints/1,000 order lines
Invoicing quality, road, credit notes, %
1) In-depth interviews conducted in 2009 based on outcome of
2008 Customer Dialogue.
The number of represented customers was not large enough to
create a Satisfied Customer Index.
2) Metric is new for 2010.

Score
2009
NIA 1)
95.0
0.9
0.17

Target
2010
71.0
95.0
1.5
0.15 2)

Score
2010
50.0
92.0
0.7
0.11

Target 2011
71.0
95.0
discontinued
discontinued

Quality policy

• We will continuously improve our processes so that we can offer competitive transport and logistics
products.
• We will always perform our tasks in such a way that we help our customers deliver their products to the
right recipient, at the right time and with the right product characteristics.
• We should be able to make a promise and keep it.
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Focus on long-term profitability
For the finance target area, focus is on governing and monitoring the business in order to achieve the owner's
overall financial goals. This involves making sure that there is long-term value creation, capital efficiency and
an reasonable level of financial risk. The targets are to achieve return on equity of 10 percent and an
equity/assets ratio of 30 percent. This is the only target area on the Scorecard where the goals pertain to the
entire Green Cargo Group.
As with several other target areas, the results for this target area were negatively affected by the severe winter
weather at the beginning and end of the year. However, this was mitigated by a noticeable increase in demand
in most of Green Cargo's main markets. The streamlining efforts that were implemented also had a positive
impact.
However, Green Cargo still fell short of its financial goals and in 2011, the company will be prioritizing efforts to
achieve the financial goals that have been established by the owner. Towards the end of 2010, the company
significantly improved operating profit and this will provide the foundation for continued efforts to strengthen
profitability.
EVENTS IN 2010
Profitability impacted by winter disruptions
The extreme winter weather caused major problems in the infrastructure and put excessive amounts of stress
on our locomotives, wagons and employees who work with production. The impact on profits was extensive there were losses in customer revenue and higher costs for maintenance, staff and alternative transport
solutions.
Upswing in the economy and streamlining
The economic recovery resulted in growing volumes in all of Green Cargos markets (except the forestry
industry) and this had a positive impact on the Group's income. During the second half of the year, a decision
was made to implement streamlining measures in order to further improve profits and create the conditions for
long-term sustainable profitability.
Restructuring of the Group and Parent Company
A number of changes were made during the autumn to the Group structure and the Parent Company's
organization in order to simplify internal processes and become a stronger competitor in our markets.
Transport activities were streamlined to the Parent Company, third-party logistics was moved into its own
company and the process of selling the Parent Company's haulage operations has been initiated.
PRIORITIES FOR 2011
The main priority in 2011 will be to ensure implementation of the restructuring, investments and other
measures that were decided in 2010 in order to achieve the intended impact on profitability. The areas where
there will be special focus in 2011 fall under the heading "Getting paid for work performed, thorough review of
agreements, streamlining staff, wagons and locomotives, cost-efficient maintenance, capital efficiency and
culture change". Profitability has already improved, as evidenced by the operating surplus for 2010. This,
along with the stated priorities, should enable the company to make good progress already in 2011 towards
meeting the owner's requirements.
For more information on the financial goals, the Group's profitability results and financial position, please see
the Administration Report and accompanying financial statements.
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Finance target area (Group)
Score 2009
Target2010
Score 2010
Operating income, SEK million
5 897
5 955
6 196
Operating margin, %
neg
1.4
neg
Profit/loss after net financial items, SEK million
-223
27
-131**)
Cash flow, SEK million
257
45
Return on equity, %
neg
1.7
neg
Equity/assets ratio, %
28
24.1
25
Net investments, SEK million
921
995
426
Volume, billion gross tons *)
23.90
22.70
22.60
Average no. of full-time equivalents 1
3 017
2 825
2 907
*) volumes for 2009 incl. CargoNet for revised contracts as of 2010
**) incl. restructuring costs and capital loss on disposal of shares (total of 154) in CargoNet AS.

Mariann Östansjö, CFO.
Dividend policy

• Green Cargo is targeting an ordinary dividend payout ratio of 50 percent of annual profit after tax,
provided the equity/assets target is attained.
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One stakeholder among many
We are convinced that responsible behavior and a long-term approach to both our internal and external
relations are key factors for our success. Just as we expect the actors in our surroundings to meet our
expectations, they place demands on us for matters that are important for them. These demands can be
financial, environmental or social.
In our ongoing interaction with our stakeholders, we establish clear priorities and targets and follow up on
them. In addition to striving to achieve our vision, our management should ensure that our daily activities are in
line with what our stakeholders expect from us.
The following pages present an overview of Green Cargo's stakeholders. From among these groups, our
customers, employees and owner have the most influence on how we work. Please read more about "Key
figures for follow-up" under the target areas Safety, Employees, Society, Environment, Customer and Finance.
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Customers
Overall priorities:Our customers place stringent demands on industry knowledge and logistics expertise and
expect these skills to improve the efficiency of their processes. We should be market leaders in punctuality,
cost-effectiveness and environmental performance.
Follow-up: In addition to daily contact with our customers, we hold focus groups and conduct a survey,
Customer Dialogue to keep ourselves updated on our customers' priorities, how well we meet their
expectations and how we can improve our services. We also regularly measure our punctuality and
availability. We also have business development agreements with a number of customers and a customer
service advisory board with representatives from various units to track how Green Cargo is perceived by its
customers.
Key figures for follow-up: Customer satisfaction, punctuality (domestic rail), picking quality (logistics),
environmental values from Customer Dialogue.
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Employees
Overall priorities:Our employees would like to work on safe, meaningful projects, be proud of their work and
feel that Green Cargo is working to improve the environment. We put considerable emphasis on management,
internal communication and health promotion. We would also like our employees to feel that they can influence
Green Cargo's development.
Follow-up:Frequent workplace meetings, interactivity, employee plans, employee reviews and daily
management all play an important role in the development of our employees and our efforts to create a
pleasant working environment. The Employee Dialogue, which is conducted on a regular basis, also gives us
an indication of what our employees consider to be important for job satisfaction and strong work performance.
Key figures for follow-up: Employee Dialogue, environmental image, sick leave.
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Owner
Overall priorities:Our owner has specified that it expects a market-based return with relevant, clear targets
for our operations. The Government has also identified specific areas in which state-owned companies should
act as role models, for example, equality, the environment, diversity, a healthy workplace and the company's
role in society.
Follow-up: The tools for governance applied by the Ministry of Finance include the composition of the Board,
auditors and the annual review. Green Cargo's Board of Directors is appointed by the Government Offices.
Demands placed on Green Cargo's reporting are the same as those for companies listed on the stock
exchange. State-owned companies must also report on their sustainability work using the framework set out in
the accounting standard, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
Key figures for follow-up: Operating margin, return on equity, equity/assets ratio, traffic-safety index,
environmental performance, sick leave.

Photo: Pawel Flato
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Suppliers and other partners
Overall priorities: We have several national and international partnerships to guarantee the quality of our
operations. Every partnership is crucial for improving the quality of our solution and is built on reciprocal
expectations.
Follow-up:We hold regular status review meetings with our major suppliers. We are very demanding when it
comes to factors such as technology, safety and the environment. Tangible projects for increasing the value
provided to customers benefit both parties. For example, we co-operate with DB Schenker Rail and other
European rail companies on a number of strategic projects ranging from IT solutions and product development
to the use of locomotives and wagons. Since 2008, we share ownership of a production company with DB
Schenker Rail to provide efficient, punctual rail transports between Sweden and the continent.
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Authorities and organizations
Overall priorities: The demands placed on us by authorities and organizations are different than the demands
of other stakeholder groups. Quality, infrastructure, regulations and safety are frequently the topic of
discussion in our contacts with this group. In order to focus on issues in the transport sector, we cooperate
with, for example, the Swedish Transport Agency, Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, the Swedish
Transport Administration, Swedish International Freight Association, Association of Swedish Train Operators
and Future Rail Sweden.
Follow-up:We have regular status review meetings with authorities and organizations that have an interest in
our operations and place demands on us. We also turn to them to lobby for changes within the logistics
industry.
Key figures for follow-up: Traffic safety, environmental performance.
Related links

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swedish Transport Administration
Association of Swedish Train Operators
Future Rail Sweden
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency
The Transport Group
Swedish International Freight Association
Swedish Transport Agency
X-rail
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Municipalities and nearby residents
Overall priorities:We are located throughout all of Sweden and would like to have a positive influence on the
local environment. As an employer and actor within the community, it is necessary to maintain a local
dialogue. Co-operation with schools and consideration for nearby homes that could be affected by noise from
shunting and traffic are topics we handle on a daily basis.
Follow-up:We co-ordinate our operations with local municipalities and welcome the opinions and demands of
the local population. We also maintain contact with schools and colleges to provide students with insight into
the logistics sector and Green Cargo.
Key figures for follow-up: Green Cargo Volunteer, environmental performance, traffic safety.

Photo: Per Lundberg.
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Media
Overall priorities: Media enables us to reach out with our message, to strengthen Green Cargo's image as a
sustainable company and to promote insight and awareness of the importance of the transport sector and its
environmental impact.
Follow-up:Green Cargo's media exposure is monitored on a daily basis and all employees have access to
everything written about Green Cargo on news sites. Media does not only distribute facts and messages from
us, but also monitors our activities. That is why we strive to be open and honest in order to assist in forming a
proper image of Green Cargo and to facilitate media's purpose in society.
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Sustainability Report
Green Cargo reports its work with sustainability issues using the framework set out in the international
reporting standard, GRI (Global Reporting Initiative). The sustainability report contains information on
sustainability, definitions of measurement methods and a GRI cross reference list, which is located at the tab,
other/downloads
The sustainability report encompasses Green Cargo AB. The Parent Company represents approximately 87
percent of the Green Cargo Group's net sales and, as a result, has the greatest impact on sustainable
development. The most important sustainability aspects are presented in our Scorecard. The financial,
environmental and social issues discussed here represent the factors that we and our primary stakeholders
believe to be significant for Green Cargo's success. The Scorecard was introduced in 2002 and serves as a
governance tool based on internal and external requirements and expectations on our operations.
Green Cargo's own assessment is that the 2010 Sustainability Report meets the requirements for
sustainability reporting at the B+ level, in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability
Reporting Guidelines, version 3.0.
Deloitte AB has reviewed Green Cargo's 2010 Sustainability Report and verified that it fulfills the requirements
for sustainability reporting at the B+ level.
For any other questions, please contact us by email, info@greencargo.com
GRI level

Green Cargo has chosen to apply Level B+ in 2010.
C
Mandatory
Voluntary

C+

Own assessment
Third-party opinion
Reviewed by GRI
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Administrative report
The Board of Directors and CEO of Green Cargo AB, CIN 556119-6436, hereby submit the report for the 2010
financial year. All amounts are in SEK million, unless otherwise stated.

THE GROUP
Green Cargo's business is primarily divided between transport activities and third-party logistics. Most of its
operations are in Sweden. Its vision is to be the market-leader in the logistics sector, basing its services on
and contributing to sustainable development, both nationally and internationally.
Green Cargo is fully owned by the Swedish State through the Ministry of Finance.
Rail transports form the core of Green Cargo's operations. Road transports are supplementary, although the
combination of rail and road is becoming a more frequent component in our offer. Our largest customers are in
the steel, chemical, automotive, manufacturing, forestry and retail industries. Green Cargo AB sells and
produces freight transport solutions based on the railway. The business is organized as two divisions, Market
and Production, both of which have performance accountability. There are also seven staff functions.
Third-party logistics operations are run as two independent subsidiaries which offer warehousing, handling and
distribution.
Besides the Parent Company, the Green Cargo Group is made up of the following subsidiaries: Nordisk
Transport Rail (NTR) AB, Green Cargo Logistics AB, Green Cargo Åkeri AB, Hallsbergs Terminal AB and
Green Cargo Road & Logistics A/S. The activities of the subsidiary, TGOJ Trafik AB, were integrated into the
Parent Company at year end. The following associated companies are also part of the Group: DB Schenker
Rail Scandinavia A/S and SeaRail OY. All of these companies are governed primarily through representation
on the Boards of Directors and all transactions between the Group companies are made on commercial terms.

GREEN CARGO'S STAKEHOLDERS AND MARKET IN 2010
Green Cargo's transport customers primarily exist within the Swedish basic industry. There has been a
gradual recovery throughout 2010, following the financial crisis and recession that had such a significant
impact on the prior year. However, the forestry industry has not recovered as strongly as what was
demonstrated by the other sectors in 2010.
The upturn in the economy has had a positive impact on the majority of Green Cargo's most important
transport customers. Accordingly, Green Cargo has benefited from the resulting increased demand for
transports. In 2010, transport volumes increased for all sectors except forestry. The upward trend leveled off
somewhat during the autumn but it is expected to remain at a high level throughout 2011.
The market position for third-party logistics has significantly improved for the established segments, Wine &
Spirits and Food, as well as in the growth markets, Construction and Books & Media. The assessed outlook for
the business is still very positive.

New contracts during the year
In 2010, Green Cargo signed the biggest single rail transport agreement in its history, making it the main
supplier for ScandFibre Logistics' new logistics system, Rail 11. The agreement, which is worth more than
SEK 350 million per year for six years, is for rail transports between Sweden and the Continent for ten
Swedish paper mills. The logistics solution was launched on 12 December.
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Growth in the area of intermodal transport solutions has also been good, particularly during the second half of
the year. In April 2010, Green Cargo also started its first intermodal shuttle service to the Continent. The daily
shuttle service from Malmö to two destinations in Germany provides a solution for haulage companies and
forwarding agents that drive trailers and containers to and from the Continent. The capacity corresponds to
nearly 40,000 truck rigs per year.
During the summer, Green Cargo also signed two new multi-year agreements with the Norwegian company,
CargoNet. Green Cargo will primarily be providing domestic transports as part of CargoNet's network and in
total, the annual income amounts to SEK 200 million.
Growth in the area of third-party logistics continued in 2010 and income increased by 21 percent. With several
new customer agreements now in place, most of the available capacity has now been utilized. Several new
agreements were also signed with importers in the well established Wine & Spirits segment. A new agreement
was also signed during the year with the tire manufacturer, Yokohama.
Due to last year's investments in new terminals, third-party logistics increased its available warehouse space
by 20 percent and thanks to growth in 2010, nearly all of that area is now being utilized. With the incorporation
completed as planned, efforts now continue to further increase capacity, primarily through more efficient use of
the warehouse area at existing terminals.
In total, new agreements worth more than SEK 2 billion per year were signed in 2010 within the areas of
transport and third-party logistics.
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The year in brief
Slight upturn at the start of the year disrupted by severe winter problems
At the start of 2010, Green Cargo and its customers were still recovering from the 2009 recession, which had
hit hard. A slight recovery could be noticed during the last quarter of 2009. However, at the start of 2010, there
were major disruptions in the infrastructure due to severe winter weather, which brought this upward trend to a
standstill during the first quarter. The impact on profits was extensive - there were losses in customer revenue
and higher costs were incurred.

Action plan and increased demand reverse the negative earnings trend
During the second and third quarters, the earnings trend improved each month due to implementation of an
action plan, new sales and increased demand. The market situation for our rail customers improved during the
spring for all sectors and the increased demand also resulted in more inquiries about forwarding and haulage
services. Third-party logistics continued to grow for both existing customers and new ones.

Restructuring to improve profitability and customer focus
During the summer and third quarter, extensive changes were made in two areas that are fundamental to
Green Cargo's future: our organization and our customer offering. Both of these efforts were based on
extensive internal and external surveys and the changes were implemented quickly.
The aim of the reorganization was primarily to make it easier to be one of Green Cargo's customers or
employees. At the same time, it was necessary to increase the focus on long-term profitability.
The organizational restructuring resulted in a division of activities into two distinct areas: transports and thirdparty logistics. This also led to the creation of a new company for third-party logistics, Green Cargo Logistics
AB. These operations have exhibited strong growth and good profitability and as an independent company, it
will now have more freedom. At the same time, it was decided to form a separate company for Green Cargo's
haulage activities in order to sell them. The organization for transport activities was simplified by creating a
Market division, a Production division and by centralizing the staff activities. During the autumn, TGOJ's rail
and engineering operations were gradually integrated and as of 1 January 2011 they are fully incorporated into
Green Cargo's transport business. Efficiency improved due to the reorganization and a number of employees
were made redundant when duplicate tasks were eliminated.
A comprehensive customer survey was conducted and used to develop our offering and Green Cargo's brand
promise. The most important customer segments were identified, along with deciding factors when selecting a
transport provider and what is required in order for Green Cargo to grow in the segments where there are the
greatest opportunities for doing so. Now that we have a better understanding of what customers really want,
Green Cargo can become more competitive for the future.
The measures that have been implemented have prepared Green Cargo for achieving future sustainable
profitability and the ability to continue developing sustainable transport and third-party logistics solutions for its
customers.

Developing international business
In 2010, Green Cargo launched its first intermodal commuting service between Sweden and the Continent,
which was an important step in our efforts to expand international traffic. In April, the first intermodal
commuting service between Malmö and Krefeld, in the Rurh area started up. Service began for the Malmö –
Hannover route in May. This means that two daily shuttles run six days per week, connecting Sweden with
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major industrial centers in Germany. After a promising start, traffic was affected by international disturbances
that impacted quality. Additional problems occurred at the end of the year due to severe winter weather in
Northern Europe. Measures are being implemented during the first half of 2011 to improve punctuality.
Green Cargo has also developed the intermodal network within Sweden, which now serves 40 locations.
Expanded capacity and improved timetables provide customers with more options for combining rail and road
transport both within Sweden and for travel to the Continent.

Changes in the structure for subsidiaries and associated companies
As mentioned earlier, both the Parent Company and Group went through a restructuring during autumn 2010.
On November 1, a new company, Green Cargo Logistics AB was created for the Parent Company's Logistics
division. Also in November, 45 % of the shares in the associated company, CargoNet AS, were divested.
On 1 December, a subsidiary was created for the Parent Company's Road division (haulage operations),
Green Cargo Åkeri AB. The intention is to then sell that company and the process for doing so is already
underway. These activities are thus reported as discontinued operations. Expectations are that Green Cargo
Åkeri AB will be sold during 2011.
Subsequent to the restructuring (as of 1 January 2011), the Group consists of the Parent Company (Green
Cargo AB), four subsidiaries (Green Cargo Logistics AB, Nordisk Transport Rail (NTR), Hallsbergs Terminal
and Green Cargo Åkeri AB (to be sold)), two associated companies (DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S (49%
ownership) and SeaRail OY (50% ownership). The Group's subsidiaries and associated companies strengthen
its ability to deliver attractive logistics solutions.
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The Green Cargo Group
5-year overview of operating income and operating profit (loss), SEK million
Operating income
2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
5 376 5 176 5 571 5 357 5 214
156
-

2010
-48
7

2009
-174
-

Green Cargo AB
Green Cargo Logistics AB (Nov-Dec
2010)
Green Cargo Åkeri AB (Dec 2010)
22
1
Nordic Transport Rail
686 730 936 920 822
-3
2
TGOJ Trafik AB
297 288 285 257 224
23
-5
Hallsbergs Terminal
41
33
31
20
14
7
4
Green Cargo Road & Logistics A/S
30
32
25
25
20
3
1
Group adjustments and other
-412 -362 -416 -422 -411
-131
-19
companies
Group
6 196 5 897 6 432 6 157 5 883 -141* -191
*) Including restructuring costs and capital loss on disposal of shares (154 in total) in
CargoNet AS.

Operating
profit/loss
2008 2007 2006
109
294 265
2
22
5
1
4
143

1
25
2
1
-28

-3
5
1
-1
16

295 283

Operating income in 2010 totaled SEK 6,196 (5,897) million and operating profit (loss) was SEK -191 (-141)
million. The increase in operating income was due to both larger volumes and higher prices. Volumes
increased in all of Green Cargo's markets except the forestry industry, where performance during the year was
poor. The upturn was most dramatic for the customers that were hit hardest by the recent recession, i.e. the
steel and automotive industries.
The improvement in earnings for operating activities was much greater than is apparent when making a direct
comparison between years. This is because of the negative impact on operating profit for 2010 from nonrecurring items, which totaled SEK -154 million. These consisted of restructuring costs and a capital loss on
the disposal of CargoNet.
Low volumes and a stronger SEK currency had a negative impact on income for the NTR Group and operating
profit (loss) was SEK -3 (2) million. TGOJ Trafik reported higher income and a significantly higher operating
profit of SEK 23 (-5) million. However, last year's profit was affected by a large bad debt loss and the costs
associated with a derailment. Hallsbergs Terminal also reported a higher operating profit of SEK 7 (4) million
and the total operating profit for the other subsidiaries (not including KB Sveterm) was SEK 3 (2) million.
The Group's profit (loss) from participations in associated companies was SEK -134 (-23) million, the majority
of which pertained to the Green Cargo's share of the loss and capital loss on CargoNet AS. The associated
company, CargoNet, once again reported a loss in 2010, which was due to a less favorable market situation in
Norway. Green Cargo's share of the loss after tax was SEK -32 (-44) million and there was also a negative
impact on profit from a capital loss of SEK -99 million from the disposal in November.
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia reported a lower profit compared to last year. The 2009 profit included a large
capital gain from the sale of locomotives. Green Cargo's share of the profit after tax totaled SEK 0 (27) million.
SeaRail OY once again report a loss due to lower volumes and an unfavorable cost situation. Green Cargo's
share of the loss after tax totaled SEK -3 (-5) million.
As presented above, the Parent Company was responsible for 87 percent of the Group's income. The
Logistics segment was included as part of the Parent Company until 1 November, when Logistics became its
own company. In the following report on profit (loss) by segment, Logistic's share of the income in Green
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Cargo AB has been added to the income and profit for Green Cargo Logistics until 1 November 2010. This has
been done in order to report the results from the entire year for this segment.
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Profit (loss) by segment, SEK million
Rail

Logistics

Operating income
4 262
Operating profit/loss
-52
* Including restructuring costs and capital losses.

892
52

NTR

Other

Total

648
-3

394
-138

6 196
-141*

Rail operations reported income that was 5 percent higher than the prior year. This was primarily due to higher
transport volumes and price increases that were implemented.
For the Road division (reported under the heading, Other), income was 3 percent higher compared to 2009.
Taking into account income from the haulage operations that were spun off, the increase was 8 percent. The
improvement has primarily due to higher volumes for both haulage and forwarding activities.
Third-party logistics also reported continued growth for the year. This was due to higher volumes for existing
contracts and several new customer assignments in the following areas: Retail, Wine & Spirits and Tires.
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Profit/loss after financial items
2010

2009

Operating profit/loss
-141*
Profit/loss from financial items
Profit/loss from participations in Group companies
7
Profit/loss from participations in associated companies
0
Interest income and similar profit/loss items
78
Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items
-76
Profit/loss after financial items
-132
*) Including restructuring costs and capital loss on disposal of shares (154 in total) in CargoNet AS.

-191
-5
15
-42
-223

The Group's net financial items was SEK 9 (-32) million and the improvement was due to a higher value of the
SEK currency during the year. Market valuations and revaluations of financial liabilities in foreign currency had
a positive effect of 70 (22). Interest expenses increased due to increased borrowing in conjunction with
investments and higher interest rates on such loans. At the same time, interest income decreased somewhat.
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Investments
The Group's total gross investments for 2010 amounted to SEK 437 (927) million.
The 16 new TRAXX locomotives that were acquired for SSAB steel transports were put into operation during
the year.
Modernization of Green Cargo's fleet of locomotives continued in 2010 and amounted to a total of SEK 249
million. Deliveries of rebuilt diesel locomotives also continued throughout the year. As of 31 December 2010,
32 of the 62 locomotives had been modernized. The modernization program will continue in 2011. Final
delivery of the rebuilt locomotives is expected early in 2012.
Modernization of Green Cargo's electric locomotives has also moved forward with comprehensive testing and
delivery of the first two locomotives at the end of November. Modernization efforts will continue in 2011 and in
total, 42 locomotives will be rebuilt.
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Cash flow
The Group's cash flow from operating activities was SEK 318 (75) million. The higher cash flow was primarily
due to a higher operating profit compared to the prior year. The change in operating capital also had a positive
impact. Cash flow from investing activities was SEK -323 (153) million. The year's investments, which primarily
consisted of locomotive modernization, were responsible for negative cash flow of SEK -334 (-101) million.
The sale of CargoNet AS, however, had a positive impact on cash flow. For 2010, the change in non-current
and current investments had a negative impact on cash flow of SEK -25 (255) million.
Cash flow from financing activities increased somewhat and was SEK 50 (29) million. New financing from the
loan facility agreement for locomotive modernization contributed positive cash flow of SEK 200 (0) million.
Loan amortization increased compared to 2009 and the negative impact on cash flow was SEK -150 (-119). In
total, the Group's cash flow was SEK 45 (257) million.
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Green Cargo AB (Parent Company)
REVENUE
The Parent Company's operating income for 2010 was SEK 5,376 (5,176) million. Higher transport volumes in
our main markets resulted in higher income, even though third-party logistics and haulage operations were
moved to separate companies late in the year.

EXPENSES
Operating income for 2010 totaled SEK 5,424 (5,350) million. Operating expenses increased, but at a lower
rate than the increase in income. Personnel costs also decreased compared to 2009. Expenses increased in
conjunction with restructuring efforts by SEK 55 million. This was related to changes that were made to the
Group structure, as well as reorganization of the Parent Company, which was implemented during the second
half of the year. For Rail operations, expenses increased by just 2 percent, despite the higher costs for
international traffic and an increase in the costs associated with damages and accidents. Personnel costs
decreased, even taking into account the restructuring costs incurred during the prior year.
For Road operations, expenses also increased compared to 2009, but at a lower rate than the increase in
income. Increases in volume had a negative impact on operating expenses. However, other operating
expenses, including personnel costs, decreased somewhat.
Expenses for the Logistics division, up until 1 November (when they were moved into a separate company),
corresponded to the full-year results for 2009.
The Parent Company reported a lower amount for net financial items compared to 2009. This was due to a
capital loss of SEK -196 million for the disposal of shares in CargoNet AS. Revaluation of liabilities in foreign
currencies and the change in value for derivatives and other financial instruments had a positive impact of
SEK 70 (22) million. Interest expenses increased due to increased borrowing and higher interest rates. At the
same time, interest income decreased somewhat.
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Financing and asset management
There was a significant need for financing due to ongoing and planned investments. By year-end, financing
had been secured for the major investments that the company has decided to make during the next few years.
Consolidated interest-bearing liabilities were SEK 2,601 million at the end of the quarter, of which SEK 1,654
million was associated with finance leases and SEK 947 million was for loan financing. The leasing contracts
fall due during the period 2011-2023 and the liability portfolio, including loans, has an average maturity of 7
years. Liabilities, including interest rate derivatives, have an average fixed interest term of 1.8 years.
During the year, a new lease liability was incurred totaling SEK 105 million for investments i new locomotives,
freight wagons and trucks. New loans associated with the ongoing modernization of 104 locomotives were
acquired for SEK 200 million as part of a granted loan facility of SEK 1,078 million. Existing lease liabilities
were amortized in the amount of SEK 114 million. Loan amortization was SEK 36 million. The net increase in
interest-bearing liabilities was SEK 35 million (after amortization and revaluation of liabilities in foreign
currencies). The increase in interest-bearing assets was SEK 86 million, which means that the total interestbearing net liability decreased by SEK 51 million. Green Cargo AB has unutilized operating credit at Nordea
Bank for SEK 75 million.
The Board determines Green Cargo's investment and capital provision policy and specifies the framework for
managing liquidity and liabilities. The framework specifies maturities, counterparty risks and permissible
investment instruments.
The goal for asset management is to support the company's operations and provide the best possible net
interest within the boundaries determined by the Board. Results of capital provision are measured using
various comparisons, including the interest index, OMRX O/N and OMRX mortgage bonds.
Group liquidity management includes short-term operating liquidity that must amount to at least SEK 200
million and a medium-term invested liquidity reserve. Operating liquidity refers to cash and market-listed
investments that can be converted within three banking days and unused, confirmed credit. The purpose of the
short-term portfolio is to minimize liquidity risk. The average fixed interest period may not exceed six months.
The liquidity reserve is defined as cash and cash equivalents that exceed the above operating liquidity. The
average fixed interest period may not exceed two years. For both portfolios, counterparty risk must be low and
security holdings must have high liquidity. This is particularly true when investing operating liquidity.
The debt portfolio, i.e. leasing contracts and loans, totaled SEK 2,595 million, of which just under SEK 2,121
million is attributable to the Parent Company. Financing at variable interest rates is done regularly. To achieve
the desired fixed interest period, interest swaps are used to exchange variable interest for fixed interest.
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Activities subject to environmental permits
The Parent Company does not conduct activities requiring environmental permits under the Swedish
Ordinance (1998:899) concerning Environmentally Hazardous Activities and the Protection of Public Health,
but it does operate a diesel filling station for which reporting is mandatory. Fire protection regulations cover
other small filling stations.
The subsidiary, TGOJ Trafik AB operated a workshop for locomotive maintenance and cleaning through 31
December 2010. The workshop must submit reports under the ordinance mentioned above. As of 1 January
2011, Green Cargo AB has taken over these operations, for which reporting is mandatory.
Green Cargo has a permit to transport waste, including hazardous waste.
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Target fulfillment
Financial targets - return on equity and equity/assets ratio
Our owner's overall financial targets for the Group are long-term value creation, capital efficiency and a
reasonable level of financial risk. The targets are return on equity of 10 percent and an equity/assets ration of
30 percent. Like the year before, Green Cargo once again reported a negative return on equity from 2010 and
the equity/assets ratio decreased to 25 (28) percent. This means that Green Cargo failed to meet the owner's
requirements on these items.
It is recommended that no dividends (0) be paid for the 2010 fiscal year.
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Risks and risk management
Risk taking and risk management are a natural part of all business operations. Strategy choices, the daily
operations and the developments in Green Cargo's surroundings contain risks. Green Cargo's operations are
exposed to several types of risk. For example, there is risk associated with production that is capital intensive.
Competition in the market is also becoming tougher and our international operations depend on wellfunctioning cooperation with other logistics companies. Green Cargo's assessment and management of risks
is an integrated part of daily operations. Tools are used for assessing and preventing risks in each risk area.
There has been a strong recovery from the recession. However, despite stability in the Swedish economy,
developments in the rest of the world still represent an uncertainty factor for Green Cargo. The demand for rail
transports is strongly linked to activities within basic industries and manufacturing, which are affected by the
demand in export markets both within the EU and in USA. Green Cargo is continuing its implementation of
measures that are necessary in order to adapt the organization to the market situation and improve efficiency
within all parts of the Group.
There are also still high financial risks in the form of fluctuations in interest and currency markets due to
financial turmoil within the Euro zone. The Parent Company's finance function acts in accordance with the
established finance policy, which stipulates the limits for interest rate risks and currency exposure. The policy
also provides guidelines on permissible counterparties and limits for achieving a reasonable level of financial
risk exposure. Green Cargo has also secured financing for the major investments that the company has
decided to make during the next few years.
In its Scorecard, Green Cargo has defined six target areas. These are reported below, along with information
on our exposure to various types of risk and our strategy for managing such risks. Green Cargo does not have
a separate function for risk management since the assessment and management of risks are an integrated
part of the organization and its governance.
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Safety
Accidents disrupt the business operations and can harm employees, equipment or third parties. High safety
levels are a requirement for the entire operation. We are working methodically with safety issues as well as to
become even more proactive by reporting near-accidents. A safety aspect is included in every activity and
initiative.
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Employees
Green Cargo runs the risk of not having the skills needed to meet our customers' demands, which could hinder
the company's growth. New requirements and Green Cargo's development into a service company places
demands on totally new skill sets that are in high demand. We work with a long-term perspective to recruit the
right people and educate our employees. Green Cargo has a good reputation on the labor market as an
attractive employer, not in the least because of its strong environmental profile, which continues to grow in
importance as a competitive advantage.
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Society
As a member of society, we are exposed to risks occurring in our surroundings. Risks due to macroeconomic
trends, altered conditions within the rail and logistics sectors or altered consumption patterns are three
examples of external events we must monitor and manage. The most important components are infrastructure,
transport patterns and macroeconomic changes.
Inadequate infrastructure - Investments in infrastructure are an absolute necessity if Green Cargo is to be
able to contribute to positive growth in society and to offer competitive logistics solutions. There is an obvious
risk that an inadequate, dated infrastructure could inhibit this development.
Green Cargo gathers information on a regular basis and participates in debates on this topic. For example, we
maintain a continuous dialogue with the Swedish Transport Administration and utilize other possible channels
for reaching decision-makers.
Changes in transport patterns - The economic geography is being reshaped in a way that affects transport
patterns. At the same time, there is an increasing need for long-haul transports that is causing shifts between
modes of transport. If companies and industrial production continue to move abroad, the Swedish and Nordic
industries could be at such a disadvantage from a cost perspective that transport volumes fall.
Green Cargo continuously develops its offers to secure value-creation for its customers' operations.
Macroeconomic changes that have the biggest impact on Green Cargo are primarily fluctuations in the state
of the economy that affect our customers' demand situation. Currency fluctuations are also important. They
have a direct impact on such things as loans and customer agreements, as well as an indirect impact on
customers' relative competitiveness. A stronger focus on cost efficiency will help us withstand the falling
business cycle more successfully.
Price variations and future access to oil and electricity also have an effect on our costs. We purchase
electricity to operate our trains from the Swedish Transport Administration, which has a long-term strategy for
electricity procurement in order to provide rail operators with a stable electricity cost over time. We also have
fuel clauses in our customer agreements in order to control our cost levels. However, higher fuel prices in
general encourage a shift to more environmentally efficient transport alternatives, such as rail.
Green Cargo's finance policy dictates how the company must manage its exposure against foreign currencies
and interest rates.
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Environment
The extreme weather conditions of recent years are not only a risk for our operations, but represent a global
problem that must be managed. The effects of climate changes can increase the need for Green Cargo's
operations, for example during storms, and at the same time can prevent freight trains from running. In the
long-run, raised water levels could have a negative effect on our operations.
Every freight transport that we transfer to rail is a victory for the environment. To eliminate the risk for traffic
interruption due to fallen trees after storms, we have required tree-free zones that are just as large as around
motorways around the major rail stretches. Based on the last two extreme winters, we are also working with
the Swedish Transport Administration and other stakeholders within the railway sector to achieve a higher
level of preparedness and prevent interruptions due to snow and ice.
There is a risk that the industry, including Green Cargo, might not succeed in developing solutions with
sufficient customer value to meet the need for competitive logistics that are also green. Green Cargo has a
clear advantage due to its comprehensive environment initiatives and its track-bound logistics. We believe that
there is a growing risk that companies will underestimate the importance of environmental issues when
purchasing logistics solutions. In particular, consumer requirements for environmentally friendly solutions are
growing.
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Customers
Competition on the tracks and market demand for new, high-quality products are growing. Green Cargo must
be able to adapt itself to each situation and find competitive advantages in its size. Both new competitors as
well as established logistics actors might choose to enter the rail market.
To successfully develop and market solutions with sufficiently high customer value, we are investing heavily in
customer-influenced product development. The intermodal product launch and the partnership with Deutsche
Bahn are two key elements in protecting existing business and winning new business.
Green Cargo's success in international projects and its quality of cross-border transports greatly depend on
the partnership with DB Schenker Rail.
Investments to expand the network and production capacity and reliable relationships with suppliers are
necessary to attract critical freight volumes to rail via our intermodal offer.
Green Cargo is now focusing on establishing new combi terminals and intermodal flows through ports that
have good growth potential. We transport to more than 40 destinations that have the capacity to lift intermodal
load carriers.
Forestry and steel account for two-thirds of Green Cargo's total business volume. There is a large risk that
new business volumes from new growth segments will not compensate for lost business volumes in these
industries. We are developing new services and logistics concepts for our different customer groups. Other
key measures are continued rigorous streamlining, unit cost reductions and greater total cost flexibility.
Changed purchasing behavior is becoming more common, i.e. outsourcing to third-party or fourth-party
logistics companies where the capabilities and values differ from the product owner. To meet these new
demands, Green Cargo must ensure that is has the skills and cost-efficiency the customer requires.
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Finance
Green Cargo's business is exposed to a number of financial risks that affect the consolidated profit/loss and
cash flow. Green Cargo's Parent Company has a finance function charged with identifying, assessing and
efficiently managing these risks. It functions as an internal bank and is responsible for capital supply and cash
management. These efforts are conducted in accordance with the finance policy that has been decided by the
Board. The finance policy stipulates that risks must be regularly monitored in order to facilitate good internal
risk control.

INVESTMENTS
Each investment can be linked to uncertainty if it does not generate the intended customer value. Green Cargo
continues to invest in capacity with a low environmental impact in the form of new locomotives and locomotive
modernization. The ongoing locomotive modernization project is progressing according to plan. Each
investment in Green Cargo is assessed based on the business concepts that the investment will yield.

COST TRENDS
Financial risk increases as unit costs within Green Cargo increase. Efforts are underway to streamline the
organization and reduce unit costs in all areas, i.e. locomotives, wagons, personnel, maintenance, etc.

FIXED COSTS AND CUSTOMER CONTRACTS
Green Cargo's operations require large amounts of resources. This is primarily due to the large amount of
capital needed for production, in particular rail transports, which have an integrated system where all
customers share resources. About 70 percent of the total costs for rail operations are fixed for 12 months. To
increase flexibility, Green Cargo aims to:
•
•
•
•

share volume risks with customers through a combination of variable and fixed pricing plans and
longer contract terms
size operations taking more clearly into account the entire business cycle
supplement company resources with contracted capacity
enhance opportunities shared use of various resource

For the Road operations, the total cost, including the fixed component, is relatively more volatile. Large volume
decreases and the loss of important customer accounts can to a large extent be offset by a corresponding cut
in costs. Risks within the Road operations can also be reduced through partnerships with contracted haulage
companies.
The fixed costs for third party logistics, which are slightly less than 20 percent of total costs, are adjusted
whenever possible to existing customer contracts. From a logistics perspective, the risks are limited by the
attractiveness of the facilities and their location in attractive regions. Resources can be adapted to peak or low
seasons by operating partially with temporary employees and outsourcing certain elements of our operations.
Long-term, strong relations with customers and suppliers are the primary way for us to counteract the risks
related to fixed costs.

FINANCIAL RISKS
Transactions with different parties can create risks for significant cost variations, such as interest risks,
currency risks, counterparty risks, liquidity risks (our own liquidity) and refinancing risks. The current financial
instability is causing financial risks to rise due to its influence on the interest and currency markets. In order to
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manage the financial risk exposure, the finance policy establishes boundaries for interest rate risks and
currency exposure and specifies allowable counterparties and limits.

INTEREST RATE RISKS
Interest rate risk must be limited to attain the Group objective of stable earnings growth. The finance policy
defines parameters for permissible interest rate risk in average fixed-interest terms. For investments, the
average term is a maximum of six months (operating liquidity) and two years (liquidity reserves). The
maximum permissible fixed-interest term for borrowing is 39 months. Derivatives may be used to adjust fixedinterest terms. At year-end, the debts were primarily subject to variable rates. A sensitivity analysis shows that
a change in interest rates of +/– 1 percentage point would affect net financial items by SEK +/– 8 million.

CURRENCY RISKS
Exposure in foreign currency is primarily related to the Group's international transports. Currency risk is
reduced primarily through currency clauses in customer agreements, currency futures and to a certain degree,
currency options. During the year, forecasted receivables in foreign currency were hedged. Currency hedges
totaled EUR 53 million. At year-end, the company's outstanding forward contracts (maturity in 2011) had a
value of EUR 30 million. A sensitivity analysis shows that a change in currency rates by EUR/SEK +/– 2.5
percent would affect net financial items by SEK +/– 3 million.

COUNTERPARTY/CREDIT RISKS
Counterparty risk is the risk that a counterparty will be unable to meet its obligations in full and/or on time. The
Group's placements of cash and cash equivalents are restricted to liquid instruments with low counterparty
risk. Our finance policy specifies (1) what counterparties are permitted and (2) amount limits per counterparty.
Counterparty exposure falls into three categories with a maximum limit per issuer. At year-end total cash and
cash equivalents exposure totaled SEK 623 million.

LIQUIDITY RISKS
Liquidity risk is defined as the risk of incurring costs or being compelled to suspend payments due to lack of
access to liquid funds or inability to borrow to cover expenses. The category includes the risk that securities
can not be sold at the desired time, at the desired price or in the desired volume. Liquidity risk is managed by
setting a minimum level for assets disposable within three banking days.

REFINANCING RISKS
Refinancing risk is defined as the risk that Green Cargo will incur costs or be compelled to suspend payments
because the company cannot cover a debt that has fallen due for payment with cash and cash equivalents or
equivalent new financing. The debt maturity structure must be allocated evenly over time and, at the most, one
-third of the Group's loans may fall due within a 12-month period. At year-end the average remaining term for
our financial liabilities was seven years.
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Outlook and profit appropriation
EVENTS AFTER THE CLOSING DATE
In mid-January, a major derailment occurred outside Bräcke on the northern main line. A number of wagons
loaded with rolls of paper derailed causing extensive material damage to the infrastructure, rail wagons and
freight. Because of the extent of damages and complicated salvage effort, the accident resulted in a five-day
total standstill in traffic on this portion of the main line.
The investigation revealed that the accident was likely caused by overheating in a wheel bearing on one of the
wagons. The incident will be further investigated, but a preliminary estimate of Green Cargo's costs associated
with the derailment is SEK 12 million, which will impact profit in the first quarter of 2011. The standstill in traffic
also resulted in a loss of revenue during the period.
A continuation of the severe winter weather, with snow and very cold temperatures in Northern Sweden has
also resulted in more problems and interruptions to rail traffic, although on a smaller scale than in 2010. This
has also had an impact on Green Cargo's production and increased the costs for repairs and maintenance of
locomotives and wagons. There are also standstill costs associated with all of this.

OUTLOOK
Despite a problematic start and a grim conclusion, 2010 can still be described as a year of recovery from the
deep recession, such that Swedish industry is now experiencing a stable economic boom. During the first few
months of 2011, there have been even more positive signals from most of our main markets.
Our new locomotives are in place and a large portion of the modernized electric and diesel locomotives that
have been ordered will be delivered by the end of the year. This is critical to ensure that we have production
capacity when the volumes for our existing and new customers increase. We also expect availability to
increase and we will simultaneously try to counter the expected increase in maintenance costs. TGOJ's
workshops have now been integrated into the Parent Company, which gives us new options for planning and
performing maintenance in an efficient manner. This will be a great asset during the coming years.
We now have a more streamlined, distinct organization. We have implemented measures to increase
efficiency and the market situation for both transport activities and third-party logistics is stable. The conditions
for achieving growth and a significant improvement in earnings already in 2011 are thus good.

PRIORITIES AND OUTLOOK FOR 2011
Financial targets

The owner's requirement of 10 percent return on equity and an equity/assets ratios of 30 percent has not
changed and for 2011, Green Cargo's priority will be meeting the financial requirements that have been
established by the owner. Sustainable profitability is a prerequisite for our business, which is capital intensive
and dependent on a network of resources in order to function efficiently. A large portion of resources are
invested in personnel and fixed assets, such as locomotives and wagons. It is thus important for us to achieve
stable profitability that gives the owner a return on the capital that has been invested. Towards the end of
2010, Green Cargo reported a strong underlying operating profit improvement that will provide the foundation
for continued efforts to further improve profitability.
To a great extent, our priorities in 2011 will be influenced by the measures, restructuring and investments that
were decided in 2010 and earlier years. Focus will be on improvements in line activities that can lead to
sustainable profitability. The areas where there will be special focus in 2011 fall under the heading "Getting
paid for work performed, thorough review of agreements, streamlining staff, wagons and locomotives, cost-
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efficient maintenance, capital efficiency and culture change". Profitability has already improved, as evidenced
by the operating surplus for 2010. This, along with the stated priorities, should enable the company to make
good progress already in 2011 towards meeting the owner's requirements.

Appropriation of profits
At the disposal of the AGM (SEK):
Profit/loss brought forward
Group contributions after tax
Profit/loss for the year
Total
The Board of Directors and CEO propose the following appropriation of profits:
Carried forward
Total
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Five-year overview
Operating income
2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Green Cargo AB
Green Cargo Logistics AB (Nov-Dec
2010)
Green Cargo Åkeri AB (Dec 2010)
Nordic Transport Rail
TGOJ Trafik AB
Hallsbergs Terminal
Green Cargo Road & Logistics A/S
Group adjustments and other companies
Group

5
376

5
176

5
571

5
357

Operating profit/loss
2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

5
214

-48 -174

109

294

265

156
22
686 730 936 920 822
297 288 285 257 224
41
33
31
20
14
30
32
25
25
20
-412 -362 -416 -422 -411
6
5
6
6
5
196 897 432 157 883

7
1
-3
2
23
-5
7
4
3
1
-131 -19
141*) -191

2
22
5
1
4

1
25
2
1
-28

-3
5
1
-1
16

143

295

283

*) Including restructuring costs and capital loss on disposal of shares (154 in total) in CargoNet AS.
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Income statement

(SEK million)
Operating income
Net sales
Other operating income
Total operating income

Group
Note 2010 2009

Parent
Company
2010
2009

5 6 6,181 5,889
7
15
8
6,196 5,897

5,356
20
5,376

5,169
7
5,176

-2,933

-2,805

-1,545
-728
-218
-48

-1,656
-653
-205
-31
-174

Operating expenses
Operating costs
Personnel costs
Other external costs
Depreciation and impairment losses
Other operating expenses
Share in associated companies’ profit
Operating profit/loss
Profit/loss from financial items
Profit/loss from participations in Group companies
Profit/loss from participations in associated companies
Interest income and similar profit/loss items
Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items

5 8 3,349 3,215
9 1,744 1,842
10 -854 -740
16 17 -256 -237
11
-31
-134
-23
6 -141 -191

13
14

7
0
78
-76

-5
15
-42

-196
78
-60

15
0
13
-32

6

-132

-223

-226

-178

15

-7
-139

49
-174

1
-225

49
-129

Of which attributable to Parent Company owners
Of which attributable to minority shareholders
Total

-140
1
-139

-174
0
-174

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Group
2010 2009
-139 -174

Profit/loss after financial items
Income tax for the year
Profit for the year

Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income:
Cash flow hedges
Hedges, net investments
Translation differences
Tax
Total other comprehensive income, net after tax
Total comprehensive income for the year
Of which attributable to Parent Company owners
Of which attributable to minority shareholders
Total

12

15
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-145
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1
-145

70
158
22
-22
85
-89
-89
0
-89

Parent
Company
2010
2009
-225
-129
28
34
-16
46
-179

70
15
-22
63
-66
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Balance sheet
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Group Parent Company
10-12- 09-12Note
31
31 10-12-31 08-12-31

ASSETS (SEK million)
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Capitalized development expenditure
Goodwill
Ongoing capitalized development expenditure
Total intangible assets

16

Property, plant, and equipment
Land, land improvements and buildings
Leased buildings
Leasehold improvements
Transport equipment
Leased transport equipment
Equipment, fixtures and fittings
Construction in progress
Total property, plant and equipment

17
18

18

Financial assets
Participations in Group companies
Participations in associated companies
Other non-current securities
Non-current investments
Derivative instruments
Receivables from Group companies
Other non-current receivables
Total financial assets

19
19

33
5

Deferred tax assets

20

Total non-current assets

30
8
17
55

29
8
32
69

30
1
17
48

27
1
33
61

405
211
15
547
724
91
770
2 763

410
218
20
358
849
81
723
2 659

2
211
13
541
718
25
764
2 274

2
218
20
310
794
68
720
2 132

335
0
10
0
0
345

560
1
120
0
1
682

126
316
0
9
0
84
0
535

126
551
0
120
0
3
0
800

150

179

140

167

3 313

3 589

2 997

3 160

16
667
7
0
2
103
0
309
303

13
615
37
0
13
167
1
72
359

16
471
101
7
0
23
86
0
309
252

3
510
48
37
0
4
157
1
72
306

1 407

1 277

1 265

1 138

220

111

108

111

4 940

4 977

4 370

4 409

Current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Receivables from Group companies
Receivables from associated companies
Current taxes
Other receivables
Prepayments and accrued income
Derivative instruments
Current investments
Cash and cash equivalents

21
5

22
5

23
33
32

Total current assets
Assets held for sale
TOTAL ASSETS

24

BALANCE SHEETS
Group
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EQUITY AND LIABILITIES (SEK million)

Note

10-12- 09-1231
31 10-12-31 09-12-31

Equity

Share capital
Statutory reserve

200
-

200
-

Restricted equity
200
200
100
100
300
300

Other capital contributions
Reserves
Profit/loss brought forward
Profit for the year

1 047
28
110
-140

1 047
34
286
-174

Non-restricted
equity
36
-10
1 138
1 219
-225
-129
949
1 080

Total equity attributable to owners of the Parent
Company
Minority owners' share of equity
Total equity

1 245
8
1 253

1 393
7
1 400

1 249

1 380

1 473
914
0
5
4
2 396

1 632
789
21
13
8
2 463

1 467
2
524
0
5
4
2 002

1 580
387
21
3
1 991

406
10
112
10
0
120
473
67
1 198

343
6
92
7
1
122
499
44
1 114

326
90
10
110
10
0
108
398
67
1 119

303
66
6
87
6
1
98
427
44
1 038

30

Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Non-current leasing liabilities
Non-current liabilities to Group companies
Other non-current liabilities
Derivative instruments
Deferred tax liability
Other provisions
Total non-current liabilities

18
25
33
20
26

Current liabilities
Trade payables
Liabilities to Group companies
Liabilities to associated companies
Current leasing liabilities
Current tax liabilities
Derivative instruments
Other liabilities
Accruals and deferred income
Other provisions
Total current liabilities

27
26
28

Liabilities related the assets held for sale

24

5
5
18
33

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

MEMORANDUM ITEMS
Pledged assets and contingent liabilities
Pledged assets

93

-

-

-

4 940

4 977

4 370

4 409

Group
Parent Company
10-12- 09-12Note
31
31 10-12-31 09-12-31
29
449
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Contingent liabilities

399
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Changes in equity
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Minority Total
Equity attributable to Parent Company owners
shareholding equity
Profit
Profit/loss
for
Share Other capital
brought
the
capital contributions Reserves
forward year Total

GROUP, SEK
million
Note
Balance brought
forward 1 Jan 2009
Allocation of
profit/loss from
previous year

200

1 047

-51

280

6

1
482

7 1 489

6

-6

0

0

Comprehensive
income
Profit for the year
Other
comprehensive
income
Cash flow hedges,
after tax
Hedges, net
investments
Translation
difference
Total other
comprehensive
income

-

-

85

-

-

85

-

85

Total
comprehensive
income

-

-

85

-

-174

-89

0

-89

200

1 047

34

286

-174

1
393

7 1 400

200

1 047

34

286

-174

1
393

7 1 400

-174

174

0

0

-2

-2

Balance carried
forward 31 Dec
2009
Balance brought
forward 2010-01-01
Allocation of
profit/loss from
previous year
Acquisition/sale of
businesses
Comprehensive
income
Profit for the year

-174 -174

30

0

-174

52

52

52

11

11

11

22

22

22

-2

-140 -140

Other
comprehensive
income
Cash flow hedges,
after tax
Hedges, net
investments
Translation
difference
Total other
comprehensive
income

-

-

-6

-

Total
comprehensive
income

-

-

-6

-

1

-139

21

21

21

25

25

25

-52

-52

-52

-

-6

-

-6

-140 -146

1

-145
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Balance carried
forward 2010-12-31
PARENT
COMPANY, SEK
million
Balance brought
forward 1 Jan 2009
Allocation of
profit/loss from
previous year
Group contributions
received
Tax effect on Group
contributions
received
Cash flow hedges,
after tax
Hedges, net
investments
Profit for the year
Balance carried
forward 31 Dec
2009
Balance brought
forward 2010-01-01
Allocation of
profit/loss from
previous year
Acquisition/sale of
businesses
Group contributions
received
Tax effect on Group
contributions
received
Cash flow hedges,
after tax
Hedges, net
investments
Profit for the year
Balance carried
forward 2010-12-31

30

200

Share
Note capital
200

30

30

1 047

28

110

Profit/loss
Statutory Fund for
brought
reserve fair value
forward
100

-73

-140

1
245

Profit
for
the
year Total

1 216

0

1
443

0

0

0

4

4

-1

-1

52

52

11

11
-129 -129

200

100

-10

1 219

-129

200

100

-10

1 219

-129

1
380
1
380

-129

129

0

200

100

14

14

46

46

-12

-12

21

21

25

25
-225 -225
1
-225 249

36

1 138

8 1 253
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Cash flow statement

(SEK million)
Operating activities
Profit/loss after financial items
Adjustments for non-cash items
Payments for provisions
Tax paid
Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working
capital

Group
Note 2010 2009

Parent
Company
2010
2009

-132 -223
31 389 340
-44 -55
-26 -10

-226
416
-38
-25

-178
262
-53
-9

187

52

127

22

59
72
318

5
18
75

165
-26
266

-11
86
97

Financing activities
Provisions
Acquisition of intangible assets
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Sales of property, plant and equipment
Sales of financial assets
Changes in current investments
Changes in non-current investments
Acquisition of businesses
Cash flow from investing activities

0
-5
-430
101
39
-135
110
-3
-323

0
-30
-237
166
0
179
76
-1
153

0
-5
-411
111
39
-135
110
0
-291

0
-30
-145
166
0
179
76
-0
246

Financing activities
Dividends to shareholder
Debts incurred
Amortization of lease liabilities and loans
Group contributions received/paid
Cash flow from financing activities

200 148
-150 -119
50
29

200
-134
5
71

20
-108
15
-73

45 257
358 101
31 403 358

46
306
352

270
36
306

Cash flow from changes in working capital
Increase/decrease in current receivables
Increase/decrease in current liabilities
Cash flow from operating activities

Cash flow for the year
Cash and cash equivalents at start of year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT YEAR-END
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Note 1 - General information
Green Cargo AB, the Parent Company, is a freight and logistics company that operates on the European
market. Rail transports form the core of our operations. Road transport is a supplementary activity, and the
combination of rail and road has become increasingly crucial in our range of services. To offer end-to-end
solutions, Green Cargo also provides third-party logistics (3PL) operations that cover warehousing, pick-andpack and distribution. The company’s major customers are primarily in the steel, chemical, automotive,
manufacturing, forestry and retail industries. For more information on operations in 2010, see the
Administration Report.
Green Cargo AB, the Parent Company, is wholly owned by the Swedish state. Green Cargo AB (priv) has its
registered office in Solna, Sweden. The address of its head office is:
Box 39, SE-171 11 Solna, Sweden.
The Board and CEO approved the financial reports on 24 March 2011; they will be presented to the AGM on
27 April 2011 for approval.
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Note 2 - Summary of important accounting
principles
General
The consolidated financial statements were prepared per the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) that were adopted by the EU and per statements on their interpretation issued by the International
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC). The Group also applies Recommendation RFR 1.2 of
the Swedish Financial Reporting Board (supplementary financial reporting rules for groups), which specifies
the supplementary disclosures required to comply with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act.
Assets and liabilities are valued at acquisition cost, apart from certain financial assets and liabilities that are
valued at fair value. Financial assets and liabilities that are valued at fair value consist of derivative
instruments and financial assets/liabilities classified as financial assets and liabilities valued at fair value via
the income statement.
Current assets and current liabilities essentially only consist of amounts that are expected to be recovered or
paid within 12 months of the reporting date. Other assets and liabilities are recognized as non-current assets
and non-current liabilities, respectively.
The Parent Company’s accounting principles follow those of the Group, except for the mandatory regulations
stated in Recommendation RFR 2.2 (accounting for legal entities) of the Swedish Financial Reporting Board.
The principles for the Parent Company are stated under the heading “Accounting principles for the Parent
Company”.
Major applied principles are described below. These principles were consistently applied for all years
presented, unless otherwise stated.

Accounting principles for the Group
Changed accounting principles

Accounting principles and calculation methods are, except for the new and changed principles described
below, unchanged from those applied in the 2009 annual report. New IFRS standards and statements from the
IFRIC in 2010 did not have any effect on Green Cargo’s financial statements (except for the disclosures).
The Group applied the following new and changed IFRSs as of 1 January 2010.
IAS 24 Related party disclosures (change)
The amended standard has simplified and clarified the definition of a closely related company. For companies
that are state-owned, this could result in certain exemptions from the disclosure requirements. The new
standard must be applied for financial years starting on 1 January 2011. However, Green Cargo has elected to
apply the standard early, i.e. as of 1 January 2010.
The new definition means that some of the companies, which were previously classified as associated
companies, are no longer considered to be associated companies. The change means that the note
disclosures on transactions with related parties have changed and they no longer include information on the
Swedish Transport Administration, Posten AB or SJ AB.
IAS 27 Consolidated and separate financial statements
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The change applied to financial years starting on 1 July 2009 and later. The amended standard requires that
all transactions with non-controlling interests (previously minority owners) are recognized in equity if they do
not result in a loss of control, and these transactions no longer result in goodwill or profit/loss. The standard
also states that when a Parent Company loses its controlling influence, the remaining interest shall be
revalued at fair value and recognized as profit/loss in the income statement.
Green Cargo has applied the amendment prospectively from 1 January 2010. There have not been any
transactions that fall within the scope of the amendment, which is why the change has not had any effect on
the financial statements.
IFRS 3 Business combinations
The change applied to financial years starting on 1 July 2009 and later. The revised standard continues to
prescribe application of the purchase method for business combinations, but with several significant changes.
For example, when acquiring a business, all consideration is recognized at fair value on the acquisition date,
while contingent consideration is classified as a liability and thereafter revalued via the income statement. For
each acquisition, non-controlling interest can either be measured at fair value or by their proportionate interest
in the net identifiable assets. All costs associated with the acquisition must be expensed.
Green Cargo has applied the amendment prospectively from 1 January 2010. There have not been any
transactions that fall within the scope of the revised standard, which is why this has not had any effect on the
financial statements.

Application of accounting principles

Consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements include the companies in which the Parent Company, directly or through
its subsidiaries, controls more than 50 percent of the votes. In non-wholly owned subsidiaries, minority interest
is recognized in the consolidated balance sheet as an item in equity and comprises external shareholders’
share of the subsidiary’s profit/loss and net assets. Profit/loss for the year reported in the income statement
includes minority interests and thus shows combined profit/loss attributable to the Parent Company’s
shareholders and minority owners. Allocation of profit/loss for the year between the Parent Company’s
shareholders and minority owners is specified separately.
Subsidiaries are reported as per the purchase method. Acquired identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities are valued at fair value on the acquisition date. Conditional consideration that is received after the
acquisition date is classified as a liability and thereafter revalued via the income statement. Goodwill is
reported for the surplus, which is measured as the difference between paid consideration and the net (as of
the acquisition date amounts) of the fair values of the acquired identifiable assets and assumed liabilities. This
goodwill is valued and recognized as per the section on intangible assets. If the acquisition cost is lower than
the fair value of the acquired subsidiary’s net assets, the difference is reported directly in the income
statement. Consolidated equity includes only the portion of income that arises after the acquisition date. All
costs associated with the acquisition must be expensed.
Intra-Group transactions and balance sheet items, and unrealized profits from transactions between Group
companies, are eliminated. Unrealized losses are also eliminated unless the transaction constitutes evidence
of a write-down requirement (impairment) of the transferred asset.
Translation of foreign operations
In preparation for the consolidated financial statements, the balance sheets of the Group’s foreign operations
are translated from their functional currencies to SEK at the closing rate of exchange. Income and expense
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items are translated at the average exchange rate for the period. Translation differences that arise are
recognized in other comprehensive income and are transferred to the Group’s translation reserve. Cumulative
translation differences are transferred and reported as a portion of capital gains or losses in the event of
disposal of the foreign operation. Goodwill and adjustments to fair value attributable to the acquisition of
operations with a functional currency other than SEK are treated as assets and liabilities in the acquired
operation and are translated at the closing rate of exchange.
Associated companies
Shareholdings in associated companies, in which the Group controls a minimum of 20 percent and a
maximum of 50 percent of the votes, are reported as per the equity method. So the consolidated carrying
amount of the shares in the associated companies corresponds to the Group’s share in equity of the
associated companies and any residual values on Group surpluses/deficits. The Group’s share in profit/loss of
associated companies after tax, adjusted for depreciation/amortization or dissolution of acquired
surpluses/deficits is recognized in the consolidated income statement as “Share in associated companies’
profit.” Dividends received from associated companies reduces the carrying amount of the investment. When
the Group’s share of an associated company’s losses amounts to or exceeds its holding in the associated
company, the Group does not report further losses unless the Group has assumed commitments or made
payments on behalf of the associated company. If the associated company subsequently shows a profit, the
Group does not revert to reporting its share in these profits until such profits equal the amount of the share of
the losses that were not reported by the Group.
Income
Revenue is reported upon completion of freight transport assignments. Revenue generated from freight
transport assignments to and from countries outside Sweden is reported as gross. The entire invoice amount,
including the portion referring to transportation outside Sweden, is reported as revenue. Payments to foreign
rail administrations are reported as costs. The reason for applying this accounting principle is that the
company commits itself to providing its clients with comprehensive solutions.
Government grants
Government grants are reported in the balance sheets and income statements when there is reasonable
assurance that the company will fulfill conditions associated with the grant and that the grant will be received.
Government grants are reported as income in the income statement. The grants are allocated in a
corresponding manner and over the same period as the costs that the grants are intended to cover. If the
company already incurred costs to which the grant refers, the grant is recognized as income as soon as the
receivable arises.
If the grant is provided in the form of a non-monetary asset, for example land, the fair value of the asset is
established and recognized as an asset and income in the balance sheets and income statements.
Employee benefits
Short-term remuneration
Short-term remuneration to employees - such as salaries, social security contributions and paid holidays - is
recognized as an expense in the vesting period in which the remuneration is earned.
Pensions
Pension plans are classified as either defined-contribution or defined-benefit. Defined-contribution plans
specify that pension is paid according to an agreed amount, and defined-benefit plans specify that pension is
paid as a percentage of salary.
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The primary pension plans that apply in Green Cargo AB are PA03 (administered by the Swedish National
Government Employee Pensions Board), which are classified as defined-benefit and defined-contribution
plans, and the ITP scheme, which is classified as a defined-benefit plan. The defined-benefit part of PA03 is
not significant, so the plan is reported as a defined-contribution plan. The ITP scheme is administered by
Alecta and is a multi-employer plan. Statement UFR 6 stipulates that the information provided by Alecta to the
companies does not currently contain details required to report this scheme as a defined-benefit plan. So the
scheme is reported as a defined-contribution plan as per item 30 in IAS 19. Fees for defined-contribution plans
are recognized as expenses when employees do their work, i.e., during the employment period.
The TGOJ Trafik AB subsidiary has pension plans that are classified as defined-benefit schemes. For these
plans, the present value of future formal and informal obligations is determined on the basis of actuarial
assumptions. The valuation of defined-benefit obligations occurs using the projected unit credit method
(PUCM), as per IAS 19. According to the PUCM, the final obligation is allocated on a straight-line basis
between the date on which the pension entitlement first arises as per the plan, usually the date of employment,
and the date on which the employee is expected to retire. The benefit is divided between current and prior
periods to determine the current service cost (during the current period) and the present value of the pension
obligation. The amount of this obligation is increased or decreased by actuarial losses and gains and is
reduced by costs of obligations referring to previous periods of service (amounts arising from changes in
circumstances, such as salary increases) and the value of plan assets. The portion of accumulated actuarial
gains and losses at the year’s start, which exceeds 10 percent of the greater of the present value of the
pension obligations and the value of plan assets at the year’s start (the corridor) is recognized in the income
statement over the employees’ average remaining service periods.
Termination benefits
Termination benefits are recognized immediately when the company has an established formal plan for
termination of employment and there is no realistic possibility of the plan being withdrawn. In the event of
redundancy, a provision for the amounts payable is immediately made. But in the event of an obligation to
work during the notice period, these amounts are recognized as an expense during that notice period.
Taxes
Recognized tax comprises current and deferred tax. Taxes are reported in the income statement except for
when the underlying transaction is recognized in other comprehensive income or directly in equity. Current tax
is based on profit for the period and is calculated using the tax rate on the reporting date. Current tax is tax
that is to be paid or received for the current year. This includes adjustment of current tax attributable to earlier
periods. Regulations in tax legislation differ from generally accepted accounting principles as regards the
timing of taxation of certain business events. Deferred tax is reported on differences thus arising between the
tax base and the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities (temporary differences) and on loss carry-forwards.
Regarding valuation of deferred tax assets, i.e., the value of future tax reductions, these deferred tax assets
are recognized if it is probable that the amounts can be used against future taxable surpluses. The value of
deferred tax assets is reduced when it is no longer deemed probable that they can be used.
Swedish tax laws allow companies to defer payment of taxes on the basis of provisions to untaxed reserves.
On the consolidated balance sheet, these are treated as temporary differences, i.e., they are specified
between deferred tax liabilities and equity (profit brought forward). In the consolidated income statement,
appropriations are divided between deferred tax and net profit/loss for the year.
Intangible assets
Goodwill is reported for the surplus, which is measured as the difference between paid consideration and the
net (as of the acquisition date amounts) of the fair values of the acquired identifiable assets and assumed
liabilities. Goodwill arising in conjunction with the acquisition of subsidiaries is reported as intangible assets.
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Goodwill attributable to the acquisition of participating interests in associated companies is included in the
value of the holding in associated companies. Goodwill is tested annually for impairment and reported at
acquisition cost less accumulated impairment losses. Impairment testing is also performed when there is
indication of possible reduction in the value of the asset. Profit or loss arising during the disposal of a unit
includes the remaining carrying amount of the goodwill attributable to the unit disposed of.
Costs for development of software applications for the company’s own use are reported as an asset on the
balance sheet, provided that the value of future gains in efficiency are likely and exceed costs paid. Costs for
employees, training and continuing maintenance are expensed on an ongoing basis. Capitalized development
expenditures mainly refer to expenses for development of IT systems and are amortized on a straight-line
basis over their estimated useful life. The amortization period for capitalized development costs is 3-5 years.
Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are reported at their acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses. Expenses for improvements exceeding the original performance level of the asset increase
the carrying amount of the asset. Costs for repairs and on-going maintenance are carried as expenses.
Depreciation is determined on the basis of original acquisition costs of the assets, their estimated useful lives
and their anticipated residual values. Impairment occurs in cases where the carrying amount is greater than
the highest of the estimated value in use and asset's fair value, less selling costs. The value in use is based on
future discounted cash flows from use of the asset, including estimated residual value at the end of the asset’s
useful life.
The straight-line depreciation method is used and these depreciation rules apply:
Class of asset
Buildings
Land improvements
Locomotives and wagons
Other types of transport equipment
Other equipment, including locomotive and building components

Depreciation, %
2-4
5
4-5
10-20
5-20

Certain components of the company’s locomotive fleet have a useful life that is shorter than the total life of the
locomotive in question and are thus replaced regularly in connection with periodic maintenance (known as
audits). These components are reported separately and depreciated as separate units over their shorter useful
lifetimes (component depreciation method). Components for buildings are also reported separately and are
depreciated over various periods (depending on the useful life).
Residual values and estimated useful lives of assets are assessed on every balance sheet date and adjusted
as necessary.
Profit or loss arising in conjunction with disposal of an asset is established on the basis of a comparison
between the proceeds of the sale and the asset’s carrying amount and is reported in the income statement.
Impairment
Goodwill and other intangible assets that have an indeterminate useful life are not amortized but are tested
annually for impairment. Assets, which are depreciated/amortized, are assessed for reductions in value when
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. Impairment
losses are reported at the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The
recoverable amount is the higher of the asset’s fair value, less selling costs, and its value in use. During
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impairment testing, assets are grouped at the lowest levels at which there are separately identifiable cash
generating units.
Impairment loss of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets is reversed if a change occurs in the
assumptions that formed the basis of calculation of the recoverable amount. Impairment loss is only reversed
to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount after reversal does not exceed the carrying amount that the
asset would have had if impairment had not been recognized – accounting for depreciation or amortization that
would have occurred. Impairment loss regarding goodwill is not reversed.
Leasing
Leases are classified as either finance leases or operating leases. Finance leases are those leases in which
the economic risks and rewards attributable to ownership are essentially transferred to the lessee.
Assets leased under finance leases are recognized as assets in the balance sheet. The obligation to pay
future lease charges is reported under non-current and current lease liabilities. The lease period is the
contractually agreed period during which the assets are leased. Assets held via finance leases are depreciated
over their estimated useful life. Payment of lease charges is divided into interest expenses and repayment of
debts.
Leases not classified as finance leases are operating leases. Operating leasing means that the lease charge is
recognized as an expense over the term of the contract, starting from the date on which the asset was taken
into use.
Inventories
The Group has spare parts and diesel fuel inventories. The inventories are valued at the lower of acquisition
cost and net realizable value on the balance sheet date. The cost of spare parts is determined according to the
average method. Costs of diesel are determined by calculating the point in time at which the average liter was
purchased, based on the average inventory turnover rate. The purchase price on this acquisition date provides
the basis for the value of diesel fuel. In determining obsolescence, the age and turnover rate of the inventory
are taken into account. The effect of the change between the opening and closing obsolescence reserve for
the year is recognized in its entirety in operating profit/loss.
Financial instruments
Financial instruments recognized on the balance sheet include these assets: cash and cash equivalents, trade
receivables, shares, loan receivables, bond receivables and derivatives. Liabilities include trade payables, loan
liabilities and derivatives.
Financial instruments are initially recognized at cost, corresponding to the instrument's fair value plus
transaction costs, except those in the category of financial assets/liabilities, which are reported at fair value via
the income statement. Reporting occurs depending on how they are classified below. A financial asset or
financial liability is entered on the balance sheet when the company becomes party to the contractual
conditions of the instrument. Trade receivables are entered on the balance sheet when the invoice has been
sent. Liabilities are reported when the counterparty has provided products or services and there is a
contractual obligation to pay, even if an invoice has not been received. Trade payables are reported when the
invoice is received. The purchase and sale of financial instruments are reported on the settlement date.
Financial assets are removed from the balance sheet when the right to receive the cash flows generated by
the instrument has expired or been transferred. Financial liabilities are removed from the balance sheet when
the commitment in the agreement is fulfilled or otherwise ceases.
The fair value of listed investments is based on the current buying price. For unlisted securities, the fair value
is established as the issuer’s or bank’s valuation.
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No financial assets or liabilities are reported at a value that significantly deviates from fair value.
The Group classifies its financial instruments in these categories: financial assets/liabilities valued at fair value
via the income statement, loan receivables and trade receivables, other long-term securities, financial
instruments held to maturity and other liabilities. The instruments are classified according to the purpose for
which they were acquired. Classification is re-assessed at each reporting date.
Financial assets/liabilities valued at fair value via the income statement
This category has two sub-categories: financial assets/liabilities held for trading and financial assets/liabilities
that are initially placed in the category financial assets/liabilities valued at fair value via the income statement.
Derivative instruments are categorized as held for trading if they are not identified as hedging instruments.
Assets and liabilities in this category are classified as current assets or current liabilities if they are either held
for trading or are expected to be realized within 12 months of the balance sheet date. Assets/liabilities are
continually revalued at fair value. Changes in value resulting from changes in fair value are reported in the
income statement in the period that they arise.
This category includes cash and bank balances and similar assets, and immediately available holdings in
banks and comparable institutions, and current investments with an original term under three months. The
category also includes current investments, of which the original term exceeds three months.
Loan receivables and trade receivables
Loan receivables and trade receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments. Valuation occurs at amortized cost. Amortized cost means the amount at which a financial asset or
liability is measured at initial recognition on the balance sheet, minus any repayments, and plus or minus
distribution over a time period of any difference between the initially recognized amount and the repayment
amount. Trade receivables are reported on the balance sheet at the amounts that, according to individual
valuations, are expected to be received. The expected terms of trade receivables are short, which is why their
values are recognized at nominal amounts without discounting. Impairment of trade receivables is reported in
operating expenses. Receivables in foreign currencies are translated at the closing rate of exchange.
Exchange rate differences concerning operating receivables and operating liabilities are recognized in
operating profit/loss, while exchange rate differences on financial receivables and liabilities are recognized
among financial items. This does not apply to transactions that constitute hedging and fulfill conditions for
hedge accounting of cash flows, in which case profit/loss is recognized in other comprehensive income.
Other non-current securities
Refers to shares and participations for which market quotations to not exist, and where fair value can not be
determined. Valuation is carried out at the original acquisition cost, in certain cases taking account of
accumulated impairment losses.
Financial instruments held to maturity
Financial instruments held to maturity are non-derivative financial assets, with determined or determinable
payments and fixed maturities, which are intended to be held to maturity. Such instruments are included in non
-current assets, except in instances where the date of maturity falls within 12 months of the balance sheet
date, in which case they are classified as current assets. Assets in this category are valued at amortized cost.
Other liabilities
Liabilities to credit institutions, lease liabilities, bank overdraft facilities and trade payables are categorized as
“Other liabilities” and are valued at amortized cost. The expected terms of trade payables are short, so
liabilities are recognized at nominal amounts without discounting. Non-current liabilities have an expected term
of more than one year, while current liabilities have a term of less than one year.
Reporting of derivative instruments and hedging measures
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Changes in value of derivative instruments are reported on the balance sheet. The method of reporting the
profit or loss that arises in revaluation depends on whether the derivative is identified as a hedging instrument,
and, if so, the nature of the hedged item. The Group uses cash flow hedging instruments in the form of forward
exchange contracts, currency option contracts and interest swap contracts to minimize its exposure to
exchange rate fluctuations and interest rate risk. When a transaction is entered into, the relationship between
the hedging instrument and the hedged item(s) is documented. An assessment is made, both at the initiation
of the hedging transaction and on an ongoing basis, of whether the derivatives used are effective when it
comes to balancing changes in cash flow for the hedged items.
The effective portion of the changes in the fair value of derivative instruments – which are identified as cash
flow hedging instruments and meet the requirements for hedge accounting – is recognized in other
comprehensive income. The profit or loss attributable to the ineffective portion is immediately reported in the
income statement.
Accumulated amounts in other comprehensive income are reversed to the income statement in the periods
during which the hedged item impacts profit/loss.
Hedges of net investments in foreign operations are recognized in the same way as cash flow hedges. The
share of the profit or loss of a hedging instrument that are judged to be an effective hedge are recognized in
other comprehensive income. The profit or loss attributable to the ineffective portion is reported in the income
statement. Accumulated profits and losses in equity are reported in the income statement when the foreign
operations are divested either in full or in part.
Provisions
The Group reports provisions for restructuring measures and provisions for contract losses under non-current
and current liabilities, respectively, on the balance sheet.
Provisions for restructuring activities are made when a detailed formal plan for restructuring the operations is
adopted. Provisions are made for personnel costs regarding redundancy periods requiring no obligation to
work, and for any severance pay and collectively agreed occupational pensions, including social security
contributions.
Green Cargo AB has customer contracts stretching over several years. A profitability assessment is performed
annually on contracts for which dedicated resources are allocated. Provisions are made for contracts that will
be unprofitable for the period up until the next contracted price negotiation or the point in time when, for other
reasons, it is expected that the contract will become profitable.
Contingent liabilities
A contingent liability is reported when a possible commitment exists that is the result of occurred events and
where the existence of this commitment is only confirmed by one or more uncertain future events, or when a
commitment exists that is not recognized as a liability or provision, because it is not likely that an outflow of
resources will be required.
Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs referring to construction of an asset where such costs will be calculated into the acquisition
cost are capitalized during the time required to complete the work and to prepare the asset for its intended
use. Other borrowing costs are carried as expenses.
Segment reporting
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Green Cargo AB is organized into three operational branches: Rail, Road and logistics. The reporting methods
of these operational areas correspond to the internal reporting to the highest executive decision-making
authority. The CEO is that highest executive decision-making authority. Only the operations of the Parent
Company are divided into segments. Subsidiaries, which each form their own segment, are also subject to
follow up. Operations are controlled and valued by operational branch, not by geographical area. As of 1
December 2010, the follow operational branches are run in three separate companies: Transport, Third-Party
Logistics and Haulage (to be sold).
Non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations
Non-current assets, or disposal groups, that are being held for sale are valued at the carrying amount or fair
value less selling expenses (whichever is lowest).
Cash flow statement
Green Cargo presents its cash flow statement per the indirect method. The basis of the indirect method is the
year’s profit/loss before taxes. Adjustments are made for income items that do not affect cash flow and for
changes in working capital.
Cash flow from operating activities includes profit/loss before taxes, paid interest, paid taxes and “adjustments
for non-cash items”. This refers to expenses and revenue in the income statement that do not correspond to
incoming or outgoing payments, for example, depreciation and capital gains/losses.
Cash flow from investing activities includes incoming and outgoing payments with respect to the company’s
investments. This primarily comprises the purchase and sale of non-current assets, but also items such as
dividends from subsidiaries. Investing activities also include investments that are not classed as cash or cash
equivalents, i.e. investments with a remaining duration that exceeds three months at the time of investment.
Non-current assets acquired via finance leases are not recognized as purchases in the cash flow. Because the
loan raised and the investment are structured as a single transaction, they offset one another. In connection
with acquisition or sale of subsidiaries, only the change in the cash flow resulting from the acquisition/sale is
recognized, i.e., the total amount of the sales price and the subsidiary’s cash and cash equivalents.
Cash flow from financing activities contains cash transactions resulting from the financing of the company. So
this includes loans raised apart from lease liabilities, repayment of debt (including repayment of lease
liabilities), new share issues, Group and shareholders’ contributions and paid dividends.

Accounting principles for the Parent Company
The Parent Company’s financial statements were prepared per the Swedish Annual Accounts Act (ÅRL) and
Recommendation RFR 2.2 issued by the Swedish Financial Reporting Board. Per RFR 2.2, as a rule, the
Parent Company must apply the IFRS/IAS applied in the consolidated financial statements. The
recommendation provides certain exceptions and additions to this rule, depending on legal provisions,
primarily regarding the Annual Accounts Act, and the relationship between reporting and taxation.
The Group’s accounting principles are also applied in the Parent Company, unless otherwise stated. All
deviations from the Group’s principles are stated below.
Participating interests in subsidiaries and associated companies
Participating interests in subsidiaries and associated companies are reported in the Parent Company per the
Annual Accounts Act, but the equity method is not applied. Per the cost method, the owner company reports
its participating interest in subsidiaries and associated companies at acquisition cost. Unlike the Group's
accounting principles, any transaction costs are included in the acquisition cost of the participating interest.
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Dividends that are received are recognized in full as income. Dividends in excess of such profits are regarded
as repayment of the investment and reduce the carrying amount of the participating interest.
The share of profit/loss of subsidiaries and associated companies that are partnerships and limited
partnerships respectively is recognized in the income statement. The parent company’s proportion of the profit/
loss of the partnership or limited partnership is entered as a financial item, and the corresponding amount is
entered as a receivable/liability to the subsidiary or associated company.
Group contributions and shareholders’ contributions
The company reports Group and shareholders’ contributions per statement UFR 2 from the Swedish Financial
Reporting Board.
Shareholders’ contributions are recognized directly in the equity of the recipient and are capitalized in the
shares and participating interests of the provider. Afterwards, that are tested for impairment.
Group contributions are reported according to their economic significance, namely to minimize the total
amount of the Group’s taxes. Because Group contributions do not constitute compensation for goods delivered
or services rendered, they are recognized directly in profit brought forward – less related tax effects.
Presentation of financial statements
IAS 1, which discusses the structure and content of financial statements, shall not be applied as regards the
balance sheets and income statements. Instead, the balance sheets and income statements shall be
presented per stipulations of the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The balance sheets of the consolidated
accounts do not include separation of non-restricted and restricted equity, but they are reported separately in
the Parent Company per the Annual Accounts Act.
In accordance with IAS 1, p. 12, Green Cargo AB prepares an income statement, supplement by a statement
of comprehensive income.
Voluntary application of special rules in the Annual Accounts Act entails that companies applying IFRS in their
consolidated financial statements may, among other things, divide provisions into non-current and current
portions. Green Cargo AB applies this rule.
Valuation of intangible assets with indeterminate useful life
Valuation of intangible assets with indeterminate useful life shall not be applied in accordance with IAS 38.
Instead, the provisions governing depreciation in the Annual Accounts Act apply. The useful life for an
intangible asset shall at the most be five years unless a longer time period with a more reasonable degree of
security can be determined.
Financial guarantee contracts
Per item 72 of Recommendation RFR 2.1, the rules in IAS 39 regarding financial guarantee contracts in the
Parent Company for guarantee contracts that benefit subsidiaries and associated companies are not applied.
When this exception is applied, the rules for reporting and valuation stated in IAS 37 are followed instead. The
reason for this exception from the reporting of financial guarantees for guarantee contracts that benefit
subsidiaries and associated companies is the relationship between reporting and taxation.
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Note 3 - Important estimations and assessments
for accounting purposes
The preparation of financial statements per IFRS requires use of several key account-related estimations.
Furthermore, management is required to make certain assessments in the application of the company’s
accounting principles. These estimations and assessments affect the asset and liability items and the income
and expense items reported in the financial statements, and the other information provided regarding, for
example, contingent liabilities. Estimations and assessments are evaluated continually and are based on
historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events considered to be reasonable
under prevailing circumstances. Conclusions drawn from these factors form the basis of determinations that
involve carrying amounts of assets and liabilities, in cases in which values cannot simply be established via
other sources. Actual outcomes may vary from these assessments if other assumptions are made or other
circumstances apply. Estimations and assessments entailing a high risk of significant adjustments in carrying
amounts for assets and liabilities in the coming financial year are discussed below.
The outcome regarding provisions for bad/doubtful trade receivables may differ from the assessments and
estimations made. This is due to factors such as the outcome of disputes and customers’ ability to make
payments.
Outcomes of disputes with suppliers may differ from expectations.
Provisions for accident costs are deemed uncertain as regards amounts. The issue of liability (responsibility)
and costs incurred may be difficult to assess, and the inquiries may take time. The provision is based on the
company’s best estimates of assessed outcomes.
Provisions for contract losses may be uncertain in terms of amounts where they include assumptions about
future events, such as transport volumes and opportunities to boost efficiency.
Deferred tax is reported on differences thus arising between the tax base and the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities (temporary differences) and on loss carry-forwards. The valuation of loss carry forwards and the
Group's ability to utilize loss carry forwards are based on the management's estimates of future taxable
income.
The classification of non-current assets and disposal groups, that are to be sold is based on an assumption by
the company's management team that it is very likely that disposal will occur within a 12-month period.
However, there is an element of uncertainty, since the assumption has to do with future events.
During the financial year, intra-Group asset transfers were made at the carrying amount.
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Note 4 - Standards that have been published but
not yet applied by the company
The following standards and interpretations of existing standards have been published and are mandatory for
the Group's reporting for financial years starting 1 January 2011 or later, but have not been applied in
advance:
IFRS 9 Financial instruments: Valuation and classification (proposal – not yet approved)
The standard pertains to a complete revision of the current standard, IAS 39. The standard will reduce the
number of valuation categories for financial assets and the main categories for reporting are at cost or fair
value via the income statement, respectively. For certain investments in capital instruments, it is possible to
report at fair value in the balance sheet, with changes in value reported directly in other comprehensive
income, when no transfer is made to net profit upon disposal. There will also be new rules on how to present
the change in credit spreads when liabilities are reported at fair value. IFRS 9 will likely be applied for the first
time for financial years starting on 1 January 2012. Green Cargo is waiting to implement the standard until the
time when it has been completed and approved by the EU. The company has not yet investigated the potential
effect of the proposal on the financial statements.
IAS 32 Financial instruments: Classification (amendment)
The definition of what is considered to be a liability is being amended, which, among others, means that
warrants issued by a company for a specified amount in a different currency than the company's functional
currency, will be classified as equity instruments if they are issued pro rata to existing shareholders. When
Green Cargo applies the amendment, it will do so prospectively. The amendment is not expected to have any
effect on the financial statements for the Group.
IFRIC 14 Prepaid contributions when there is a minimum funding requirement (amendment)
The proposed amendment provides guidance for assessing the recoverable amount of a "net pension asset".
The amendment allows a company to report a prepaid contribution of a minimum funding requirement as an
asset. The amendment is not expected to have any effect on the Group's financial statements.
IFRIC 19 Extinguishing financial liabilities with equity instruments (new)
The interpretation explains how a company must report the renegotiated terms and conditions for a financial
liability if the company issues equity instruments to the creditor in order to extinguish all or part of the financial
liability. Green Cargo will apply the interpretation prospectively as of 1 January 2001. However, it assesses
that the interpretation will not have any effect on the Group's financial statements.
IFRS 7 Financial instruments: Disclosures (amendment – not yet approved)
The amendment pertains to an addition, which will require further quantitative and qualitative disclosures when
financial instruments are derecognized from the balance sheet. Disclosure is required if the transferred assets
are not derecognized in their entirety. Similarly, disclosure is required if the company retains a continuing
involvement in the derecognized financial assets. The addition is expected to be approved during the second
quarter of 2011 and Green Cargo is waiting to implement this until it has been approved by the EU. Except for
the disclosures, this amendment is not expected to have any effect on the Group's financial statements.
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Note 5 - Transactions with related parties
Green Cargo AB is wholly owned by the Swedish State. Subsidiaries and associated companies are presented
in note 19. Transaction with subsidiaries only pertain to the Parent Company. The Parent Company's is
responsible for 76 percent of the Group's sales, at least 90 percent of purchases, 72 percent of the receivables
and 38 percent of the liabilities.
Group companies and other related parties with which dealings are zero or negligible are not specified in this
note.

Group
Sale of products and services
Subsidiaries: (refers to Parent Company)
Nordisk Transport Rail AB
TGOJ Trafik AB
Green Cargo Logistics AB
Green Cargo Åkeri AB
Associated companies:
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S
SeaRail OY
Total sale of products and services to related parties:
Purchases of products and services
Subsidiaries: (refers to Parent Company)
Nordisk Transport Rail AB
Hallsbergs Terminal
KB Sveterm
TGOJ Trafik AB
Green Cargo Fastigheter AB
Associated companies:
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S
SeaRail OY
Total purchases of products and services from related parties:
Outstanding receivables from related parties
Subsidiaries: (refers to Parent Company)
Green Cargo Fastigheter AB
Green Cargo Road & Logistics A/S
Hallsbergs Terminal
KB Sveterm
Nordisk Transport Rail AB
TGOJ Trafik AB
Green Cargo Logistics AB
Green Cargo Åkeri AB
Associated companies:
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S
SeaRail OY
Total outstanding receivables from related parties:
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2010

2009

278
17
3
8

260
18
-

39
24
369

115
29
422

2010

2009

35
28
10
32
2

43
19
14
21
-

152
1
260

160
257

2010

2009

8
2
2
8
39
93
31

9
3
0
3
15
21
-

4
3
190

1
52
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Outstanding liabilities to related parties
Subsidiaries: (refers to Parent Company)
Hallsbergs Terminal
J Ringborg AB
KB Sveterm
Nordisk Transport Rail AB
TGOJ Trafik AB
Associated companies:
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S
Total outstanding liabilities to related parties:

2010

2009

8
0
9
43
32

4
1
7
51
2

10
102

14
79

Sales and receivables concerning related parties as shown in the above tables mainly consist of transport
services and other transport-related services that include loading/unloading, shunting, switching and leasing of
rolling stock.
Transactions with KB Sveterm primarily refer to the rental of logistics facilities.
Purchases from and liabilities to DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia primarily pertain to rail operation.
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Note 6 - Segment information
The Parent Company, Green Cargo AB is organized into three operational areas: Rail, Road and Logistics.
Executive management tracks the development of the subsidiaries, but only the operations of the Parent
Company are divided into operational areas that each form their own segment. The subsidiaries are reported
as separate segments.
The following is a summary of the Parent Company's largest segments, Rail and Logistics, and the subsidiary,
NTR. The remaining segments and subsidiaries do not exceed the quantitative limits that require separate
segment reporting and are therefore reported in aggregate under Other.
Rail - Our Rail operations offer cost-effective services within the area of rail logistics. Using trains as its core
resource, Rail offers different transport and logistics solutions both within and to and from Sweden. Rail
provides services such as national and international transports, system transports, special transports,
contracting, intermodal solutions, biofuel and bioflex.
Logistics - Our Logistics operations is the only actor in third-party logistics that provides its own rail solutions.
Logistics provides services within import, customs clearance and bonded warehousing, arrival checks,
warehousing, customer order registration, order picking, distribution and processing of freight. Logistics also
offers international solutions that include return flows.
Nordisk Transport Rail (NTR) - The company operates freight forwarding within international rail. NTR buys,
sells and adds value to rail transport and logistics solutions combined with other transport modes. Its markets
are primarily located in Europe.
Group, 2010 (SEK million)

Operating income
Inter-company income
Total income
Operating expenses
Inter-company expenses
Amortization
Distributed cost
Operating profit/loss
Net financial items
Profit/loss after financial items
Assets 1
Assets includes:
Purchase of property,
plant and equipment

Elimination
internal
transactions

Total

-286
-286

6 196
0
6 196

Rail

Logistics

NTR

Other

4 262
7
4 269

892
2
894

648
38
686

394
239
633

-3 774
-151
-169
-227
-52

-787
-17
-25
-13
52

-688
-1
-3

-836
-118
-57
240
-140

10
-42

0
52

-1
-4

0
-138

2 308

77

2

625

3 012

406

13

1

10

430

0

-6 085
0
-252
0
-141

0

9
-132

286

Group, 2009 (SEK million)
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Rail

Logistics

NTR

Other

Elimination
internal transactions

4 065
9
4 074

730
2
732

688
43
731

414
189
603

-243
-243

-3 721
-117
-161
-247
-172

-647
-20
-17
-17
31

-728
-1
2

-754
-106
-59
264
-52

Net financial items
Profit/loss after financial items

-23
-195

-5
26

-4
-2

0
-52

Assets 1
Assets includes:
Purchase of property,
plant and equipment

1737

283

2

706

2728

639

159

1

98

897

Operating income
Inter-company income
Total income
Operating expenses
Inter-company expenses
Amortization
Distributed cost
Operating profit/loss

Total
5 897
0
5 897

0

-5 850
0
-238
0
-191

0

-32
-223

243

1

Assets refer to those assets per segment that are used for operating activities and can be reliably
distributed. These include intangible assets and property, plant and equipment. Current assets and financial
assets were not distributed per segment. Income from external customers is attributable to the sale of
transport and logistics services according to the above tables.
The geographic location of property, plant and equipment is primarily in Sweden.
External operating income by geographic area
2010
Sweden
5 193
Other countries
1 003
Total
6 196

2009
5 031
866
5 897
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Note 7 - Other operating income

Profit from sale of non-current assets
Exchange differences affecting operating profit/loss
Insurance remuneration
Other items
Total

Group
2009
5
1
2
15
8

2010
-4
18
1
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1
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Note 8 - Leasing fees related to operating leases
Leasing fees related to operating lease agreements during the year:
Leasing fees
Minimum leasing fees
Contractually agreed future minimum leasing fees related to noncancellable contracts mature as follows:

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
294 310
284
318

Within 1 year
Between 1 and 5 years
Later than 5 years
Total

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
209 181
145
189
318 398
137
454
25
67
25
165
552 646
307
808

Leasing income attributable to operating lease agreements during the
year:
Leasing income
Leasing income attributable to objects sub-leased externally

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
25
27
22
22

Future minimum leasing fees relating to objects sub-leased externally

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
24
25
21
25

The table showing future minimum leasing fees only includes significant contracts.
Significant operating leases agreements that the company entered into comprise leasing of wagons and rent
of premises.
Certain leasing agreements contain conditions with the option of extension.
Variable fees consisting of the effects of changes in interest rates do not total a significant amount
and are not, therefore, reported separately.
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Note 9 - Employees and personnel costs
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of which men,
of which men,
Average number of employees
2010
%
2009
%
Parent Company
Sweden
2 612
90
2 719
90
Total Parent Company
2 612
90
2 719
90
Subsidiaries
Sweden
270
84
257
86
Denmark
12
67
12
67
France
6
33
6
33
Switzerland
7
86
Poland
4
75
7
14
Czech Republic
2
50
2
50
Germany
2
50
2
50
Austria
4
75
Total subsidiaries
296
297
Total Group
2 908
89
3 016
90
The Parent Company's Board (excl. employee representatives) has 4 men and 3 women.
On all of the Group’s Boards, there are 17 men and 2 women.
Parent Company executive management consists of 7 men and 3 women.
The Group's executive management consists of 16 men and 5 women.

Salaries, other remuneration and
social security expenses
Parent Company
(of which pension costs)
Subsidiaries
(of which pension costs)
Total Group
(of which pension costs)

Salaries and
remuneration
1 045
137
1 182

2010
Social
security
expenses
472
(114)
64
(23)
536
(115)

Salaries and
remuneration
1 097
124
1 221

2009
Social
security
expenses
484
(98)
55
(19)
539
-117

Of the Group’s pension costs, SEK 2 million (3) refers to the Board and CEO.
The Group’s outstanding pension obligations for these positions amount to SEK 0 million (0).
Costs arising due to remuneration for terminations of employment during the year amount to SEK 34 million
(21).
Salaries and other remuneration by
country and between board
members, etc., and other
employees
Parent Company
Sweden
Total Parent Company
(of which bonuses and such)
Subsidiaries in Sweden
(of which bonuses and such)
International subsidiaries
France
(of which bonuses and such)
Switzerland
(of which bonuses and such)
Poland
(of which bonuses and such)
Denmark
(of which bonuses and such)
Other countries
(of which bonuses and such)

Board
and CEO
5 1)
5
(-)
4
(-)
0
(-)
(-)
0
(-)
0
(-)
0
(-)

2010
Other
employees
1 040

Board
and CEO

2009
Other
employees

1 040
(-)
124
(-)

13 1)
13
(-)
3
(-)

1 084
1 084
(-)
106
(-)

2
(-)
(-)
1
(-)
5
(-)
1
(-)

0
(-)
1
(-)
1
(-)
0
(-)
0
(-)

3
(-)
2
(-)
1
(-)
6
(-)
1
(-)
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Total subsidiaries
(of which bonuses and such)
Total Group
(of which bonuses and such)
1) Also includes expenses for the Vice President.

4
(-)
9
(-)

133
(-)
1 173
(-)

5
(-)
18
(-)

119
(-)
1 203
(-)

For the period before incorporation of the public enterprise Swedish State Railways at year-end 2000, the
Swedish State is liable for earned and unpaid pension benefits for those employees of the Parent Company
who were employees of Swedish State Railways before incorporation. These employees are covered by the
PA 91 or PA 03 government pension schemes administered by the National Government Employee Pensions
Board (SPV).
PA 91 is a defined-benefit pension scheme and PA 03 has defined-benefit and defined-contribution
components. Under these plans, several employees have the right to retire at age 60 or 63, which is termed
non-vested pension entitlement. The employees were offered the option of retaining these schemes.
Benefits under pension scheme PA 91 and the defined-benefit portion of PA 03 are not significant and are thus
reported in their entirety as defined-contribution pension schemes.
All new employees are covered by the supplementary scheme for employees in industry and commerce (the
Swedish ITP scheme); normal retirement age is 65.
The ITP scheme is classified as a defined-benefit plan. The plan is administered by Collectum and is a joint
plan for several employers.
At the present time, it is not possible to obtain the information that is required in order to report this plan as a
defined benefit plan. Therefore, the plan is reported as a defined contribution plan.
Employees born in 1979 or later are covered by a defined-contribution ITP plan.
The year’s costs for defined-contribution plans amount to SEK 114 million (120) for the Parent Company and
SEK 121 million (127) for the Group.
The subsidiary TGOJ Trafik AB also has non-vested pensions, for which the liability is reported under
provisions for pensions as per IAS 19.
The Group also has several different defined-contribution and defined- benefit pension solutions. Since these
are not deemed significant in the context of the Group they were not reported as per IAS 19.
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Provisions for pensions as per IAS 19

Total expenses recognized in the income statement for defined-benefit pensions
2010 2009
Costs regarding service during the current period
-4
-6
Interest expense
-2
-2
Expected return on plan assets
2
1
Actuarial losses and gains
-2
-3
Settlements
-2
Total pension expenses for the year
-8
-10
Pension liabilities under defined-benefit plans
Present value of defined-benefit (funded) obligations on the balance
sheet date
Fair value of plan assets on the balance sheet date
Net actuarial gains and losses not recognized on the balance sheet
Liability to be recognized on the balance sheet

2008
-4
-2
2
-1
-5

2007
-3
-2
1
0
-5

2006
-4
-1
1
-1
-2

-78

-63

-68

-50

-41

52
28
2

41
22
0

35
34
1

31
17
-2

23
12
-6

-63
-4
-2
2
-9
-2
-78

-68
-6
-2
2
11
-63

-50
-4
-2
2
-14
-68

-41
-3
-2
2
-6
-50

-39
-4
-1
3
0
-41

Specification of change in fair value of plan assets
Fair value of plan assets on 1 January
Expected return on plan assets
Contributions from employers
Settlement of obligations to employers
Actuarial profit/loss on plan assets
Fair value of plan assets on 31 December

41
2
8
0
1
52

35
1
7
0
-2
41

30
2
5
0
-2
35

23
1
6
0
1
31

16
1
6
0
0
23

Specification of changes to net liability on the balance sheet
Liability on 1 January
Pension expenses
Benefits paid
Contributions from employers
Settlement of obligations to employers
Liabilities at year-end

0
-8
2
8
-1
1

0
-9
2
7
0
0

-2
-5
2
5
0
0

-6
-4
2
6
0
-2

-10
-5
3
6
-6

Specification of changes in present value of funded obligations
Present value of funded obligations on 1 January
Costs regarding service during the current year
Interest expense
Benefits paid
Actuarial profit/loss on obligations
Settlements
Present value of funded obligations on 31 December

Actuarial assumption
Discount rate
Expected return on plan assets
Expected rate of salary increase
Change in income base amount
Inflation
Employee turnover rate
Utilization rate of non-vested pensions
Life expectancy according to computations in FFFS 2007:31

2010
3,65%
3,65%
3%
3%
2%
3,50%
50%

2009 2008 2007 2006
3.20% 4.20% 3.80% 3.50%
3.20% 4.20% 3.80% 3.50%
3.20%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
3.50% 3.50%
5%
5%
50% 50% 50% 50%

Basis for assumptions

The market return on first-class 10-year government bonds was used for the discount rate. This is the longest
obtainable maturity in Sweden.
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Plan assets consist of insurance policies. For these, it was assumed that investment can be made using the
same principle as for the discount rate.
The anticipated rate of salary increase and the change in income base amount are expected to correspond to
one another. The assumption is based on the rate of increase that is reasonable in relation to other
parameters.
The Swedish Central Bank's long-term goal for inflation was used for inflation assumptions.
Employee turnover rate and utilization rate of non-vested pensions are based on historical experience.

Absence due to illness (Full-year)

Parent Company
Age group
-30
31-49
50Absence
Short-term (0-59 days)
Long-term (60+ days)

Women
1.92%
2.35%
2.20%

Men
2.68%
1.63%
8.72%

Total
2.49%
1.86%
8.33%

2.31%
0.38%

2.65%
4.58%

2.61%
4.08%

Remuneration and other benefits for senior executives
Parent Company

Principles
The AGM decides on annual fees for the Board Chairman and Board members. Employee representatives
receive fees per meeting. Remuneration to the CEO and other senior executives comprises a basic salary,
variable pay where applicable, other benefits and pensions.
Remuneration to the Board

Amounts in SEK thousand
Chairman
Member
Member
Member

Håkan Buskhe
Lotta Lundén 1)
Lena Olving
Björn Mikkelsen

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Employee representative
Employee representative
Deputy
Deputy
Employee representative, co-opted
1) Resigned from the Board 30 April 2010
2) Joined the Board on 1 May 2010
3) Resigned from the Board 31 December 2010

3)

Jan Sjökvist 1)
Tryggve Sthen

122
41
41

2)

122
71

2)

122
71

Lennart Pihl
Anne Gynnerstedt

Margareta Alestig Johnson
Peter Lundmark
Stefan Bieder
Björn T. Johansson
Anders Gustavsson
Ann-Charlotte Juliusson
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Remuneration and other benefits for senior executives

Amounts in SEK
thousand
CEO
CEO
CFO, Vice President
CFO
Marketing and Sales
Director
Human Resources
Director
CIO
International Operations
Director, Vice President
Logistics Director
Road Director
Operations Director
Head of Business
Development
Head of Communications
Customer Service Director

Salary 1)
Mikael Stöhr
Lennart Pihl, Consultant

3)

2 854
4)

Gunnar Andersson 5)
Mariann Östansjö 6)
Mats Hanson
Kine Jangren 7)
Björn Rosell 7)
Olle Wennerstein 7)
Atna Nasiopoulos 7)
Hans Paridon 7)
Bertil Nilsson
John Klint 8)
Mats Hollander 7)
Anette Löhnn 7)

347
1 386
1 555
1 036
1 136
1 541
1 444
1 650
2 376
139
840
1 015
588

Other
Retirement
benefits Total
age
60
2
65
914
22
52
116
61
71
82
75
61
60
0
65

368
1
438
1
671
1
096
1
207
1
623
1
519
1
711
2
436
139

905
47
1
062
0 588

Pension
cost
875
243

62 2)
65

332

65 2)

958

65

460

65

284

65

548

65 2)

847

65

378

65

812

65

41

65

290

65

320

Sustainable Development
65
Britt-Marie Olsson 7)
Director
1) No variable remuneration was paid during the year.
2) By declining salary, obtained additional insurance, which in some cases, can be drawn from age 60.
3) Joined the management team on 19 April 2010.
4) Resigned from the management team on 18 April. Acting CEO on a consulting basis.
5) Resigned from the management team on 28 February 2010.
6) Joined the management team on 1 May 2010.
7) Resigned from the management team due to the reorganization and changes to the management
structure on 15 October 2010.
8) Joined the management team on 6 December 2010.

137

“Other benefits” refers to company cars, fuel allowance, food allowance, household services and health
insurance. Senior executives who waive their right to company car benefits receive cash compensation in the
form of salary.
Preparatory and decision making process
For 2010, Green Cargo applied the government guidelines dated 20 April 2009 on terms of employment for
senior executives in state-owned companies, which was formally decided at the AGM on 16 April 2010. The
Board decides on the terms of employment for the CEO. The Board also deals with the structure of the terms
for others in senior management, including the managers of subsidiaries. These terms include pension
benefits, conditions regarding termination of employment and benefits besides salary. The CEO decides on
the salary of senior executives in the Group.
Incentive programme
As in the previous year, no incentive programs existed in 2010, so no variable remuneration was paid to the
CEO or other senior executives during the year.
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Pensions
The retirement age for the Parent Company's CEO and other senior executives is 65. They are normally
covered by the ITP scheme or another solution with an equivalent cost level, in which case the alternative rule
applies. All of the pension benefits comply with the government guidelines on remuneration to senior
executives.
Severance pay
A 6-month term of notice applies between the company and the CEO if the company ends the employment;
the period of notice is 6 months if the CEO ends his employment. Severance pay corresponding to 18 months’
salary is payable if the company ends the employment. New income from other employment or own
entrepreneurial activities will be deducted from termination benefits and severance pay. If the CEO ends his
employment, no severance pay is payable.
A mutual 6-month period of notice applies between the company and other senior executives. Severance pay
corresponding to between 6 and 12 months’ salary is payable if the company ends the employment. New
income from other employment or own entrepreneurial activities will be deducted from termination benefits and
severance pay. No severance pay is payable if senior executives end their employment.
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Note 10 - Fees and remuneration to auditors
2010

Group
2009

Deloitte
Auditing assignments
Auditing tasks in addition to the audit assignment
Tax advice
Other services

2.4
0.1
0
0.5

2.6
0
0
0.2

1.9
0.1
0
0.5

1.9
0
0
0.1

Other companies
Auditing assignments
Auditing tasks in addition to the audit assignment
Tax advice
Other services
Total

0.1
0
0.3
3.4

0.2
0
0
0.3
3.3

0
0
0.2
2.7

0
0
0
2
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Note 11 - Other operating expenses

Exchange differences affecting operating profit/loss
Total

2010
-

Group
2009
-31
-31

Parent Company
2010
2009
-31
-31

A certain proportion of expected flows of foreign currencies is hedged. Without these hedges, the total
exchange difference in operating profit would be SEK -23 (-10) million in the Group and SEK -20 (-10) million
in the Parent Company.
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Note 12 - Profit/loss from participating interests in
Group companies

Dividends
Share of profit/loss of partnership
Impairment
Total

2010
7
7

Group
2009
-5
-5
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Note 13 - Interest income and similar profit/loss
items

Interest income, Group companies
Interest income, interest swaps
Interest income, other
Fair value profit/loss for financial instruments:
- interest rate derivatives: non-hedged
Financial exchange differences
Total

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
1
1
9
15
8
12
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Note 14 - Interest expenses and similar profit/loss
items

Interest expenses, Group companies
Interest expenses, interest swaps
Interest expenses, other
Impairment of financial assets
Fair value profit/loss for financial instruments:
- interest rate derivatives: non-hedged
- current investments
- currency derivatives: transactions that do not meet the requirements for
hedge accounting
Financial exchange differences
Total

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
0
0
-19 -11
-19
-11
-51 -53
-41
-43
-6
-
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Note 15 - Income tax
Significant sub-items in tax costs for the year
Current tax
Deferred tax
Total

2010
3
-10
-7

Group Parent Company
2009
2010
2009
-1
16
2
50
-15
47
49
1
49

2010
-132
35
-

Group Parent Company
2009
2010
2009
-223
-226
-178
59
59
47
-

Relationship between tax costs for the year and
reported profit/loss before taxes
Reported profit/loss before taxes
Tax as per current tax rate (26.3%)
Tax effect of changed tax rate
Change in tax effect of temporary differences
with deferred tax not recorded
Tax effect of non-deductible expenses/nontaxable income
Tax effect of foreign tax rate deviations
Tax effect of profit/loss in associated companies
Total

0

-0

-

-

-33
0
-9
-7

-4
0
-6
49

-58
1

2
49

Current tax recognized directly in equity
Current tax regarding Group contributions
Total
Tax attributable to components in other comprehensive
income

Cash flow hedges
Hedges, net investments

2010
-

Group Parent Company
2009
2010
2009
12
1
12
1

2010
Before Tax After Before
tax effect tax
tax
28
-7
21
70
34
-9
25
15
62
-16
46
85
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Note 16 - Intangible assets
Group
Capitalized
development
expenditure

Goodwill

Ongoing
capitalized
development
expenditure

2010

2009

2010

2009

2010

2009

Accumulated acquisition costs
At start of year
Acquisitions
Disposals and retirement of assets
Reclassifications
At year-end

104
-12
20
112

81
5
18
104

34
34

34
34

32
5
-20
17

25
25
-18
32

Accumulated amortization
At start of year
Disposals and retirement of assets
Amortization for the year
At year-end

-70
7
-12
-74

-56
-14
-70

-

-

-

-

Accumulated impairment
At start of year
Impairment losses in the income statement
At year-end

-5
-2
-7

-5
-5

-26
-26

-26
-26

-

-

Residual value at year-end

30

29

8

8

17

32

Parent Company
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Capitalized
development
expenditure
Accumulated acquisition costs

Goodwill

Ongoing
capitalized
development
expenditure

2010

2009

2010

2009

2010

2009

At start of year
Acquisitions
Disposals and retirement of assets
Changed composition of Group
Reclassifications
At year-end

102
1
-13
1
20
111

81
5
16
102

3
3

3
3

33
4
-20
17

24
25
-16
33

Accumulated amortization
At start of year
Disposals and retirement of assets
Changed composition of Group
Amortization for the year
At year-end

-70
7
0
-11
-74

-56
-14
-70

-2
0
-2

-1
-1
-2

-

-

Accumulated impairment
At start of year
Impairment losses in the income statement
At year-end

-5
-2
-7

-5
-5

-

-

-

-

Residual value at year-end

30

27

1

1

17

33

Total development expenditure
Development expenditure recognized as expense
Amortization
Total

2010
34
12
46

Group Parent Company
2009
2010
2009
22
32
21
14
11
14
36
43
35

Capitalized development expenditure primarily refers to a project regarding contract and order systems, an HR
system and a project for a traffic-flow planning system. The carrying amount on 31 December 2010 for the
Group was SEK 30 million, and the average remaining amortization period was 5 years.

Impairment testing of goodwill
Goodwill attributable to the Logistics operations in Helsingborg amounted to SEK 5 million. The results for the
operations are positive, as are future projections. No impairment is deemed to exist. Goodwill pertaining to
Roads operations in Stockholm was SEK 3 million. No impairment is deemed to exist.
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Note 17 - Property, plant and equipment
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Group
Land, land
improvements and
buildings
2010
2009
Accumulated acquisition
costs
At start of year
Acquisitions
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Reclassifications
At year-end
Accumulated amortization
At start of year
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Amortization for the year
Reclassifications
At year-end
Residual value at year-end

Residual value at year-end

Leasehold
improvements
2010
2009

506
11

378
78

232
1

105
127

66
0

60
1

0
0
517

50
506

233

232

-2
0
64

5
66

-96

-83

-14

-10

-46

-39

0
-16
0
-112
405

-13
0
-96
410

-8
-22
211

-4
-14
218

2
-5
-49
15

-7
0
-46
20

Transport equipment
2010
2009
Accumulated acquisition
costs
At start of year
Acquisitions
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Reclassifications
At year-end
Accumulated amortization
At start of year
Reclassifications
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Amortization for the year
At year-end
Accumulated impairment
At start of year
Impairment losses in the
income statement
At year-end

Leased
buildings
2010
2009

Leased
transport
equipment
2010
2009

Equipment
2010
2009

Construction
in progress
2010 2009

1 335
189

1 200
29

2 263
63

2 168
211

244
11

220
20

723
155

380
431

-60
84
1 548

-21
127
1 335

-9
-180
2 137

-14
-102
2 263

-32
22
245

-3
7
244

-108
770

-88
723

-971
9

-804
-91

-526
91

-543
91

-161
-

-145
-

-

-

56
-91
-997

19
-95
-971

7
-97
-525

11
-85
-526

31
-20
-150

3
-19
-161

-

-

-6

-6

-888

-888

-2

-3

-

-

2
-4

0
-6

-888

-888

-2
-4

1
-2

-

-

547

358

724

849

91

81

770

723

Leased transport equipment includes self-financed investments. These investments cannot
be physically differentiated from transport equipment and are therefore classified as leased
transport equipment. The total carrying amount of self-financed facilities that are included in
leased transport equipment is SEK 58 (78) million. Acquisitions during the year totaled SEK
7 (7) million.

Parent Company
Accumulated acquisition
costs
At start of year

Land, land
improvements and
buildings
2010
2009

4

3

Leased
buildings
2010
2009

232

Leasehold
improvements
2010
2009

105
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Acquisitions
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Changed composition of
Group
Reclassifications
At year-end
Accumulated amortization
At start of year
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Changed composition of
Group
Amortization for the year
At year-end
Accumulated impairment
At start of year
Impairment losses in the
income statement
At year-end
Residual value at year-end

-

1

1

127

0

1

-1

-

-

-

-2

-

0
3

4

233

232

-5
57

4
64

-1

-1

-14

-10

-44

-37

1

-

-

-

2

-

0
0
0

-0
-1

-8
-22

-4
-14

3
-5
-44

-7
-44

-1

-1

-

-

-

-

-1

-1

-

-

-

-

2

2

211

218

13

20

Transport equipment
2010
2009
Accumulated acquisition
costs
At start of year
Acquisitions
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Changed composition of
Group
Reclassifications
At year-end

Leased
transport
equipment
2010
2009

Equipment
2010
2009

Construction
in progress
2010 2009

1 105
186

977
24

2 189
64

2 094
211

206
10

186
13

720
150

327
427

-26

-21

-9

-14

-25

-0

-

-

120
156
1 541

125
1 105

-51
-71
2 122

-102
2 189

-100
21
112

7
206

1
-107
764

-34
720

-791
-53

-637
-91

-507
53

-527
91

-136
-

-120
-

-

-

Accumulated amortization
At start of year
Reclassifications
Disposals and retirement of
assets
Changed composition of
Group
Amortization for the year
At year-end
Accumulated impairment
At start of year
Impairment losses in the
income statement
At year-end

23

18

7

11

24

0

-

-

-96
-79
-996

-81
-791

23
-92
-516

-82
-507

44
-15
-83

-16
-136

-

-

-4

-4

-888

-888

-2

-2

-

-

-4

-4

-888

-888

-2
-4

-2

-

-

Residual value at year-end

541

310

718

794

25

68

764

720

Leased transport equipment includes self-financed investments. These investments cannot be physically
differentiated from transport equipment and are therefore classified as leased transport equipment. The total
carrying amount of self-financed facilities that are included in leased transport equipment is SEK 58 (78)
million. Acquisitions during the year totaled SEK 7 (7) million.
Parent
Group
Company
Buildings and land
2010
2009
2010
2009
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Carrying amount, buildings
in Sweden
Carrying amount, land in
Sweden
Tax assessment value,
buildings in Sweden
Tax assessment value, land
in Sweden

344

349

0

0

31

31

0

0

4

4

-

-

2

2

-

-
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Note 18 - Leasing
Liabilities relating to finance lease contracts refer to future leasing charges attributable to finance lease
contracts. Liabilities regarding finance leasing fall due as follows:
Group

Within 1 year
Between 1 and 5 years
Later than 5 years
Total

Amortization
112
826
647
1585

Interest
21
176
67
264

2010
Total
Payment
133
1 002
714
1 848

Breakdown of liabilities per currency (translation into SEK
million)
EUR
of which with fixed interest
SEK
of which with fixed interest
Total
Parent Company

Within 1 year
Between 1 and 5 years
Later than 5 years
Total

Amortization
110
820
647
1 577

Interest
19
170
67
257

371
0
1
214
762
1
585

2010
Total
Payment
129
990
714
1 833

Breakdown of liabilities per currency (translation into SEK
million)
EUR
of which with fixed interest
SEK
of which with fixed interest
Total

Amortization
92
670
962
1724

Interest
24
96
37
157

2009
Total
Payment
116
766
999
1881

Average interest during the year (%)
1.42%

2.06%
3.30%

Amortization
87
622
958
1667

Interest
22
93
37
152

2009
Total
Payment
109
715
995
1819

Average interest during the year (%)
371
0
1
206
762
1
577

1.42%

1.94%
3.30%

The amortization component of leasing charges falling due within one year is reported as a current liability.
During 2001-2010, Green Cargo entered into several finance leasing agreements with multiple counterparties.
The financed objects are locomotives, freight wagons, trucks, logistics property and equipment. The
agreements have a variable standard interest rate and a residual value that corresponds to the calculated
economic residual value. In 2010, 311 wagons were released from the contract with Affärsverket Statens
Järnvägar in accordance with the original schedule and there was premature settlement on 12 locomotives.
Variable fees comprising effects of changes in interest rates constitute an insignificant amount
and are thus not reported separately.
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Group
2010 2009
Finance leases
Future minimum leasing fees relating to objects sub-leased externally
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Note 19 - Participating interests in Group
companies and associated companies
Participating interests in Group companies, Parent Company
No. of Share in %
Carrying
1)
Corporate ID
shares
amount
Green Cargo Fastigheter AB, Stockholm
556167-6197
4 200
100.0
0
Green Cargo Logistics AB, Norrköping
556161-7191
50 000
100.0
1
Green Cargo Road & Logistics A/S, Glostrup DK 26115396
100.0
1
Green Cargo Åkeri AB, Solna
556736-6223
100 000
100.0
0
Hallsbergs Terminal AB, Hallsberg
556317-5966
30 000
67.0
10
Hallsbergs Kombiterminal AB, Hallsberg
556643-8023
1 200
80.0
KB Sveterm
916631-9492
99.8
30
Nordisk Transport Rail AB, Trelleborg
556336-9270
100 000
100.0
74
Nordisk Transport Rail GmbH, Berlin, DE
100.0
Nordisk Transport Rail Polska Sp. Z.o.o.,
100.0
Warsaw, PL
Nordisk Transport Rail SA, 329880934, St.
329880934
2 993
100.0
Malo, FR
Sandarne Kombiterminal AB
556587-5878
600
60.0
0
TGOJ Trafik AB, Eskilstuna
556157-6587
5 000
100.0
10
Total
126
1) This refers to the participating interest in equity, which also corresponds to the share of votes for the total
number of shares.
The Group has the following international branches:
Nordisk Transport Rail Representation, Prague, Czech Republic
Nordisk Transport Rail Representation, Bratislava, Slovakia
Changes to holdings in subsidiaries
On 1 November 2010, all operations in the Parent Company's Logistics Division were moved into a new
company. This occurred via a transfer of assets and liabilities to the subsidiary, J Ringborgs AB, which thus
obtained the company, Green Cargo Logistics AB. On 1 December, the haulage operations of the Parent
Company's Road Division were transferred to a separate company. This occurred via a transfer of the assets
and liabilities to the subsidiary, Green Cargo Kombiterminal AB, which then changed its name to Green Cargo
Åkeri AB.
On 31 December, the transport and maintenance activities of the subsidiary, TGOJ Trafik AB were integrated
into the Parent Company, Green Cargo AB. The assets and liabilities were transferred. The transaction
involved restructuring costs for staff redundancies, integration and impairment loss of IT systems. The effect of
this on the Parent Company and Group income statements was SEK 9 million in total. TGOJ Trafik AB
remains as a subsidiary to Green Cargo AB to administer the property in Eskilstuna where the main
maintenance workshop is located.
In the NTR sub-group, of which Nordisk Transport Rail AB is the Parent Company, operations were
discontinued in two of the subsidiaries. On 1 January 2010 all shares in Züst & Bachmeier S.A. were sold. In
addition, the subsidiary, NTR Austria GmbH was liquidated during the year. The results from these settlements
have not had a significant impact on the Group's profit or financial position.
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Number
Carrying
of Proportion of
Participating interests in associated companies,
amount
shares
Parent Company
equity in
in Parent
and Group Directly owned
CIN
in % 1)
Group
Company
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S
49
325
301
Hansa Rail GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, DE
HRB
50
2
0
37130
SeaRail OY, FI
50
8
15
Total
335
316
1) This refers to the participating interest in equity, which also corresponds to the share of votes for the total
number of shares.
Participating interests in associated companies, Group
Opening balance
Acquisition of participating interests in associated companies
Share of profit/loss
Exchange differences
Closing balance

2010

2009

560
-139
-35
-51
335

560
0
-23
23
560

Summary of financial information on significant associated companies, total amounts in the companies:
2010
DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S
SeaRail OY

Reg'd. country Assets Liabilities Income Profit/loss Equity interest %
Denmark
Finland

1 138
27

768
14

795
139

1
-8

49
50

Divestment of CargoNet AS
On 28 November Green Cargo AB divested its entire ownership share, 49 percent of the shares, in the
associated company, CargoNet AS. The sale of these shares impacted the Parent Company's profit by SEK 196 million and the Group's profit by SEK -99 million.
Other commitments that will affect our financial position
In conjunction with the acquisition of DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S, the owners decided to inject capital
via the contribution of new multi-system locomotives that enable the efficient production of rail transports
between Scandinavia and the Continent. Green Cargo AB and Railion AG are each contributing 6 locomotives.
The first non-cash issue was conducted in December 2008 with contributions of 3 locomotives from each
owner. The remaining issue was planned for the first half of 2010, but is now planned to take place during
2011. The 3 locomotives have a value of SEK 108 million and they are reported in the balance sheet under the
heading, Assets held for sale (see note 24).
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Note 20 - Deferred income tax
Deferred tax assets and tax liabilities are offset against each other when a legal right of offset exists for current
tax assets and tax liabilities and when deferred taxes refer to the same tax authority. Amounts are:
Group

Deferred tax assets
Total deferred tax assets

2010 2009
150 179
150 179
Group

Specification of temporary differences
Impairment of property, plant and equipment
Temporary differences regarding leasing
Loss carry-forwards
Other temporary differences
Total temporary differences
Deferred tax assets on this amount

2010
216
364
-9
571
150

2009
276
346
60
682
179

Group

Deferred tax liabilities, pension provisions
Deferred tax liabilities, depreciation in excess of plan
Total deferred tax liabilities
Deferred taxes recognized in other comprehensive income during the
year:
Deferred tax assets referring to financial instruments
Total
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2010 2009
-5
-4
-9
-5 -13
Group
2010 2009
-13
4
-13
4

Parent
Company
2010
2009
140
167
140
167
Parent
Company
2010
2009
216
275
364
345
-48
14
532
634
140
167
Parent
Company
2010
2009
-5
-5
Parent
Company
2010
2009
-13
4
-13
4
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Note 21 - Inventories
Carrying amounts
Diesel stores, acquisition cost and net realizable value
Spare parts, acquisition cost and net realizable value
Total carrying amount

2010
2
14
16

Group
2009
3
10
13
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Note 22 - Receivables from Group companies

Interest-bearing
Non-interest-bearing
Total
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Note 23 - Prepayments and accrued income

Prepaid rents and similar items
Other prepaid expenses
Accrued freight income
Other accrued income
Total

Group
2010 2009
27
30
12
33
43
77
21
27
103 167
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Note 24 - Assets held for sale
Asset/Disposal group

Assets

Liabilities

108
112
220

93
93

TRAXX locomotives
Green Cargo Åkeri AB

TRAXX locomotives, capital injection to DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S.
During autumn 2009, Green Cargo AB acquired 3 new multi-system locomotives with the capacity to run in
both Sweden and the Continent. The locomotives will be transferred to the associated company, DB Schenker
Rail Scandinavia A/S, and are not intended for use in the Parent Company's operations. The carrying amount
of these assets is SEK 108 million. No income or expenses attributable to these assets was recognized in
Other comprehensive income.
In conjunction with the acquisition of DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S, the owners decided to inject capital
via the contribution of new multi-system locomotives that enable the efficient production of rail transports
between Scandinavia and the Continent. Green Cargo AB and Railion AG are each contributing 6 locomotives.
The first non-cash issue was conducted in December 2008 with contributions of 3 locomotives from each
owner. The intention was to transfer the remaining portion during 2010. However, the process has been
delayed and it is now expected to take place during the first half of 2011.
Green Cargo Åkeri AB
During the autumn, Green Cargo's Board of Directors decided to sell the haulage operations of the Parent
Company's Road Division. In conjunction with initiation of the sales process, the operations were transferred to
the subsidiary, Green Cargo Åkeri AB. All of the haulage offices and Linköping Terminal are included in the
disposal group. Staff working with haulage and at all of the terminals have been taken over by Green Cargo
Åkeri AB as of 1 January 2011.
Disposal of these operations will occur through a sale of the shares in the subsidiary, which is expected to be
completed during 2011. The sales process got underway at the end of 2010 and because road transports will
continue to be an important component of our rail transports, it is very important that a potential buyer can
guarantee that there will be continued stability and growth of the haulage operations.
Main types of assets and liabilities in the disposal group
Assets
Property, plant, and equipment
Other receivables

Liabilities
Leasing liabilities
Other liabilities
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Note 25 - Other non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing
Due date 1–5 years from closing date
Due date > 5 years from closing date
Total

2010
432
473
905

Group
2009
182
595
777

Parent Company
2010
2009
271
125
244
253
515
378

2010
9
9

Group
2009
12
12

Parent Company
2010
2009
9
9
9
9

Non-interest-bearing
Due date 1–5 years from closing date
Due date > 5 years from closing date
Total
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Note 26 - Provisions
Group
At start of year
Provisions made during the year
Provisions utilized during the year
At year-end
of which current part
of which non-current portion

Restructuring
Other
measures Pensions provisions
35
0
17
41
-1
28
-34
-15
42
-1
30
42
0
25
-1
5

Total
52
68
-49
71
67
4

Parent Company
At start of year
Provisions made during the year
Provisions utilized during the year
At year-end
of which current part
of which non-current portion

Restructuring
Other
measures Pensions provisions
35
0
12
41
-1
27
-34
-9
42
-1
30
42
0
25
-1
5

Total
47
67
-43
71
67
4
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Note 27 - Accruals and deferred income

Employee-related costs
Infrastructure charges
Interest expenses
Other accrued expenses
Other deferred income
Total

2010
216
13
8
221
15
473

Group
2009
229
13
6
218
33
499
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Note 28 - Current liabilities

Interest-bearing
Non-interest-bearing
Total

2010
146
1052
1,198

Group
2009
130
984
1,114
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Note 29 - Pledged assets and contingent liabilities
Group

Parent Company

2010

2009

2010

2009

Pledged assets
Floating charges
Property mortgages
Other pledged assets
Total pledged assets

3
100
346
449

3
100
152
255

230
230

30
30

Contingent liabilities
Other contingent liabilities that benefit Group companies
Other contingent liabilities
Total contingent liabilities

327
72
399

375
70
445

706
72
778

764
64
828

The increase in other pledged assets pertains to diesel locomotives, which have been provided as collateral
on new financing for locomotive modernization.
The change in contingent liabilities that is in the Group's favor pertains to a recalculation of credit guarantees
that were issued in foreign currency, which benefited DB Schenker Rail Scandinavia A/S.
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Note 30 - Disclosures about equity
Capital management
Capital refers to shareholders’ equity and borrowed capital. The Group’s goal for capital management is to
secure the Group’s continued operation and freedom to operate and to ensure that the owners continue to
receive return on their investments. The distribution between shareholders’ equity and borrowed capital must
ensure a good balance between risk and return. The capital structure is adapted if required to changed
economic conditions and other external circumstances. To maintain and adapt the capital structure, the Group
can distribute funds, increase shareholders’ equity by issuing new shares or a capital infusion, or decrease or
increase liabilities. The balance sheet displays the Group’s liabilities and shareholders’ equity. The Changes in
equity report states the different components in shareholders’ equity and this note contains a specification of
the different components that are included in reserves.
The long-term target for the Group’s equity/assets ratio is 30 percent. The target for return on equity is %.
THE GROUP
Share capital
The total number of shares is 2,000,000, and the quotient value is SEK 100 per share. All shares are fully paid
up. Neither the company nor its subsidiaries hold shares.
Other capital contributions
Refers to shareholders’ equity that the owner contributed. This includes premiums of SEK 100 million in issue
of new shares and shareholders’ contribution of SEK 947 million received; SEK 347 million of the
shareholders’ contribution is conditional.
Reserves
Hedging reserve
The hedging reserve includes the effective portion of the accumulated net change in fair value of a cash flow
hedging instrument attributable to transactions that have not yet occurred.
Translation reserve
The translation reserve includes all exchange differences that arise in translation of financial reports from
foreign operations that have prepared their financial reports in currencies that differ from the currency in which
the Group presents its financial reports. The Parent Company and the Group present their financial reports in
Swedish kronor (SEK).
Retained earnings and profit/loss for the year
Retained earnings, including profit/loss for the year, includes profits earned in the Parent Company, its
subsidiaries and associated companies.
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Specification of reserves

Amount at start of year
Cash flow hedges forward exchange
contracts:
Reported in the statement of
comprehensive income
(reversed to other operating income in the
income statement)
Deferred tax
Hedges of net investments in foreign
operations:
Reported in the statement of
comprehensive income
Deferred tax
Exchange differences:
Associated companies
Amount at year-end

Hedging
reserve
3

2010
Translation
reserve
31

Hedging
reserve
-49

28

70

(1)
-7

(37)
-18

24

2009
Translation
reserve
-2

34
-9

15
-4

-52
4

22
31

3

THE PARENT COMPANY
Share capital
The total number of shares is 2,000,000, and the quotient value is SEK 100 per share. All shares are fully paid
up. Neither the company nor its subsidiaries hold shares.
Restricted and unrestricted equity
Restricted equity may not be reduced through profit distribution. Restricted equity consists of SEK 200 million
in share capital and SEK 100 million in statutory reserves. As per 2006, provisions are not made to statutory
reserves. Non-restricted equity consists of a fair value reserve, retained earnings and net income for the year.
Fund for fair value

3

2010
Translation Hedging
reserve reserve
-13
-49

28

70

(1)
-7

(37)
-18

Hedging
reserve
Amount at start of year
Cash flow hedges forward exchange
contracts:
Reported in the statement of
comprehensive income
(reversed to other operating income in the
income statement)
Deferred tax
Hedges of net investments in foreign
operations:
Reported in the statement of
comprehensive income
Deferred tax
Amount at year-end

24

34
-9
12
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Note 31 - Supplementary disclosures to the cash
flow statements
Interest paid and received
Interest received
Interest paid

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
11
16
10
15
-58 -59
-53
-49

Adjustments for non-cash items, etc.
Depreciation, amortization and impairment of assets
Capital gain/loss from sale of non-current assets
Capital gain/loss from sale of operations/subsidiaries
Changes in provisions
Unrealized income in valuation to fair value
Interest
Other
Total

256
4
100
63
2
-36
389

237
-5
101
-3
4
6
340

218
4
196
63
5
-70
416

205
-5
0
98
-3
4
-37
262

Non-cash transactions
Acquisition of assets through finance leases
Total

105
105

814
814

105
105

814
814

Cash and cash equivalents consist of the following components:
Cash and cash equivalents
Current investments with a duration of <3 months
Total

303
100
403

359
0
359

252
100
352

306
0
306
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Note 32 - Bank overdraft facilities

Granted overdraft limit
Unutilized portion
Utilized overdraft

2010
90
90
0

Group
2009
90
90
0
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Note 33 - Financial instruments and financial risk
management
Financial risk management
Green Cargo's operations expose the company to a number of financial risks. The most significant financial
risks are liquidity, currency, interest, refinancing, counterparty and customer credit risks. Management of all
risks is regulated in a finance policy established by the Board and in the company’s credit policy. The finance
policy states that financial risks must be minimized and that access to liquidity must be secured. The Treasury
unit is responsible for financial risk management.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that liquidity will not be available to meet payment commitments, that a financial
holding cannot be realized at its estimated value.

Currency risk
Currency risk is the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates adversely affecting cash flow. Exchange rate
fluctuations also affect the income statement and balance sheet when income and expenses, and assets and
liabilities, are translated from foreign currencies into Swedish kronor.
The risk of exchange rate fluctuations affecting profit/loss and profitability is managed by hedging projected
income and expenses in foreign currencies – mainly by selling currency in advance on a forward contract, and
a smaller proportion, via currency options.
12/31/10
EUR/SEK

Change
+/- 2.5%

Effect on profit/loss
SEK +/– 3 million

Effect on equity
SEK +/– 7 million

12/31/09
EUR/SEK

Change
+/- 2.5%

Effect on profit/loss
SEK +/– 12 million

Effect on equity
SEK +/– 10.5 million

The effect of currency derivatives on operating profit/loss reached SEK +43 million (-21). The next table shows
the value of outstanding contracts not taken up as income.
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Hedged currency flows as of 31 December 2010

EUR/SEK
Volume 1)

Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
Total

2011
2011
2011
2011

18.4
12.0
30.4

Exchange
rate 2)
9.5
9.5
19.0

Closing day rate

31 Dec
2010

9.00

Unrealized profit/loss (SEK million) recognized in hedging reserve 3)

31 Dec
2010

14.7

Hedged currency flows as of 31 December 2009

EUR/SEK
Volume 1)

Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
Total

2010
2010
2010
2010

3.9
17.3
4.9
14.3
40.4

Exchange
rate 2)
9.96
10.27
9.95
10.75
10.37

Closing day rate

31 Dec
2009

10.35

Unrealized profit/loss (SEK million) recognized in hedging reserve 3)

31 Dec
2009

0.7

1)Volume is expressed in millions in local currency.
2) The exchange rate is the spot rate.
3) Fair value, excl. deferred tax, recognized in reserves in equity on cash flow hedges where hedge
accounting is applied.

Interest rate risk
The risk that changes in market interest rates adversely affect cash flow or the fair value of financial assets
and liabilities constitutes an interest risk. A large part of Green Cargo’s interest-bearing liabilities refer to
leasing-financed investments with variable interest rates. Interest-bearing assets mainly comprise cash and
cash equivalents and non-current and current investments. Interest rate risk is primarily managed using
interest rate derivatives in the form of interest rate swap agreements.
The interest rate risk for the liability portfolio is SEK –/+ 13 million (–/+ 14), including interest rate swap
agreements, measured as the change in annual interest expense by a +/– 1 percent change in the interest
rate.
The interest rate risk for the assets portfolio is SEK +/– 6 million (+/– 5), measured as the change in annual
interest income by a +/– 1 percent change in the interest rate.
Interest rate risks are measured weekly.
On 31 December 2010, the Group had SEK 14 (11) million in open interest rate derivatives in which variable
interest was replaced with fixed interest, with a maturity between 8 (11) months and 9 (9) years. Nominal
amounts and interest rates for these are as follows:

SEK

Nominal
amount (SEK million)
870

Fixed
interest
3.11

2010
Variable
interest
1.63

Nominal
amount (SEK million)
695
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Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that the counterparty in a transaction will not meet its financial contractual obligations and
that collateral does not cover the company’s receivable.

Customer credit risk
The Contract Administration function may decide on credits in conjunction with new agreements and
agreement extensions within established frameworks. The Treasury unit makes other credit decisions
centrally.
Trade receivable aging report: 1)

541

2010 2009
Provisions Gross
made
462

Group
2009 2010
Provisions Gross
made
378

69
20

116
3

56
21

106
-2

4

-5

4

-6

2010
Gross
Not yet
due
< 30 days
30-90
days
91-180
days
> 180
days
Total

Parent Company
2010 2009
2009
Provisions Gross
Provisions
made
made
446

25

26

29

33

24

25

15

26

659

26

605

33

483

25

559

26

Provision for doubtful accounts:
Provisions at start of year
Provision for expected losses
Reversal of earlier provisions
Realized losses
Provision at year-end
Year’s cost for doubtful accounts

2010
33
3
-4
-6
26
-0

Total credit risk exposure:
Trade receivables
Derivative instruments
Loan receivables
Other non-current securities
Non-current investments
Current investments
Cash and cash equivalents
Financial guarantees

2010
675
6
0
10
309
303
399

Group
2009
35
9
-10
-1
33
2

Group
2009
652
-21
1
120
72
359
445

Parent Company
2010
2009
26
32
3
3
-4
-8
-0
-1
25
26
-0
-3
Parent Company
2010
2009
572
558
6
-21
84
3
0
9
120
309
72
252
306
778
828

1) The Group data include trade receivables from associated companies, and the Parent Company data
include trade receivables from Group and associated companies.

Counterparty risk
Credit risks related to our financial counterparties arise in liquidity management. These counterparty risks are
regulated in the finance policy, and investments are only permitted in instruments that are issued by
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counterparties with a high credit rating, with given limits per counterparty and for the risk class to which the
counterparties belong.

Refinancing risk
Refinancing risk is the risk that a company cannot obtain financing or can only obtain it at significantly higher
costs. So Green Cargo maintains a minimum liquidity, which comprises bank deposits, (market) listed
investments that can be converted into cash within three banking days, and unused confirmed credit facilities.
The maturities of the Group’s loans must also be spread out over time so that the loan maturities are evenly
distributed or adapted to meet expected incoming payments.
Maturity structure for borrowing, Group (SEK million):

Liabilities as of 201012-31

Liabilities to credit
institutions

947

6
6 - 12
1-2
2-5
months months
years
years
or
(of (of which (of which
less
which interest) interest)
(of interest)
which
interest)
1,065
39
145
69
339
(11)
406

(18)

(44)

(32)

406

(118)
406

(11)

Trade payables
(external)

1,918
(264)
10

70
(8)
10

76
(12)

329
(88)

729
(88)

714
(67)

6
6 - 12
1-2
2-5
months months
years
years
or
(of (of which (of which
less
which interest) interest)
(of interest)
which
interest)
916
36
9
52
131

More than
5 years
(of which
interest)

Leasing liabilities
Liabilities to associated
companies 2)

Carrying Contractually
amount
agreed
cash flows
(of which
interest) 1)

1,654
10

More than 5
years
(of which
interest)

473

Bank overdraft, used
amount
Liabilities as of 200912-31

Liabilities to credit
institutions
Trade payables
(external)
Leasing liabilities
Liabilities to associated
companies 2)

Carrying Contractually
amount
agreed
cash flows
(of which
interest) 1)
814

343

1,724
6

688

(102)
343

(4)
343

(4)

(9)

(23)

(62)

1,880
(156)
6

58
(12)
6

57
(11)

286
(47)

480
(49)

999
(37)

Bank overdraft, used
amount
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Maturity structure for borrowing, Parent Company:

Liabilities as of 2010- Carrying Contractually
6
12-31
amount
agreed months
cash flows
or
(of which
less
(of
interest) 1)
which
interest)
Liabilities to credit
548
609
27
institutions
(61)
(6)
Trade payables
326
326
326
(external)
Leasing liabilities

1,577

Liabilities to Group
companies 2)

94

1,834
(257)
94

Liabilities to associated
companies 2)

10

10

62
(8)
92

10

6 - 12
1-2
2-5
months
years
years
(of which (of which (of which
interest) interest) interest)

More than
5 years
(of which
interest)

6

34

297

244

(6)

(12)

(29)

(7)

68
(11)

295
(84)
2

694
(86)

714
(67)

Bank overdraft, used
amount
6
Liabilities as of 2009- Carrying Contractually
12-31
amount
agreed months
or
cash flows
less
(of which
(of
interest) 1)
which
interest)
Liabilities to credit
403
427
27
institutions
(24)
(2)
Trade payables
303
303
303
(external)
Leasing liabilities
Liabilities to Group
companies 2)
Liabilities to associated
companies 2)

1,667
66

1,818
(151)
66

54
(11)
66

6

6

6

6 - 12
1-2
2 - 5 More than 5
years
months
years
years
(of which
(of which (of which (of which
interest)
interest) interest) interest)

2

28

77

294

(2)

(3)

(9)

(8)

54
(10)

279
(46)

436
(47)

995
(37)

Bank overdraft, used
amount
1 Contractually agreed future cash flows include estimated interest payments and other charges. Not
discounted amounts.
2 Includes trade payables, Group accounts and borrowings.
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Carrying amount and fair value of financial instruments

Group, 2010

Financial assets
Other non-current securities
Derivative instruments
Trade payables (external)
Receivables from
associated companies
Current investments
Cash and cash equivalents

Financial liabilities
Leasing liabilities
Trade payables (external)
Liabilities to associated
companies
Derivative instruments
Liabilities to credit
institutions
Total
Group, 2009

Financial assets
Other non-current securities
Derivative instruments
Trade payables (external)
Receivables from
associated companies
Non-current investments
Current investments
Cash and cash equivalents

Financial liabilities
Leasing liabilities
Trade payables (external)
Liabilities to associated
companies
Derivative instruments
Liabilities to credit
institutions
Total

Assets/
Hedge
Loan
Other
Other
liabilities accounting receivables non-current
liabilities
valued
and trade
securities
at fair
receivables
value via
income
statement1)
Fair
Fair Accumulated Accumulated Accumulated
value
value
cost
cost
cost

0
29
0
0

29

200
304
504

118
147

Total
carrying
amt

0

0

-33

0

1,654

10

318
304
651

1,621
0
0

947

10
933

2,601

2,564

Assets/
Hedge
Loan
Other
Other
liabilities accounting receivables non-current
liabilities
valued
and trade
securities
at fair
receivables
value via
income
statement1)
Fair
Fair Accumulated Accumulated Accumulated
value
value
cost
cost
cost

Total
carrying
amt

-14
-24

-14

0

0

1
615
37

1
1
615
37

652

0

120
72
359
1,205

1,724
343
6

1,724
343
6

411

22
814

2,484

2,909

1

120
72
359
431

21

21

121

1

1
403
404

0
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1) Assets and liabilities valued at fair value via the income statement refer to those classified as held for
trading per IAS 39.
For more detailed information on the different categories, see note 2 “Summary of important accounting
principles”.
Fair value of interest rate derivatives and currency derivatives was calculated as the expenses/income that
would have arisen if the contracts had ended on the balance sheet day. The banks’ official rates were used for
this, where such rates exist. In other cases, the value was calculated using return models based on expected
cash flow.
No financial assets or liabilities are reported at a value that significantly deviates from fair value.

Group and Parent Company 2010

Level 1 1

Level 2 2

Financial assets
Financial assets valued at fair value via the income statement
- Derivative instruments
- Current investments
- Non-current investments
Hedged derivative instruments
Hedged non-current investments
Total

Level 3 3

6
309
0
29
10
354

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities valued at fair value via the income statement
- Derivative instruments
0
Hedged derivative instruments
0
Hedged long-term loans
211
Total
211
1) Fair value based on prices listed on an active market.
2) Market prices are used for valuation at fair value, which are not included in level 1.
3) Fair value based on inputs that are not observable market data.

Total
carrying
amount

6
309
0
29
10
354

0
0
211
211

Financial assets and liabilities are valued according to Level 2. Fair value of interest rate derivatives and
currency derivatives was calculated as the expenses/income that would have arisen if the contracts had ended
on the closing date.
The banks’ official rates were used for this, where such rates exist. In other cases, the value
was calculated using return models based on expected future cash flows.
Hedge accounting

At the end of 2010, hedge accounting was applied per IAS 39 as follows:
• Cash flow hedge accounting of currency derivatives used to hedge future payments
in foreign currency.
• Cash flow hedging of interest rate derivatives used to hedge future interest payments
of liabilities with a variable interest rate.
For information on the amounts recognized in equity and the amount
derecognized from equity and reported in the income statement, see note 30 ”Disclosures about equity”. There
is no inefficiency for cash flow hedges.
For more detailed information on reporting of hedging instruments and hedged items, see note 2 “Summary of
important accounting principles”.
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Net gains/losses from financial instruments recognized in the income statement

The next table shows the following items that were recognized in the income statement:
• Gains and losses on exchange rate differences that affected operating profit/loss,
including gains and losses attributable to hedge accounting of cash flows.
• Gains and losses on financial exchange rate differences.
• Fair value profit/loss for financial assets/liabilities valued at fair value
via the income statement.
Net profit / Net loss:
Of which financial instruments categorized as:
Assets/liabilities valued at fair value via the income statement
Hedge accounting
Loan receivables and trade receivables
Other non-current securities
Other liabilities

Group
2010 2009
2
41

-6
-21
-5

Parent Company
2010
2009
2
41

-6
-21
-5

23

23

Interest income and interest expense on financial instruments

The next table shows interest income and interest expense for all of Green Cargo’s financial assets and
financial liabilities.
Total interest income and interest expense:
Interest income
Of which interest income from financial assets not valued at fair value
Interest expenses
Of which interest expenses from financial liabilities not valued at fair value

Group Parent Company
2010 2009
2010
2009
9
15
9
13
2
1
2
1
70
64
60
55
51
52
41
44
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Signatures
The consolidated accounts and the annual report were prepared in accordance with the international
accounting standards contained in Regulation (EC) No.1606/2002 of the European Parliament and Council
dated 19 July 2002, regarding application of international accounting standards and generally accepted
accounting principles, and provide a true and fair view of the Group’s and Parent Company’s financial position
and results of operations. The Administration Report for the Group and Parent Company provides a true, fair
overview of the Group’s and Parent Company’s operations, financial position and results of operations – plus
significant risks and uncertainty factors that the Parent Company and the companies in the Group may be
exposed to.

Solna, 24 March 2011

Håkan Buskhe
Chairman of the Board

Lennart Pihl
Board Member

Margareta Alestig Johnson
Board Member

Anne Gynnerstedt
Board Member

Lena Olving
Board Member

Tryggve Sthen
Board Member

Peter Lundmark
Employee representative

Stefan Bieder
Employee representative

Mikael Stöhr
Chief Executive Officer

Our audit report was submitted on 24 March 2011.
Deloitte AB
Henrik Nilsson
Authorised public accountant
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Audit report
To the AGM of Green Cargo AB
CIN: 556119-6436
We have audited the annual accounts, the consolidated accounts, the accounting records and the
administration of the Board of Directors and the CEO of Green Cargo AB for the financial year 2010. The
annual accounts are included in the published version of this document on pages 39-98. The Board of
Directors and the CEO are responsible for these accounts and the administration of the company as well as
for the application of the Annual Accounts Act when preparing the annual accounts and the application of
international financial reporting standards IFRSs as adopted by the EU and the Annual Accounts Act when
preparing the consolidated accounts. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual accounts, the
consolidated accounts and the administration based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance that the annual accounts
and the consolidated accounts are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the accounts. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and their application by the board of directors and the managing director and
significant estimates made by the board of directors and the managing director when preparing the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts as well as evaluating the overall presentation of information in the annual
accounts and the consolidated accounts. As a basis for our opinion concerning discharge from liability, we
examined significant decisions, actions taken and circumstances of the company in order to be able to
determine the liability, if any, to the company of any board member or the managing director. We also
examined whether any Board member or the CEO has, in any other way, acted in contravention of the
Companies Act, the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of Association. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion set out below.
The annual and consolidated accounts have been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and
give a true and fair view of the company’s and the Group's financial position and results of operations in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in Sweden. The consolidated accounts have been
prepared in accordance with international financial reporting standards IFRSs as adopted by the EU and the
Annual Accounts Act and give a true and fair view of the Group’s financial position and results of operations.
The statutory Administration Report is consistent with the other parts of the annual accounts and the
consolidated accounts.
We recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders that the income statements and balance sheets of the
Parent Company and the Group be adopted, that the profit of the Parent Company be dealt with in accordance
with the proposal in the Administration Report and that the members of the Board of Directors and the CEO be
discharged from liability for the financial year.
Stockholm, 24 March 2011
Deloitte AB
Henrik Nilsson
Authorised public accountant
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Board of Directors

Håkan Buskhe
Born 1963.
Technical licentiate.
Chairman since 2009.
Domicile: Malmö.
CEO Saab AB (publ).

Anne Gynnerstedt
Born 1957.
Board member since April 2007.
LL.B., Stockholm University.
Domicile: Stockholm.
Group Senior VP Legal Affairs and member of
Group Management of Saab AB (publ.), Board
member of Saab AB's subsidiary in the U.S.
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Tryggve Sthen
Born 1952.
M.Sc.(Eng.).
Board member since April 2008.
Domicile: Gothenburg.
President of AB SKF Automotive Division.

Lena Olving
Born 1956.
M.Sc. (Mech.Eng.), Chalmers University of
Technology.
Board member since May 2008.
Domicile: Gothenburg.
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer (COO) of Saab AB (publ), Board member
of Gunnebo AB, Board member of Kungliga
Ingenjörsvetenskapsakademin (Royal Swedish
Academy of Engineering).

Margareta Alestig Johnson
Born 1961.
M.Sc. (Econ.)
Board member since 2010.
Domicile: Gothenburg.
CFO for JCE Group, Board Member of Cybercom
Group AB.
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Lennart Pihl
Born 1950.
M.Sc (Econ.).
Board member since May 2010.
Domicile: Helsingborg.
Chairman of the Board for MultiQ AB, Vice
Chairman for Readsoft AB, Vice Chairman for
Heatex AB, Board Member of Duroc AB, Board
Member of Formpipe AB (publ).

Stefan Bieder
Born 1958.
Union representative.
Board member since May 2001.
Domicile: Landskrona.
Employee representative appointed by the Union
of Civil Servants (ST).
Employed since 1981.
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Peter Lundmark
Born 1958.
Union representative.
Board member since May 2001.
Domicile: Umeå.
Employee representative appointed by the Union
of Service and Communication Employees
(SEKO).
Employed since 1976.

Björn T Johansson
Born 1960.
Union representative.
Deputy Board member since May 2001.
Domicile: Laröd.
Employee representative appointed by the Union
of Civil Servants (ST).
Employed since 1984.
Industry chairman of ST SpårTrafik.
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Anders Gustavsson
Born 1961.
Union representative.
Deputy Board member since August 2004.
Domicile: Gothenburg.
Employee representative appointed by the Union
of Service and Communication Employees
(SEKO).
Employed since 1981.
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Executives

Mikael Stöhr
CEO.
Born 1970.
Joined Green Cargo: 2010.

Mariann Östansjö
CFO.
Born 1955.
Joined Green Cargo: 2010.
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Mats Hanson
Marketing Director.
Born 1954.
Joined Green Cargo: 2000.

Bertil Nilsson
Production Director.
Born 1950.
Joined Green Cargo: 2008.

John Klint
Business Development Director.
Born 1974.
Joined Green Cargo: 2010.
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Corporate governance report for 2010 financial
year
SWEDISH CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE (THE CODE)
Apart from implications of parliamentary decisions, legislation and agreements with the Swedish Government,
as a wholly state-owned company, Green Cargo AB (Green Cargo) is controlled by administrative guidelines
prepared by the Ministry of Finance. The Government's 2010 ownership policy describes these guidelines.
The principles applied by the Government in its ownership policy are largely consistent with the Code’s rules.
To further strengthen aspirations for credible, predictable administration, the Government determined that the
Code should be part of its administrative framework. Because the Code is primarily intended for quoted
companies, the Government Offices believe that for some issues there are grounds for complementing or
interpreting the Code’s rules.
Green Cargo’s 9 December 2005 Board meeting took a formal decision to implement the Code.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CODE
In implementing the Code in 2010, Green Cargo’s Board prepared a corporate governance report, including a
section on internal control. Green Cargo’s website was updated gradually with financial and management
reports. The year’s AGM was held on 16 April 2010 in Solna, Sweden. The auditors conducted a general
review of Green Cargo’s interim report for 1 January – 30 September 2010.
The company has a formal process for decision on employment terms for senior executives, which is in
accordance with the Government's guidelines issued on 20 April 2009. Green Cargo's guidelines for the
employment terms of senior executives were approved at the AGM on 16 April 2010.

EXCEPTIONS FROM THE CODE
Green Cargo's Board has decided not to apply the Code's regulations on nomination committees. These
regulations have been replaced by the owner's nomination process. This is stated in the 2010 Government
Ownership Policy.
The owner’s nomination procedures include Board and auditor appointments. This process satisfies the
Code’s rules on appointing the Board and auditors.
Among others, the nomination committee should account for the independence of Board members relative to
the owner and company. The Government decided to not follow the Code as regards accounting for Board
members’ potential independence of the Government as a major owner.
The Code stipulates that an audit committee should be established. The Government deems it is the
responsibility of every Board to determine whether such a committee is required. Green Cargo’s Board does
not consider it necessary to create an audit committee. Instead, the entire Board is responsible for accounting
and audit issues.
Given the guidelines on employment terms for senior executives that was adopted on 16 April 2010, the Board
has determined that it is not necessary to have a special remuneration committee.

Quality assurance of financial reporting
The Board quality-assures financial reporting by:
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•
•
•
•

Ensuring a Board-reviewed-and-approved finance policy is in place.
Reviewing quarterly reports and adopting them when presented at Board meetings and ensuring
that Green Cargo follows government guidelines on external financial reporting.
Reviewing monthly controller reports that are a detailed analysis and continuous follow-up of
operations against the business plan objectives and the previous year.
Reviewing and reporting on the internal control process.

The auditors also participated in the Board meeting where the annual report for the 2010 financial year was
presented and a decision was made to approve the report. At that meeting, the auditors presented their audit
findings.

Green Cargo's Board of Directors
At the AGM on 16 April 2010, the following individuals were re-elected to serve on the Board until the next
AGM: Håkan Buskhe, Anne Gynnerstedt, Björn Mikkelsen, Lena Olving and Tryggve Sthen and the newly
elected members, Margareta Alestig Johnson and Lennart Pihl. Håkan Buskhe was elected as the Chairman
of the Board. Björn Mikkelsen resigned from the Board on 31 December 2010.
The employee representatives on the Board are: Stefan Bieder, ST, Member, Björn T Johansson, ST, Deputy
Member, Peter Lundmark, SEKO, Member, Anders Gustafsson, SEKO, Deputy Member and Ann-Charlotte
Juliusson, SACO, Co-Opted Member.
The 2010 Annual Report for Green Cargo contains more information on each Board member.
The Board's rules of procedure, which were adopted on 5 May 2010, stipulate that the Chairman is
responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring the progress of the Green Cargo Parent Company and Group through contact with the
CEO.
Organizing and leading the work done by the Board.
Ensuring that the Board members regularly update their knowledge of Green Cargo and its
operations and that they obtain the necessary training.
Ensuring that new members obtain thorough introductory training.
Obtaining the owner's views and providing this information to the rest of the Board.
Ensuring that the Board members regularly receive information from the CEO in order to monitor
Green Cargo's and the Board's position, financial planning and development.
Consulting with the CEO on strategic issues and any changes to Green Cargo's operative
management.
Acting as Chairman for Board meetings, providing notice of meetings, approving the agenda of
meetings and arranging extra Board meetings when necessary.
Ensuring that issues are dealt with in accordance with what has been stipulated in the Annual
Accounts Act and the Articles of Association.
Ensuring that the Board's decisions are efficiently implemented.
Arranging extra Board meetings as necessary, based on Green Cargo's development.
Managing all of the Board's contacts with the mass media.
As necessary, participating in important meetings with external contacts.
Compiling the Board's evaluation of the CEO's performance.
Ensuring that the work done by the Board is evaluated each year and that the unit responsible for
State-owned companies obtains this evaluation report.

For all other matters, ensuring that all Board members receive a similar workload, unless otherwise decided at
a Board meeting.
Board meetings must be held at least six times during each financial year and they must follow the specified
rules of procedure, which stipulates the periods in which meetings must be held, along with the issues that
must be addressed at each meeting, such as interim reports, discussions on strategy and business plans.
The following issues must also be addressed at each regular Board meeting:
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•
•

Review and approval of the minutes from the prior meeting
The CEO's report on
• Business situation
• Production/staff/organization
• OUTLOOK
• Economic report
• Financial report
• Investments
Other issues that must be decided by the Board.

•

During the 2010 financial year, the Board held 9 meetings for which the minutes were taken. The AGM-elected
Board members attendance was as follows:
Member

Attendance/ Number possible

Håkan Buskhe
Margareta Alestig Johnson
Anne Gynnerstedt
Björn Mikkelsen
Lena Olving
Lennart Pihl
Tryggve Sthen

8/9
6/6
7/9
8/9
6/9
5/6
8/9

At the AGM on 16 April 2010, the fees paid to the Board were decided. This information is provided in the
2010 annual report.

CEO
The Board is responsible for appointing Green Cargo's President and CEO. This post was held by the Acting
CEO, Lennart Pihl up until and including the 18 April 2010. Mikael Stöhr has held the position of CEO since 19
April 2010. Mikael Stöhr, born in 1970, was previously the CEO of AxIndustries, where he was employed since
2005. During the period 2003-2004, he was a member of the management team for Axel Johnson International
AB. Before then, during the period 2000-2002, Mikael Stöhr was Head of the Swedish Trade Council in
Russia. He also has experience from working as a McKinsey consultant and as a lawyer at the Mannheimer
Swartling law firm.
Education:
•
•

LL.B., Lund University, 1995.
Business Administration and Economics studies at Lund University

Important positions other than Green Cargo:
•
•

Board Member for Ruric AB
Board Member for the Swedish International Freight Association

Election of auditor
The owner is responsible for the election of auditors and monitoring all steps in the procurement process from the procurement criteria to selection and evaluation. The final decision is made by the owner at the AGM.
Deloitte AB, with Authorised Public Accountant Henrik Nilsson as the Head Auditor, was elected at the 2008
AGM for a three-year period until the 2011 AGM.
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Report on the internal controls for financial reporting
Control environment

The control environment is the basis of the internal controls for financial reporting. The control environment
framework consists of organization, decision paths, authority and responsibilities that are documented and
communicated via governing documents. Examples of such documents within Green Cargo are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Board’s rules of procedure with division of duties among the Board, Board chairman and
CEO.
Instructions for the CEO with duties and obligations for reporting to the Board.
Ethics policy
Governing documents, such as the finance policy and accounting handbook, along with creditgranting, investment, financial control and reporting guidelines.
Decision and authorization rules are documented with monetary limits and authority delegation
rights.
Functional descriptions specify division of responsibilities among departments; job descriptions
specify individual responsibilities.

A three-year business plan is prepared annually. This plan contains the company’s strategy and budget and is
broken down to the division level to optimize follow-ups.
Risk assessment

During 2010, a risk analysis was conducted on the balance sheet and income statement items as of 2009-1231 for the Green Cargo Group. The approach used for the analysis involved a primary focus on items where
there was a risk of an incorrect amount in excess of SEK 20 million. For these items, the source of each
respective risk was also identified. Each item was assessed on the basis of specific criteria, such as volatility,
subjectivity and complexity. None of the identifies risks were assessed as high.
Control activities

During 2010, the company did not have a separate internal control function. Risk assessment provides the
starting point for identifying which controls must exist within the company in order to prevent the most
significant risks or minimize the consequences of such risks. Based on the risk analysis that was conducted,
along with the control environment that already existed in the company, the Board has determined that a
separate control function cannot be economically justified.
Information and communication

Internal communication occurs through the company’s intranet, e-mail, workplace meetings and staff
newsletter. All policies and guidelines are available on the internal website. External and internal
communication is regulated by a communications policy, which has been supplemented by guidelines on such
items as responsibility, information channels and contacts with the mass media. The finance department staff
produces external financial reports. The Board approves the reports and entrusts their publication to the CEO.
Follow-up

The Board receives a report 10 to 12 times per year on the company’s financial position – compared to the
business plan and the previous year. The Board also follows up objectives set for these areas: Safety,
Environment, Customers, Employees and Finance. The external auditors present their audit to the Board
annually, covering internal controls and other matters. An internal control report is prepared within the
company that contains a follow-up of the shortcomings identified in the preceding year’s report and how they
were handled during the year.

Solna, 24 March 2011
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Håkan Buskhe
Anne Gynnerstedt
Lennart Pihl
Stefan Bieder

Margareta Alestig Johnson
Lena Olving
Tryggve Sthen
Peter Lundmark

AUDITOR'S OPINION ON THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT
To the annual general meeting (AGM) of Green Cargo AB, CIN: 556119-6436
The Board of Directors is responsible for the Corporate Governance Report and ensuring that it has been
prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.
As the basis for our opinion on whether the Corporate Governance Report has been prepared with and is
consistent with the Annual Accounts Act and the consolidated financial statements, we have read the
Corporate Governance report and assessed its statutory content based on our knowledge of the company.
We are of the opinion that a Corporate Governance Report has been prepared and that its statutory content is
consistent with the Annual Accounts Act and the consolidated financial statements.
Stockholm, 24 March 2011
Deloitte AB
Henrik Nilsson
Authorised public accountant
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How our 2010 Annual Report works
Welcome to Green Cargo's Annual and Sustainable Development Report. We are no longer printing our
annual reports, but rather have chosen to publish our Annual and Sustainable Development Report online. We
believe you will find the reports easier to use and we know that they will have less of an impact on the
environment. If you should still require a paper version, you can download a copy and print it out.
If you have access to the Internet, a copy of our Annual and Sustainable Development Report will always be
within reach. The Search function is excellent and you can copy and paste information into your own
document. New windows open when you want to see more detailed information about a customer
arrangement or if you want access to a short industry glossary. Links to other pages or documents make it
possible to easily access more detailed information.
Green Cargo would like to receive feedback about our annual report - both positive and negative. Send your
comments to info@greencargo.com
Some tips

• Move the pointer over a bar or point on a graph to see the exact value.
• Print individual pages by right clicking and selecting "Print".
• Some words in the text have a dotted underline. Click on such words in order to obtain an explanation.
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Downloads
This is where you can download the annual report as a PDF document, along with other documents from the
annual report. The documents are intended for unrestricted use, for example for publishing purposes, school
projects and surveys.
•
•
•
•
•

Download the annual report as a PDF document
Excel file containing information used to produce graphs, source: Swedish Transport
Administration
GRI Index/Cross reference list
Corporate Governance Report
Measurement methods used in the annual report
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Paper mills - biggest on the tracks

Along with Hector Rail, Captrain and Transwaggon, Green Cargo ensures that Europe always has a supply of
cartons and newspapers. Green Cargo is the main supplier of paper products from ten paper mills located
throughout Sweden for ScandFibre Logistics as part of Sweden's largest international rail solution.
Within the Rail 11 logistics system, more than 2.5 million tons of paper, which is equivalent to 30,000 wagons,
are transported each year. The majority is exported to other European countries, with daily departures. Freight
from the Swedish paper mills is transported to Germany, Italy, France, Spain, Benelux and Austria. Wagon
capacity is fully utilized and on the return journey, wagons are loaded with other goods, thus providing a good
balance flow.
For example, a train from SmurfitKappa in Piteå travels to Milan, where the pulp is refined and manufactured
into the final product. The same train is then loaded with wine and spirits at the Altias unloading area. The
chain of events is completed when the train finally returns to the paper mill, where it is once again loaded for
the next journey to the Continent.
ScandFibre Logistics is owned by Smurfit Kappa AB, Mondi Dynäs AB, Billerud AB, Korsnäs AB and Holmen
AB.
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Green Cargo Logistics delivers coffee

Internet trade is important to many of Green Cargo Logistics' customers. Today, ordering coffee over the
internet is as common as using it to pay one's bills.
Nestlé has chosen Green Cargo Logistics for its Dolce Gusto initiative. This is a concept for selling coffee
makers, accessories and pods (ampoules of concentrated coffee) via an online shop. Green Cargo Logistics is
responsible for the entire logistics chain. The warehouse in Helsingborg is responsible for receiving,
warehousing and managing the inflow and outflow of goods.
Customers place their orders via an online shop and the products are then packaged and delivered directly to
private customers.
Besides providing quick, reliable deliveries, Green Cargo Logistics provides all of the customer service for the
online shop. Because the shop serves the entire Nordic region, customer service is provided in all of the
following languages: Danish, Swedish, Norwegian and Finnish.
"We already had a good cooperation in place. So, when we were ready to launch our new online shop, Green
Cargo Logistics was an obvious partner, especially since it is able to provide customer service in several
languages," says Annika Johansson, Customer Service Manager at Nestlé.
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Norwegians drink "green" Coca Cola

Coca-Cola Enterprises in Sweden has established ambitious climate goals for its organization.
"Through innovation, continuous improvements and our deeply committed employees, we are working to
reduce our carbon footprint. That is why Coca-Cola also has stringent requirements on quality and
environmental responsibility for our partners," says Johanna Schelin, Environmental Manager at Coca-Cola.
Green Cargo's intermodal solution enables the Coca-Cola train to travel by rail for the long journey, and then
by road to reach the final destination.
Four trailers displaying the Coca-Cola logo leave the factory in Jordbro each day (approximately 30,000 pallets
per year) filled with soda in glass bottles, destined for Robsrud in Norway. Before the train makes the journey
home, it is loaded with empty bottles, which are recycled and once again filled with soda destined for Norway.
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Sveaskog, Neova, E.ON -

Sveaskog, Neova and E.ON have a burning interest in the environment. Biofuel is used by Combined Heat
and Power (CHP) plants to produce district heating and electricity. A single train can transport 1,000 tons of
biofuel, which is enough to heat 100 homes for an entire year. During the fuel season, Green Cargo drives
three to four trains per week for Sveaskog, E.ON and Neova to the CHPs located in Örebro and Eskilstuna. In
order to maximize the production resources, the suppliers share the trains, which makes it possible for Green
Cargo to offer competitively priced transports.
"An incredibly large volume of wood chips is required to fully load a train ourselves. Green Cargo offers a good
alternative by allowing us to share the train with Neova and E.ON," says Anders Eriksson, Logistics Manager
at Sveaskog.
One important component of the solution is Green Cargo's workshop in Eskilstuna, which serves as the hub
for wagon maintenance. This facility makes it possible to provide convenient, affordable wagon maintenance.
"We recognize that there are significant benefits associated with rail transports. Besides the environmental
aspects, they also offer an efficient solution, which makes it possible for us to collect fuel from more parts of
the country," says Rikard Nilsson, Logistics Manager at E.ON.
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Electrolux takes the train from Italy

By providing reliable, punctual transports, the forwarding agent, NTR ensure that Electrolux always has a
supply of major home appliances, such as washing machines, dishwashers, kitchen ranges, and more. Green
Cargo is responsible for the Trelleborg – Torsvik/Mariestad route and it makes sure that deliveries arrive on
time.
The journey begins in Porcia, Italy, where the wagons are loaded inside the Electrolux track-bound factory.
Between eight and ten wagons per week are loaded with major household appliances. The trains then travel
via Verona towards Sweden. Five days later the trains arrive at the track-bound warehouses. At Torsvik in
Sweden, Elgiganten's staff unload the freight. In Mariestad, the trains are driven directly to Electrolux's own
facility.
"The new NTR trains help us meet our environmental goals. We are also able to balance our loading and
unloading activities between road and rail, which enables us to achieve optimal efficiency in our utilization of
both staff and facilities," says Martin Van Dop, European Rail Transport Manager.
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Climate Comet shows the way

Freight train efficiency and environmental performance combined with the flexibility of trucks provides the
basis for intermodal traffic's growth. This is what the Austrian transport company, LKW Walter, which is one of
Europe's largest operators of intermodal transports, uses as its starting point.
With Green Cargo's assistance, LKW Walter drives trailers from Malmö to Hannover and Krefeld and back
again as part of a modern, intermodal solution. The trains loaded with truck trailers travel during the night six
times per week between the destinations, both northward and southward bound.
LKW Walter has increased its intermodal transports such that the road network has been relieved of 22,000
truck transports per year between Sweden and Germany alone. Because of its environmentally conscious
efforts, the company was named Climate Comet of the Year for 2010. With this award, Green Cargo
recognizes companies that, given the conditions they operate under, make significant improvements to the
environmental impactof their logistics.
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